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Abstract
Optimisation is key to the improvement of most engineering products. Although the concepts
of optimisation date back thousands of years, Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) based
optimisation has only been widely developed over the past twenty years or so. Most
conventional optimisation algorithms focus on a single application with a single goal
(objective); for example, minimising the mass of a vehicle crash structure, or maximising the
profit margin of a specific product. Although these objectives are different in nature they relate
to the same product; and most often also indirectly influence each other, making the individual
optimisation “less efficient”. Multi-objective optimisation algorithms do exist; but multiobjective and multi-disciplinary algorithms are neither well developed nor well understood.
The overarching research question for this PhD study is: How to optimise an engineering
product from a holistic viewpoint? The ideology of holistic optimisation is to obtain the ideal
product by determining the optimum “compromise” between a number of indirectly linked
aspects, such as structural performance and manufacturing costs. The ultimate aim, and the
original contribution to knowledge of this PhD is to create a holistic optimisation algorithm /
tool able to cater for the above. This will include aspects such as material selection,
manufacturing methods, structural performance, end of life attributes, life cycle assessment,
product cost, CO2 equivalence, etc. The approach is to utilise a parametric model to analyse and
optimise the overall “performance” of the product. Two different approaches to holistic
optimisation will be evaluated: parallel and sequential. The ideology of the parallel approach is
to optimise the aspects independently of each other. The sequential approach optimises the
aspects sequentially with varying priorities.
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1 Introduction
In the past, most engineering products were produced to make profits without considering
energy economy or environmental protection as a serious issue. Moreover, manufacturers
always ensured that they had the most attractive products so that they could have the biggest
share of the local or global market. However, the environmental impact caused by engineering
products has drawn the attention of researchers and governments. Manufacturers have been
asked to start to further optimise their products in terms of reducing their environmental impact.
Manufacturers in the 21st century are asked to make sustainable products due to the worsening
issue of global warming. Although engineers have developed products for decades, industries
in the whole world are still facing several crucial problems that need to be solved as soon as
possible (Zhang et al. 2007). Nowadays, optimisation is the key to improving most engineering
products. Most conventional optimisation algorithms focus on a single application with a single
goal (objective); for example, minimising the mass of a vehicle crash structure, or maximising
the profit margin of a specific product. Although these objectives are different in nature, they
relate to the same product and most often also indirectly influence each other, making individual
optimisation ‘less efficient’. Multi-objective optimisation algorithms do exist; but multiobjective and multi-disciplinary algorithms are neither well developed nor well understood.
The overarching research question for this PhD study is: How to optimise an engineering
product from a holistic viewpoint? The ideology of holistic optimisation is to obtain an ideal
product by determining the optimum ‘compromise’ between a number of indirectly linked
aspects, such as structural performance and manufacturing costs. The ultimate aim and the
original contribution to knowledge of this PhD is to create a holistic optimisation algorithm /
tool able to cater for the above. This will include aspects such as material selection,
manufacturing methods, structural performance, end of life attributes, life cycle assessment,
product cost and CO2 equivalence. The approach is to utilise a parametric model to analyse /
optimise the overall ‘performance’ of a product. Two different approaches to holistic
optimisation will be evaluated: parallel and sequential. The ideology of the parallel approach is
to optimise the aspects independently of each other and simultaneously. The sequential
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approach optimises the aspects sequentially, with varying priorities.
This thesis contains following chapters:


Literature Review



Methodology



Holistic Optimisation Study 1 (HOS1) – Side Impact Beam



Holistic Optimisation Study 2 (HOS2) – Lower Engine Mount



Design of Experiments (DOE)



Discussion



Conclusion

There are two main sections in the literature review chapter. The first section studies the aspects
of an engineering product such as material selection, manufacturing methods, structural
performance, end of life attributes and cost. The objective of the first section is to understand
the whole life of a product starting with its raw materials and ending with its disposal. Details
such as procedures and techniques of each aspect are reviewed and studied in order to find out
their general inputs and outputs. From the inputs and outputs, the relationships between aspects
are found and further analysed in the methodology chapter. These new directly/ indirectly linked
aspects will be used to create the parametric model to analyse/ optimise the overall
‘performance’ of the product.
The second section in chapter 2 reviews both classic and advanced techniques of multiobjective optimisation. The aim of this section is to understand how to handle multi-objective
optimisations and the differences between multi-objective optimisation and holistic
optimisation. The literature review provides a basic understanding of both the product aspects
and multi-objective optimisation techniques for the holistic optimisation tool to be created in
the third chapter.
The third chapter contains the methodology of holistic optimisation studies. In this chapter,
aspects of the products studied in the literature review are further analysed with the Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) method from the first section. The QFD is defined as a procedure
to convert customers’ requirements to engineering characteristics of a product. With the help of
the QFD method, relationships between aspects become clearer and more accurate. Aspects of
the product are further categorised into the following major areas such as material selection,
7

structural performance, CO2 footprint and transportation. The approach for holistic optimisation
in the second section is to utilise a parametric model to analyse and optimise the overall
‘performance’ of the product. This parametric model contains three fundamental modules:
1. The STRUCTURAL module analyses and optimises the structural performance of the
product.
2. The COST module analyses and optimises the cost of the product in aspects such as
material, manufacture, transportation and EOL.
3. The CO2 module analyses and optimises the CO2 footprint of the product in aspects
such as processing raw materials, manufacturing the product, transportation and EOL.
All three modules are created with PowerShell which is a Windows based programme language.
The STRUCTURAL module uses the existing optimisation solver, HyperMesh, to analyse and
optimise the structural performance of the product’s CAD model. The COST module and CO2
module have the same four phases: Material phase, Manufacture phase, Transportation phase
and End of Life phase. These two modules analyse and optimise the cost and CO2 footprint of
the product in these four phases.
The last section of the methodology contains three main subsections which introduce the types
of holistic optimisations, the design of the case study and the evaluation methods. In this
research, there are two types of holistic optimisations – Sequential (SEQ) and Parallel (PAR).
Each type of holistic optimisation consists of the three individual modules: STRUCTURAL,
COST and CO2. According to the optimisation module sequences (OMS), there are 6 OMS for
SEQ and 1 OMS for PAR. In order to find out how the iteration loops influence the results of
the 7 OMS, two types of the iteration loops are applied to these 7 OMS: Single-Inner Iteration
loop (SII) and Multi-Inner Iteration loops (MII). The case studies are designed to study the
‘performance’ of the 7 OMS. The case studies will look at varying 1 – 2 parameters at a time
and extract the general trends from the evaluations. There are 33 case studies for each of the 7
OMS. Each case study contains a number of models based on the change of the input parameters
– 203 models in total for 33 case studies in each OMS. Three evaluation methods are introduced
in this section to evaluate the results of the 7 OMS: Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE),
Absolute Criterion (ABC) and INC (Incremental Criterion). The ICE method will assess the
summation of the ‘performance’ of each individual module. The ABC method will assess the
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‘Global Distance’ between each result and the absolute optimum solution. The INC method will
assess the ‘Local Distance’ between the results of the initial iteration and the final iteration.
Both ‘Global Distance’ and ‘Local Distance’ indicate the idea of the magnitude of a vector.
Chapters 4 and 5 contain two different Holistic Optimisation Studies (HOS). In Chapter 4, a
side impact beam of a vehicle will be studied. A lower engine mount will be investigated in
Chapter 5. The basic framework of both chapters will be the same, beginning by introducing
the setup of each HOS, respectively. The optimisation results will be evaluated by three methods:
Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE), Absolute Criterion (ABC) and INC (Incremental
Criterion). The aim of the evaluation is to find out the general trends of the results in order to
analyse the performance of each of the 7 OMS. Following the evaluations, a detailed analysis
is applied to the results in each of the three individual modules based on two perspectives:
Objective function values and Sensitivity. The purpose of this further analysis is to find out how
the three individual modules/ input parameter(s) influence the performance of the holistic
optimisation.
Chapter 6 contains the Design of Experiments (DOE). A DOE method is to find out the
relationship between input variables/ parameters influencing the process and the output of the
process. The main idea of this chapter is to use a DOE method to get a response surface of the
results by allowing ‘all’ parameters at a time to change. This is different from what has been
done in Chapters 4 and 5, as the analysis of the results in those two chapters are based on another
viewpoint. The application of the DOE for the two HOS also will be introduced in this chapter.
The purpose of is to give readers a general idea of determining the “best” Optimisation Module
Sequence (OMS) with the DOE based optimisation.
The final chapter contains a comprehensive conclusion for the overall research.
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2 Literature Review
There are two main sections in this chapter. The first section studies the aspects of an
engineering product such as material selection, manufacturing methods, structural performance,
end of life attributes and cost. The objective of the first section is to understand the whole life
of a product starting with its raw materials and ending with its disposal. Details such as
procedures and techniques of each aspect are reviewed and studied in order to find out their
general inputs and outputs. The second section of this chapter is to review both classic and
advanced techniques of multi-objective optimisation. The aim of this section is to understand
how to handle multi-objective optimisations and the differences between multi-objective
optimisation and holistic optimisation. The literature review provides a basic understanding of
both the product aspects and the multi-objective optimisation techniques for the holistic
optimisation tool to be created.

2.1 Literature review of product aspects
The core of this research is to optimise an engineering product from a holistic viewpoint. The
first step is to study major aspects of an engineering product such as life cycle assessment, endof-life, structural optimisation and materials. These aspects are simply illustrated with a mind
map in Figure 1. In this research, an automotive product is studied as the initial case. The aim
of this literature review is to study major aspects of engineering products and determine their
inputs and outputs for further optimisation. The following sections of the literature review will
focus on major aspects of automobiles. The Material Selection section reviews the conventional
materials used for automobiles. The Manufacturing Methods section reviews methods such as
cast components, frame-joining and painting. The Structural Performance section reviews
structural optimisation methods, mainly focusing on CAE based on optimisations such as size,
shape and topology. The End of Life section reviews the potential disposal methods of end-oflife engineering products. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) section reviews the procedures of
LCA and the physical product’s life cycle. The Disassembly section reviews methods to
disassemble engineering products when they reach the end of their lives. The cost section
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reviews the methods of calculating the product’s costs in its life cycle, such as material cost,
manufacturing cost and transportation cost.

Figure 1: Mind Map of the Research

2.1.1 Material Selection
Each of the materials has unique mechanical properties such as yield strength and tensile
elasticity (i.e. Young’s Modulus) (Sakundarini et al. 2013). Therefore, product designers should
understand the properties of the materials that are required in their products.
In automotive design, materials can be categorised for car bodies, engine components,
powertrain components, chassis and the future direction of automotive materials (Cantor et al.
2007). This research will mainly focus on materials for automotive bodies. Table 1 outlines the
history of automotive body materials (Cantor et al. 2007):
Table 1: History of materials for automotive bodies
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Based on research by Tempelman (2011) and books by Davies (2003) and Cantor et al. (2007),
the material candidates used for automotive bodies are listed:
•

Steel

•

Aluminium

•

Magnesium

•

Polymers

•

Composites

The advantages and disadvantages of these materials are outlined in Table 2:
Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of materials used for automotive bodies (Davies 2003)

Selecting material candidates based on their advantages and disadvantages is essential for
designers.

However, the automotive materials should also be selected by considering

sustainability,

recyclability,

lightweight,

manufacturability

and

end-of-life

disposal

(Tempelman 2011; Sakundarini et al. 2013; Mayyas 2013). Moreover, properties (mechanical
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and physical) and cost should be considered during the design stage (Davies 2003). Information
in Figure 2 gives designers a basic idea of the selection criteria to choose materials that are used
in automotive body structure.

Figure 2: Selection criteria to choose materials (Davies 2003)
According to the reviews, the criteria used in the selection of materials can be further
summarised:
•

Physical properties of materials

•

Mechanical properties of materials

•

Recyclability of materials

•

Manufacturability of materials

•

Life cycle assessment

•

End-of-life disposal

•

CO2 emissions

•

Cost

2.1.2 Manufacturing Methods
Knowledge of manufacturing is necessary for optimising a vehicle, as it provides the idea of
manufacturability. Manufacturability will affect the cost, shape, ability to join and functionality
of a product (Omar 2011). In other words, it tells designers whether their designs can be
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manufactured or not.
Manufacturing systems and processes are simply reviewed in this section. Omar (2011) stated
that automotive manufacturing activities are normally analysed at manufacturing system and
process levels. Moreover, there are three aspects normally studied at the manufacturing system
level:
•

The production line
1. Machinery
2. Material handling equipment
3. Labour resources

•

The transformational aspect
1. Convert raw materials into semi-finished or finished products
2. Include casting, stamping, welding, painting, etc.

•

The procedural aspect

The procedure aspect can also be divided into two different levels:
•

The strategic level

•

The operational level

The volume, type and operating conditions of products will be decided at the strategic level.
The operational level includes activities such as production planning, process planning,
scheduling, implementation and control.
Automotive manufacturing was simply categorised Omar (2011) and Cantor et al. (2007):
•

Processes of Stamping and Forming

•

Processes of Joining and Welding

•

Processes of Casting

•

Processes of Painting

•

Final Assembly

2.1.2.1

Processes of stamping and forming

Formability is a very important factor that can affect a final vehicle’s shell shape, its
performance and its geometry (Omar 2011). Stamping is defined as a process that transforms a
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sheet metal blank into a useful product (Omar 2011; Mallick 2010). A stamping die is used for
forming the sheet metal by applying stresses beyond the yield strength of the metal (Groover &
Mikell 1939). The challenges of this process are its high costs and time-consumption.
2.1.2.2

Processes of joining and welding

Tang (2010) stated that the body-in-white assembly was one of the most important
manufacturing operations of automotive manufacturing. Its basis is to join the formed sheet
metals. Joining was defined as one of the major issues of design and manufacturing (Mallick
2010). The developments of joining can also reduce the cost of automotive manufacturing and
improve sustainability. However, the developed joining methods still have challenges due to
new materials being applied to automobiles (Cantor et al. 2007).
2.1.2.3

Processes of casting

According to Cantor et al. (2007), cast iron still plays an important role in the foundry sector
although its share of the market has started to decline. Aluminium has started to take the place
of iron as many manufacturers have developed aluminium vehicles. Research has pointed out
the advantages of the casting processes (Cantor et al. 2007; Mallick 2010):
•

Design flexibility

•

Reduce the number of components

•

Reduce the cost of assembly

•

Reduce the number of equipment

The disadvantages are also outlined below by Cantor et al. (2007):
•

Large cast factor (as large as 10)

•

Filling issue of casting

•

Issue of reliability (porosity)

•

High scrap rates

2.1.2.4

Processes of Painting

Omar (2011) stated that painting is not just a process to make the final look of the vehicle but
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also improves resistance to corrosion. The basic processes are outlined below (Omar 2011):
•

Immersion coating processes

•

Paint curing process

•

Under-body Sealant, PVC and Wax Applications

•

Painting spray booth operations

2.1.2.5

Final assembly

Final assembly is very straight forward and demonstrates that the interior and exterior
components are assembled. The basics of final assembly are outlined (Omar 2011):
•

Installation of the trim assembly

•

Installation of the chassis

•

Final assembly and test area

Based on the review of manufacturing systems and processes, the technologies applied in these
processes are outlined in Table 3 (Omar 2011; Cantor et al. 2007; Mallick 2010; Tang 2010):
Table 3: Manufacturing Technologies

The general manufacturing methods have been reviewed in this subsection. The next subsection
will simply go through the structural performance of a product; and how to optimise the
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structure of the product.

2.1.3 Structural Performance
According to Browne (2013), the earliest structural optimisation was studied by Michell (1904).
Structural optimisation has been studied for more than a century since then (Balling et al. 2006).
Based on the review of research done on structural optimisation, its history is outlined in Table
4 (Browne, 2013):
Table 4: History of structural optimisation

Structural optimisation normally consists of three main sub-problems (Balling et al. 2006): the
size optimisation, the shape optimisation and the topology optimisation. Typically, the aim of
size optimisation is to optimise the thickness distribution of for example, the truss structure, so
as to either minimise or maximise the physical quantities such as deflection or peak stress
(Bendsøe 2003). The design variables in size optimisation have limitations due to the crosssection area and properties of structural members (Balling et al. 2006). Differing from the goal
of size optimisation, shape optimisation is used to achieve an optimal shape of the domain of
the design model. For example, the coordinates of joints on a skeletal structure can be defined
as this. Moreover, the domain is also the design variable of the shape optimisation (Bendsøe
2003; Balling et al. 2006). The purpose of topology optimisation is to find out the optimum
layout of the design model within a given region (Bendsøe 2003). For example, the topology
optimisation may remove some members of the structure and set up new locations for the other
members and keep the connectivity of the domain.
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According to Balling et al. (2006), genetic algorithms can handle continuous and discrete
variables. Therefore, they are quite popular among researchers working in the area of structural
optimisation. Literatures using genetic algorithms to optimise structures are outlined below:
Table 5: Structural optimisation using genetic algorithms

The inputs and outputs of size, shape and topology optimisation are summarised in Table 6.
Characteristics of optimisations can be visualised using CAD models. The optimised CAD
model can also be used in the manufacturing process.
Table 6: Inputs and outputs of structural optimisations
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2.1.4 End-of-life Attributes
According to the research of Mat Saman and Blount (2006), issues of environment and
automotive sustainability have become a global concern due to there being a great number of
vehicles in the world. Environmental burdens and the disposal of end-of-life vehicles are related
(Konz, 2009). End-of-life vehicles, known as the ELVs, are defined in two groups. One group
represents vehicles that normally reach the end of their useful life and are going to be disposed
of; another represents vehicles that accidentally reach their end-of-life but have some parts that
can be reused directly (Mat Saman & Blount, 2006). Traditionally, these kinds of nonfunctioning vehicles will have a common procedure to their end-of-life (Konz, 2009):
•

Valuable components removed by dismantlers

•

Remaining parts will be delivered to the shredder and milled into chunks

Lee et al. (2001) stated that there are many choices for dealing with ELVs such as reuse,
remanufacturing, recycling and landfill. When ELVs are reused, remanufactured and recycled,
a process is shown, defined by Mathieux et al. (2008) as recoverability. Gerrard and Kandlikar
(2007) illustrated the recovery hierarchy with Figure 3. Amelia et al. (2009) also agreed with
Gerrard and Kandlikar (2007) that reuse is the priority option in recovery. Remanufacturing, in
the second hierarchy, happens when there is no option for the ELVs to be directly reused. In
this case, the ELVs or their components will need some additional procedures to work on either
their original or some other pattern or form (Go et al. 2011). Östlin et al. (2009) defined
reprocessing or upgrading a product in an industrial process as remanufacturing. The purpose
of remanufacturing is to provide a second life for the product instead of incinerating it
(Zwolinski et al. 2006). Recycling, described in the research of Lambert and Gupta (2005), is
defined as a process that extracts the material from its original forms and recreates it as a brandnew product. Energy recovery is the last stage to squeeze useful parts from the waste before
dumping it in landfill (Mat Saman and Blount, 2006).
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Figure 3: The recovery stages and priority (Gerrard & Kandlikar, 2007)
Lee et al. (2001) stated that choosing an end-of-life option depends on what kind of objective
was required: minimise the impact on the environment or maximise the profit. They also
provided some definitions of the EOL options:
•

The EOL product or component can be reused in two ways: directly used or indirectly
used.

•

Components with 4Rs (retaining serviceable, replaceable, reworked and refurbishing
usable) can be remanufactured.

•

Recycling (primary) demonstrates that materials can still be used in the same way after
reprocessing, or as a high-level product.

•

Recycling (secondary) demonstrates that materials can only be used as a ‘low’ value
product after reprocessing.

•

Energy recovery can be used, for example incinerating the end-of-life product to
produce heat or electricity

•

The waste material will be put into landfill when there are no more options for recovery.
It should be the last choice for an EOL product due to damage to the environment.

•

Materials such as toxic materials that cannot normally be dealt with require expert
methods.

A guideline was made by Lee et al. (2001) based on the component level. It is used to provide
appropriate EOL options for the components.
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Table 7: The guidelines for selecting EOL options for components (Lee et al., 2001)

There are no decisions made for components to be reused or remanufactured in the guidelines
(Table 7), as the manufacturing processes and conditions of the end-of-life components are
unpredictable. Therefore, human intervention is required to make the decision to reuse or
remanufacture (Lee et al. 2001).
Inputs and outputs according to the review of ELVs are outlined in Table 8:
Table 8: Inputs and outputs of end-of-life vehicles

Automotive designers who consider ELVs can provide a safe and efficient way to recycle, reuse
or remanufacture the components (Mat Saman & Blount, 2008). Based on the current
environmental issues caused by automobiles, more legislation or directives could be set to
require or even force the manufacturers to consider ELVs. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
the concept of ELVs in the optimisation design of automobiles.

2.1.5 Life Cycle Assessment
According to Pennington et al. (2004) and Sundin (2004), the definition of life cycle assessment
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is described as an approach used to explain the impact on the environment associated with the
complete life cycle of a product. A definition of life cycle assessment based on ISO 14040
(Anon. 2006) is described as a methodology used in a manufacturing process or production that
can evaluate the state of the environment. The full life cycle that represents the start-to-end
process of products will be considered in the assessment. Henrikke Baumann and Anne-Marie
Tillman (2004) described the life cycle of a product as a process starting with the extraction of
its raw materials and ending with its ‘grave’. They demonstrated their definition of LCA with
the figure displayed below.

Figure 4: The LCA procedure (Baumann & Tillman, 2004)
Sundin (2004) stated that there are four stages in LCA: the use of raw materials, manufacturing
products, actual application and disposal. All stages are illustrated in Figure 5. However, there
is another stage, that of transportation as stated by Ashby (2009). At the use stage, the energy
can be treated as a measurement of the environmental burden.
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Figure 5: The physical product life cycle (Sundin, 2004)
LCA was described as a very important tool in the ISO 14000 series (Koffler et al. 2008).
According to Pennington et al. (2004) and Koffler et al. (2008), the study of the life cycle
assessment typically consists of four phases:
•

The phase of aim and scope

•

The phase of record analysis

•

The phase of environmental impact evaluation

•

The phase of interpretation

The aim and scope phase of the LCA study must clearly and consistently define the purpose,
motivation, procedures and functional units etc., of the intended application (Koffler et al. 2008;
Baumann & Tillman 2004). The second phase of LCA is based on the first phase and focuses
on the data collection. Typically, bar charts will be used to present the results of the inventory
analysis. The third phase of LCA, also known as the life cycle impact assessment, is used to
analyse the results of both phase one and phase two, as so to evaluate the environmental impact.
In the interpretation phase, the raw results from the previous phases are refined. Based on the
refined results, the last phase can then reach a conclusion or make recommendations (Baumann
& Tillman 2004).
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Figure 6: Automobiles analysed with LCA (Mildenberger & Khare, 2000)
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Figure 6 shows the details of automobiles analysed with LCA from its raw materials to its endof-life. In this figure, proper materials were extracted from raw materials and refined to be
manufactured. Components of products were manufactured and assembled in the
manufacturing process. The full assembled products were on sale to customers for use. After
their useful life, products were sent to the EOL scenarios. This is the ideal life cycle of a vehicle.
However, the challenges of using LCA are also illustrated in Figure 6. Omar (2011) summarised
that the variety and variations of materials, durations, processing methods and ways of disposal
could increase the difficulty of applying LCA to vehicles. Moreover, the range of the
automotive life cycle (vehicle degradation) in different countries can affect the implementation
of LCA. According to research in 2000 (Mildenberger & Khar, 2000), the total lifetime of
vehicles in developing countries is about 45 years while the number in developed countries is
25 to 35 years.
Based on the review of LCA, the inputs and outputs are outlined in Table 9 below:
Table 9: Inputs and outputs of the LCA (Mallick 2010: 311)

As the concern about environmental impact increases, the application of life cycle assessment
to product development becomes popular. Based on the literature review it can be found that
researchers have spent a great amount of time on LCA. Researchers have also proposed some
LCA-based approaches that will be introduced in the methodology chapter. Baumann and
Tillman (2004) even stated that the LCA based approaches could bring a holistic environmental
perspective to the product design. Therefore, the life cycle assessment is an important tool for
achieving the sustainability of vehicle design and contributing to holistic optimisation in this
research.

2.1.6 Disassembly
In the past, automobile design was mainly developed for functionality, cost and
manufacturability but rarely with respect to the environment (Ilgin and Gupta, 2010). Today,
the impact on the environment caused by the disposal of vehicles is the major issue that all
automotive manufacturers in the world are facing (Nunes and Bennett, 2008). Tseng et al. (2008)
stated that reducing the impact on the environment and increasing the use of resources are very
important for designers to keep in mind. Many countries such as Japan, the USA, etc., have set
laws that require producers to recycle or recover vehicles that have reached the end of their
25

useful lives. Go et al. (2010) stated that a certain level of disassembly is required to make sure
that the end-of-life products can be disassembled easily. Before recycling any part of the ELVS,
the disassembly of the vehicle must be applied in the first place (Feri Afrinaldi et al. 2008). The
most efficient way of recycling a vehicle is to disassemble every single component. However,
it would seem impossible to do this due to the high operational costs of this kind of disassembly
(Feri Afrinaldi et. al. 2008). Therefore, a well-organised process to disassemble automotive
components is required (Desai & Mital, 2003; 2005).
According to Gupta & McLean’s research (1996), there are four groups of researches in the
study of disassembly:
•

Easy to operate product disassembly (disassemble ability)

•

Processes planning of product disassembly

•

Design and apply the disassembly system

•

Operational issues in the disassembly process

They also stated that the improvement of disassembly could be developed in two aspects:
•

Design for disassembly (a constructional system in the product design phase

•

Disassembly sequence planning, also known as DSP, to plan and optimise the sequence of
product disassembly.

Design for Disassembly (DFD) is defined as a design approach and guideline to improve
disassembly for maintaining products and handling EOL (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005). Back in
the mid-1980s, automotive manufacturers started to increase the study of design for
disassembly, such as BMW, that provided funding for investigation (Kroll & Hanft, 1998).
Table 10 demonstrates the outputs of some major studies that were previously undertaken by
researchers in the area of DFD.
Table 10: Outputs of previous research (Go, et al. 2010)

The factors pointed out in Dowie-Bhamra’s research are (Go et al. 2010):
•

The material selection and the use of those selected materials

•

The design of components and the structural design of products
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•

The fastener selection

The design guidelines for disassembly proposed by Robert Bogue (2007) are:
•

Reduce the material used for making products.

•

Improve the efficiency of energy used in the manufacturing process.

•

Use more reused components.

•

Use more recycled components.

The design rules of DFD in Bogue’s research (2007) are summarised in Table 11:
Table 11: DFD design rules (Bogue 2007)

Takeuchi and Saitou (2005) stated that design for disassembly is a method for the recycling,
reuse and remanufacturing of end of life products. However, a certain level of disassembly is
required for an EOL product to achieve the best results. Therefore, it is necessary for the
disassembly sequence to be well planned. According to Kongar and Gupta (2006), an ideal
disassembly sequence is quite important for obtaining an efficient process. Gungor and Gupta
(1997) defined disassembly sequence planning (DSP) as a series of steps that starts with
disassembling the product and ends with a status in which each part of the product is
disassembled. To find the ideal sequence of disassembly, many methods and algorithms were
proposed. The approaches and algorithms used for the disassembly sequence will be reviewed
and discussed in the methodology chapter.
Based on the research on designs for disassembly and design sequence planning, Table 12
summarises the inputs and outputs of automotive disassembly as outlined below:
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Table 12: The inputs and outputs of automotive disassembly

An appropriate disassembly is crucial to improve the life cycle of products not only at the use
and maintenance stage but also at the EOL stage and the 3 ‘Rs’ (Giudice & Fargione 2007),
which are known as ‘reuse, reduce and recycle’ (Takeuchi and Saitou 2005). Therefore,
optimised disassembly makes a very important contribution to the automotive optimisation.

2.1.7 Cost
As the automotive market is competitive, automotive industries need to improve the quality of
their products, reduce the time for developing them and control their costs (Roy et al. 2011).
The definition of cost based on the product design engineer’s perspective is the total cost of the
product. The total cost can then be estimated as the sum of the three other viewpoints of cost
(Tseng et al. 2008):
•

The cost of materials

•

The cost of manufacturing

•

The cost of assembly

To improve the accuracy of estimating the cost, Roy et al. (2011) stated that cost estimation
would require data and information. How to define good information was researched by
Souchoroukov (2004). The research also stated that users needed to know:
•

Why choose this information?

•

Is there any limitation in using the information?

•

How and where to access the information?

According to Roy et al. (2008), multiple information sources are available, and can be used to
make cost estimations:
•

Accounting databases

•

Professional and reference material

•

Knowledge

•

Similar work done previously

However, it is challenging to make the decision when suppliers are involved.
Court et al. (1993) and Roy et al. (2001) identified the categories of information:
•

Internal

•

External
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•

Personal

•

Cost drivers

As cost estimation is difficult work in automotive industries, the estimation is normally
performed by the technical cost specialists and the most experienced engineers (Aderoba, 1997).
Börjesson (1994) suggested that estimators need a quantitative way to estimate the cost based
on the actual data instead of making assumptions: ‘Unfortunately, there is usually little
quantitative information to be used for the analysis of cost,’ (Roy et al. 2011:695).
A table of cost elements performed in the research of Roy et al. (2011) can be used to provide
data and information for the estimation of cost (Table 13).
Table 13: Cost elements (Roy et al. 2011)

As the environmental impact has become a global concern, the end-of-life of a vehicle is one
of the main research topics in automotive industries. Along with the ELVs, end-of-life value
has also become a concern for manufacturers. This is simply because the EOL may cause
discontinuing production, develop a new product which addresses the current market
requirement, responsibility of the disposal for exist products, etc. Lee et al. (2001) proposed
the following methods to calculate the end-of-life economic value:

Figure 7: Methods for calculating the economic value of EOL (Lee et al. 2001)
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They also provided formulas to calculate the cost of the end-of-life retirement of a product:

Figure 8: Formulas to calculate the cost of the end-of-life retirement of a product (Lee et al.
2001)
The total cost was further discussed by Witik et al. (2011). They proposed a life-cycle cost
model for the automotive industries. There are four aspects that can be considered: materials,
manufacture, vehicle use and end of life treatments. Based on the information considered in the
reviews above, the inputs and outputs of automotive costs are outlined in Table 14 based on the
cost model from Witik et al. (2011):
Table 14: Inputs and outputs of cost

2.1.8 Discussion
Connections between these aspects can be found in the tables that summarised the inputs and
outputs of each aspect and the information in the literature review. For example, according to
Table 13 and Table 14, it is easy to find connections between costs and other the aspects. As the
connections are found, a general idea of holistic optimisation is formed. The idea is to create a
holistic optimisation tool that can provide a multi-perspective view of optimisation. The core
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of this tool, as mentioned before, is holistic optimisation. Branches such as LCA, EOL and
disassembly will provide necessary information and support to the core. A draft flowchart is
illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The draft flowchart of holistic optimisation
As optimisation with a single perspective or view is not considered in this research, the inputs
in the flowchart could be any combination of the candidates/ aspects. This is similar to a multiobjective optimisation. However, the major challenge in this optimisation is how to make sure
the selected candidates/ aspects work together with the relationship found in the literature
review. Therefore, a good understanding of multi-objective optimisation is critical for this
research. The next section contains the techniques for handling multi-objective optimisations.

2.2 The literature review of the optimisation algorithm
The pursuit of the best goal is the ideal of human beings, and optimisation is the science of
selecting the ‘best’ decisions from many possibilities. In many areas of life such as industrial
and agricultural production, transportation, finance, trade, energy, communication, national
defence and scientific research, optimisation is widespread and has a very important application
value, so it has become a difficulty and a great demand for academic research. The classical
optimisation algorithms include the simplex method, the ellipsoid algorithm, the interior point
method, etc. Intelligent algorithms are algorithms that emulate certain rules and systems by
nature, and these new intelligent optimisation algorithms will provide new solutions for
optimisation problems. The algorithms have been further studied and widely applied in various
fields, and the problems of complex, multi-objective optimisation and holistic optimisation
have become the focus of research.
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This section will firstly introduce the basic understanding of the phrase “optimisation”, i.e. the
general principles, techniques and methods, etc. The second and third parts of this section are
to compares and summarises multi-objective optimisation and holistic optimisation by
analysing their characteristics and general algorithms. Then a final subsection will summarise
the reviews of the optimisations.

2.2.1 General Introduction to Optimisation
The purpose of this subsection is to introduce the optimisation based on the general principles,
techniques and methods. Before implemented the in-depth discussion of the optimisation,
firstly should be done is to know what “optimisation” is and why optimisation. Generally
speaking, optimisation is a process which optimises a set of objectives to achieve the most
“efficiency” or the best “performance”. For instance, the optimisation of a certain structure
indicates a process that makes the structure performs at its most “efficient” (Christensen, J.,
Bastien, C., 2016). It also should be noted that the “structure” in the example could also be
replaced by things such as an organisation or a supply chain management. In order to define
the optimisation problem, the structural optimisation as an example will be used throughout the
remainder of this subsection.
There are some basic factors of the optimisation problem: an objective, design variables and
constraints. The objective of a structural optimisation shows which part of the structure will be
optimised, e.g. the mass or the vonMises stress from a Finite Element Analysis. The design
variables represent the parameters which affect the optimum solution for the optimisation. For
structural optimisation, the design variables could be the geometry of the structure, the
mechanical properties of the input material, the load/ force acts on the structure, etc. The
constraints added to the optimisation can reduce the number of solutions to the optimisation
problem.
To demonstrate how the optimisation problem is solved, the flowcharts of two general
optimisation methods are illustrated in Figure 10. Both methods contain a number of selfconstrained step-by-step actions, but terminate at a different point: for algorithms, the loop in
Figure 10 will terminate when iterations reach the pre-configured number; for the iterative
method, the loop will terminate based on the convergence criterion (Christensen, J., Bastien,
C., 2016).
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Figure 10: Optimisation methods (Christensen, J., Bastien, C., 2016)

The methods defined above represent a single-objective optimisation. It should be noted that
the multi-objective optimisations do exist in some other cases. To further explain the
optimisation method, the optimisation problem is expressed by an objective function
mathematically, i.e. equation(2.1).
f ( x)  x 2  4

(2.1)

Assuming that the objective of this optimisation problem is to minimise the function f of the
variable x . The solution to the objective function is obviously obtained when x equals to 0.
However, if

x equals

to 0 is ignored, then the solution will be changed accordingly. The new

solution to the problem should be 2 and -2. The two cases above-indicated two types of
optimisation problems: constrained optimisation problem and unconstrained optimisation
problem. The constrained optimisation problem is the case that the x equals to 0 was ignored.
This is a constraint which applied to the design variable x directly. There is, of course, the case
where the constraint is not applied to the design variable directly. For instance, if the objective
of an optimisation problem is to maximise the displacement of a bar within the maximum stress
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of the material. Apparently, the stress is a function of the radius of the cross-section of the bar.
However, the displacement is not a direct function of the stress. Therefore, the constraint (i.e.
maximum stress) is not directly applied to the design variable, the radius. Based on the example
described above, a new equation can be created to express this optimisation problem:

min( f ( x)) | x  0  x  
Subject to :    max  d  d min

(2.2)

The equation represents an optimisation problem of a bar. The radius of the cross-section is the
design variable x . The radius should be an integer which is larger than zero. The displacement
( d min ) represents the minimum displacement could be a direct constraint to the design variable;
while the maximum stress (  max ) represents the indirect constraint. As defined previously, the
constraints will help the optimisation to obtain the optimum solution efficiently by reducing the
number of potential solutions. In fact, many optimisation problems are constrained optimisation
problems. For instance, the structural optimisation might be subject to the constraints such as
manufacturing methods, mechanical properties of the material, cost, etc.
The multi-objective optimisation problem can also be expressed by the mathematical method.
However, this will make a much more complex optimisation process. To simply demonstrate a
multi-objective problem, the equation (2.3) is created as follows:

min  f1 ( x), f 2 ( x)

f n ( x)  | n  1

Subject to : C  (a number of constraints )

(2.3)

Equation (2.3) simply indicates that a multi-objective problem consists of multiple objective
functions. Such a problem could be, for instance, reducing the cost while maximising the
performance of a vehicle. Sometimes the multiple objectives have conflicts. The optimum
solution of this type of problem will be a “compromised” solution as the optimum solution on
one target may be the worst for another. Further details of the multi-objective optimisation will
be discussed in the next subsection subsequently.

2.2.2 The Multi-objective optimisation
The natural planning and design process for human transformation reflects the basic principle
of ‘maximising efficiency and minimising costs’ (Christensen, Bastien, 2016). ‘Maximise
efficiency, minimise costs’ is essentially a multi-objective problem (MOP). Single target
optimisation refers to a situation with only one function to optimise. MOPs on the contrary
present more than one objective function. In fact, as the targets cannot be compared and are
often contradictory in a MOP, it is usually difficult to make each of the sub-goals achieve the
best at the same time. Because of the fact that a solution which is optimal for one target may be
the worst for another, a MOP is often an equilibrium solution, as well as a Pareto optimal
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solution. Since the 1960s, many scholars have begun to study multi-objective optimisation
problems and have made important contributions to this area, but it is generally recognised at
home and abroad that France Pareto is the pioneer of this field, so multi-objective optimisation
has his name.
The way to obtain an optimal solution to these MOPs when there are many conflicting goals,
has always been the focus of engineering and science academics’ attention. The Vector
Evaluated Genetic Algorithms (VEGA) (Fonseca & Fleming 1993) was first put forward by
Schaffer in 1985. It was the first algorithm that used an evolutionary algorithm to solve multiobjective problems, but VEGA was essentially a weighted method. After that, many kinds of
MOA have appeared. The development phase of the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
(MOEA) can be summarised as follows (Horn, Nafpliotis & Goldberg 1994).
The slow development period from 1985 to 1994: This stage of the algorithm includes the nonPareto method and the Pareto method. The non-Pareto method does not directly utilise the basic
concept of Pareto optimisation, which is efficient and easy to implement, but it cannot produce
Pareto for some parts of the optimal front end. The Pareto method uses non-inferior ordering
and selection to estimate the entire population to the Pareto optimal front end. The
representative algorithms for this period are: Vector Evaluation Genetic Algorithm (VEGA),
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA), Niche Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA)
and Non-Inferior Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) (Srinivas & Deb 1994).
The rapid development period from 1994 to 2003: Since Zitzler and Thieler proposed the
intensity of the Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) in 1999 (Zitzler & Thiele 1999), scholars
started to combine external files and populations into their MOEA. The elite retention strategy
became the basic steps of the two-stage MOEA design and the efficiency of the algorithm search
had also been significantly improved. The representative algorithms for this stage are: NSGA
II (Deb et al. 2002), Pareto Archives Evolutionary Strategy (PAES), Pareto Envelope Selection
Algorithm (PESA) and SPEA II.
The comprehensive development period from 2003 to the present: The research of the forefront
of the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm field has come into a new stage of development
(Knowles & Corne, 2000). Various new concepts, mechanisms and strategies are being
introduced into MOGA, which greatly promotes the efficiency of the algorithm. Some new
examples have been introduced into multi-objective optimisation fields such as particle swarm
optimisation, the ant colony algorithm and distribution estimation algorithms. At the same time,
the research on high-dimensional multi-objective optimisation problems (MOOP) and dynamic
multi-objective optimisation problems (DMOP) has also made some preliminary progress.
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2.2.2.1

The Traditional Algorithm

The traditional multi-objective optimisation method requires the decision maker to determine
the weights according to the decision-making needs and then merge the various objective
functions into a single objective function in the weighting method. The common multiobjective optimisations are the weighted sum method, the constraint method, the linear
programming method, etc.
The Weighted sum method

2.2.2.1.1

The weighted sum method refers to the method that transforms the MOP into the overall goal
of the optimisation problem by establishing a linear combination of each objective function
(Cohon, 1978). Suppose the new objective function is p(x)
m

p( x)   wi f i ( x)

(2.4)

i 1

Where,
m

wi is the weight coefficient, and there is  wi  1 .
i 1

The relatively important degree of every target function determines the size of the weight
coefficient for the decision maker. This method not only requires scholars to have a more
thorough understanding of the objective function of a multi-objective problem, but also it is
subjective.
2.2.2.1.2

The Constraint method

The constraint method is not limited to optimising the Pareto optimal front-end protrusions.
Generally, in a MOOP, there are often n decision-making variables, k objective functions and
m constraints, while the constraint method picks one of the k multi-objective optimisation
functions as the object function. The remaining m-1 objective functions are transformed into
constraints:

max& min

y  f ( x)  f h ( x)

|

s.t. ei ( x)  f i ( x)   i

(1  i  k , i  h)

The parameter εi requires artificial adjustment of the lower bound, in order to find the Pareto
optimal solution. However, in the case where the message of each object in a multi-objective
problem is not clear, the determination of the parameter value εi may not be able to affect the
accuracy of the optimisation.
2.2.2.1.3

Linear programming method

The linear programming method (Jeffrey & Deepak 2002) obtains the ideal optimal value fi*
of the sub-objective function (which can be adjusted automatically according to requirements),
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and then normalise and sum according to the following formula to establish a unified objective
function:

 f i ( x)  f i  
F ( x)   

f i*
i 1 

N

2

(2.5)

The key to this method is to select the ideal value fi * of each sub-objective function. It is
usually necessary to establish a unified objective function based on a certain experience, or a
single objective function to optimise the solution.
2.2.2.1.4

Summary

The traditional method is basically followed by the method of seeking single objective function
optimisation. For large-scale optimisation problems, these multi-purpose
standard optimisation methods are rarely used. Their defects are mainly manifested in the
following aspects:
1. the choice of weight coefficient is often strongly subjective; the optimisation results
are not ideal enough;
2. the optimisation target is only the weighted sum of each target, the optimisation speed
of each target is not operational;
3. it can only get to an optimal solution in the end, there is no alternative to the program;
4. the relationship between the various objective functions through the decision variables
are interrelated, the topology is very complex;
5. different natures of the targets have a different dimension, which is difficult to compare.
2.2.2.2

The Evolutionary Algorithm

In view of the shortcomings of the traditional optimisation methods in solving MOOP,
researchers abandoned the multi-objective optimisation methods which have been mentioned
above and actively studied new methods of dealing with multi-objective problems. The multiobjective evolutionary algorithm can deal with large scale search in parallel at the same time
and bring about multiple so-called ‘Pareto optimal solutions’ during single-wheel optimisations,
solving the limitations of the traditional optimisation methods. There are many unsatisfactory
areas in the early evolutionary algorithm. With the deepening study of evolutionary algorithms,
a number of new algorithms are proposed.
2.2.2.2.1

The Genetic algorithm

The heuristic thought of the genetic algorithm (GA) originated from Darwin's evolution theory
and Mendel's genetics theory. It is based on ‘survival of the fittest’, and other natural
evolutionary rules to search and solve the problem. Through the natural selection of the
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‘survival of the fittest’, the high value of the genetic structure is preserved (Wang & Jang 2000).
For many problems that are difficult to solve with mathematical methods, especially MOOP,
GA puts forward a new possibility to solve them. GA expresses the solution of the problem as
a chromosome, thus forming a group of chromosomes. According to the principle of ‘survival
of the fittest’, through natural selection, gene crossover and mutation, the descendants that are
more suitable for the environment will be produced, that is, the final convergence to an
individual that adapts to the environment. The Figure 11 shows the basic flow chart of GA.

Figure 11: Basic flowchart of GA
2.2.2.2.2

Ant Colony Optimisation

In 1991, the Italian scholar Dorigo and two other scientists put forward a new evolutionary
algorithm: Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO). It is based on population and simulates ant colony
foraging behaviour. Its principle is a positive feedback mechanism (also called an enhanced
learning system) and its convergence path is as follows: increase in the number of ants on the
optimal path → increase in the pheromone intensity → increase in the choosing probability of
the ants coming later →increase in the number of the ants on the best path.
It is a general-purpose stochastic optimisation method that absorbs the behaviour of ants
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(intrinsic search mechanism) using artificial ant simulations (also known as ant systems) to
solve problems, but artificial ants are never a simple simulation of real ants: artificial ants have
a certain memory; artificial ants are not completely blind; artificial ants’ living time and space
is discrete. It is a distributed optimisation method, not only for the current serial computer, but
also fit for parallel computers in the future (Du & Swamy 2016).
Although the theory of the ant colony algorithm has not been studied for long, the preliminary
studies have shown that it has a great advantage in solving complex optimisation problems,
especially after the first international ant anatomy was held in 1998 in Brussels, Belgium. The
International Symposium on Ant Optimisation is now held every two years. This indicates that
the study of the ant colony algorithm has been widely supported by the international community.
With the progress of multi-objective optimisation, the prospect of holistic optimisation becomes
more and more attractive. The details of the holistic optimisation algorithms will be discussed
in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Holistic Optimisation Algorithms
The optimisation problem exists in many fields in real life. The optimisation method is
important in carrying out modelling and analysis when an actual problem is studied. Many of
the optimisation models abstracted in the process of analysing a problem can be attributed to
the holistic solution, so the holistic optimisation method is of wide concern.
As early as the 1960s, studies began on the problem that is now known as holistic optimisation,
but at that time the focus was mainly on the linear programming and nonlinear programming
of localised numerical algorithms, until in the 1970s, collections of papers on holistic
optimisation began to appear. After years of development, holistic optimisation has grown into
an independent branch of the field of optimisation, which is one of the important methods to
model and analyse practical problems.
The problem of holistic optimisation research is the holistic optimal solution of a multi-variable
nonlinear function over a certain constraint region and the method of constructing that solution
(Casado & Martinez, 2001). Since it is possible to have multiple local optimal that are different
from the holistic optimal solution to the problem, these problems cannot be solved by means of
the classical local optimisation method, especially as there is no good holistic judgment
criterion at present, which makes holistic optimisation research very challenging.
However, in the last two or three decades, holistic optimisation has made rapid development in
many fields at a noteworthy rate. Many new holistic optimisation theories and algorithms are
being effectively applied to the difficult situations encountered in science and production,
recently emerging holistic optimisation methods have been successfully applied to production
and design issues as a powerful tool.
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Nowadays, as information technology is developing at a fast speed, holistic optimisation’s
application in fields of economic models, fixed costs, finance, network, transportation,
molecular biology and environmental engineering is becoming increasingly wider (Csendes,
2001). Many of the advances in science, economics, and engineering rely on numerical
techniques to compute the corresponding holistic optimal solutions. Therefore, the holistic
optimisation theory and methods deserve an in-depth study.
In general, the existing methods of solving holistic optimisation problems are divided into two
categories according to their convergence properties: the deterministic method and the
stochastic method. The deterministic method can produce a finite or infinite order sequence to
converge to the global best solution by using the analytic nature of the problem, such as the
interval method, the branch and bound method, the filling function method, the penalty function
method, the integral level set method, primitive dual methods, etc. Convexity, monotonicity,
isometric continuity, density, surface constants, level sets, etc. are often referred to as the
holistic nature of these analytic properties. This method searches for local minima based on a
deterministic strategy and attempts to combine these local minima to achieve a holistic optimal
point (Sun & Wang 2014). The random method uses the probability mechanism to describe
iterative processes, such as GA, the evolutionary strategy method, etc. These are commonly
used stochastic algorithms. This method has the advantages of a low requirement of objective
function, wider and easier achievement, good stability and other prominent features.
In the following subsubsections, five optimisation algorithms will be introduced. The first two
algorithms are the typical deterministic optimisation algorithms; the other three are the
stochastic optimisation algorithms.
2.2.3.1

The Interval algorithm

R.E. Moore proposed the concept of the interval algorithm in the late 1950s. He abandoned the
floating point approximation method of real number, proposing that a real number r should be
expressed on a computer with an interval r 
expressed by computer, and

r, r, r

and r , and that both can be accurately

rrr.

Although the interval algorithm is intended to calculate the reliability of the results, it was soon
found to have a wider range of applications. Due to the collection properties of the interval
itself, the collection operations between the intervals can easily be carried out for the study of
interval mathematics derived from the interval analysis of this modern mathematical branch.
This branch defines the theoretical basis of many new computational methods based on the
interval algorithm (Markót, Fernández, Casado & Csendes, 2006). These new computational
methods can reliably solve some problems which may be difficult to solve in traditional ways,
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such as solving nonlinear equations’ all numerical solutions in a given region, the overall
optimisation and other issues. In addition, many of the computational parameters are expressed
in terms of intervals in practice, and it is easy to include them in calculations using the interval
algorithm. This means the interval algorithm has had some success in financial risk control,
rocket nozzle force, nuclear magnetic resonance machine design and robot applications.
2.2.3.2

The Branch and Bound algorithm

The Branch and bound algorithm is an important way to deal with optimisation problems (also
known as integer programming). It is applied in many optimisation problems, such as integer
programming, total extreme value problem of non-convex function, minimal problem of piecewise function and feasible set complex problem optimisation issues. The main thought of the
branch and bound algorithm is to separate one complicated problem and turn it into several
small individual problems, while each sub-problem can continue to decompose until the subproblem can no longer be decomposed or cannot produce the best answer. The process of
decomposing a problem into a sub-problem according to different characteristics of each of
them is called ‘branch’. The branch-and-bound method uses the depth-first method as the basis
for the branch decision and estimates the upper bound or the lower bound of the target F value
that can be achieved at each branch node and compares the estimate with the best score that has
been recognised. It is possible to improve the efficiency of branch decision making by the early
withdrawal or deletion of decision paths where it is not possible to exceed the best score which
has been recognised.
The branch and bound algorithm considered by holistic optimisation is:

min f ( x) ，
xS

In this case, x  R n , S is a compact set, the function

f : Rn  R

is continuous on S, and the

branch and bound method is one of the main algorithms of holistic optimisation. The most
important characteristics of branch and bound can also be generalised by dividing the feasible
domain gradually and adding the monotonically decreasing higher boundary of the optimal
solution and the monotonically increasing lower boundary sequence. When the upper and lower
bounds are equal or the difference between the upper and lower bounds meets the wrong
requirement, the iteration is terminated, and the holistic optimal solution is obtained; otherwise
the iteration continues.
According to the process of segmentation and the selection of the upper and lower bounds, the
method of branching and delimiting can be divided into two categories, one is to combine the
tangent plane process with the branch and bound technology and the other is to use the objective
function approximation process. The Branch and drop method is widely used in optimisation
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models of integer programming and nonlinear programming. An increasing number of
scientists and scholars are searching for new ways and new methods.
2.2.3.3

The Simulate Anneal Arithmetic

The simulated annealing algorithm is a general probability algorithm. It is usually used in
searching the best approaches of a problem in a huge searching scope (Fang, Liu & Chen 2014).
S. Kirkpatrick and his partners first came by the simulated annealing algorithm in 1983. Vern
and Yacute had also invented this algorithm independently in 1985. It is one of the effective
methods to deal with TSP problems.
Its name comes from the proper term ‘annealing’ from metallurgy. Annealing is to heat the
material and then cool at a specific rate in order to raise the volume of the grains and to decrease
flaws in the lattice. The atoms in the material will remain in the local minimum value of the
location, in heating so that the energy becomes larger and the atoms will leave their original
position and randomly move to other locations. Annealing is slow at the time of cooling, making
the atoms more likely to find a lower position than originally. The principle of simulated
annealing is also similar to the principle of metal annealing. With the process of controlling the
parameters of the cooling schedule, the algorithm is used to reduce the temperature of the
control parameter from t to zero, and finally get the holistic finest solution to the relative
optimisation problem.
2.2.3.4

Tabu Search

The Tabu algorithm is a mate-heuristic random search algorithm. It starts from an initial feasible
solution and selects a set of specific search directions as a ‘temptation’ to choose to move up to
a specific target function (Glover 1989). For the purpose of not stepping into a local optimum,
the TS search uses a flexible ‘memory’ technology. The optimisation process has been carried
out to record and select and to guide the next search direction, which is the establishment of the
Tabu table. This is to avoid searching the points that have already been searched and to ‘forgive’
some of the ‘taboo’ of the fine state through the ‘contempt’ criteria and then ensure the effective
exploration of diversification to achieve the ultimate holistic optimisation. In recent years, the
TS algorithm has been researched more and more in the holistic optimisation of function.
One essential component of TS is to make a mark at the local optimum that it has first searched
and to try to keep away from these marks as much as possible in the further iterative searches
(rather than absolutely prohibiting the loop), so as to ensure that different effective search paths
are explored. The TS algorithm has a flexible memory function and ‘contempt’ criteria. In the
search process it can receive a poor solution and can avoid the non-comprehensive solution
during the calculation, turning to those solutions in the space of other areas. Thereby, the
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probability of obtaining a better optimal solution is increased. However, the most puzzling
drawback of TS is that the convergence of the algorithm and the convergence rate of the
theoretical research is still not perfect and is waiting to be improved.
2.2.3.5

The Genetic Algorithm

The Genetic algorithm is a computational model that simulates both Darwin’s genetic selection
and the biological evolution process of natural elimination. It simulates the natural evolutionary
process to search the best method for solving problems. It was first invented by Michigan
University Professor J. Holland in 1975. The genetic algorithm is an adaptive artificial
intelligence technology that simulates the problem of biological evolutionary process and
mechanism solving. Its core idea stems from the basic understanding of ‘survival of the fittest’.
The process of biological evolution in this natural law is itself a natural, parallel occurrence
and a stable optimisation process. The goal of this optimisation process is adaptability to an
environment. The biological population achieves the purpose of evolution through ‘survival of
the fittest’ and genetic variation. If the problem waiting to be solved is described as the holistic
optimisation of a target function, the basic method of solving the problem is to interpret the
target function to be optimised as the adaptation of the biological population to the environment
and to optimise the variable to the individual, starting from the current population, using the
appropriate replication, hybridisation, mutation and selection operations to generate a new
population; and to repeat this process until the required population or the required evolution
time is obtained. Based on natural selection and genetic mechanism, GA has been applied in
practice in the optimisation of machine learning, automatic program generation and knowledge
based maintenance of expert systems since the mid-1980s.

2.2.4 Summary
The optimisation methods/ algorithms were reviewed in this section. The optimisation problem
generally means getting the best method of solving a series of objective functions through a
certain optimisation program (Deb 2014). When there is only one objective function, it is called
single-objective optimisation, otherwise it is known as MOP if the number of functions is two
or more. The best answer is calculated out of a set of equilibrium solutions in general (Pareto
equalisation). The problem of holistic optimisation research is the holistic optimal solution of
a multi-variable nonlinear function over a certain constraint region and the method of
constructing the holistic optimal solution (Ravi, Liu & Chakradhar 2014). Since it is possible
to have multiple local optimal in a holistic optimisation problem and as they are different from
the holistic optimal solution of the problem, these problems cannot be solved by means of the
classical local optimisation method.
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The purpose of multi-objective optimisation looks for a balanced optimal solution among a set
of target functions (Deb 2001). The multi-objective optimisation algorithm comes down to two
categories: the traditional optimisation algorithm and the intelligent optimisation algorithm.
The traditional optimisation algorithms include the weighting method, constraint method and
linear programming method (Deb, Thiele, Laumanns & Zitzler, 2002). The intelligent
optimisation algorithm includes evolutionary algorithm (EA), Particle Swarm Optimisation
(PSO), Ant Colony Algorithm (ACO), etc.
As for the holistic optimisation algorithms, they can be separated according to their
convergence properties into two categories: deterministic methods and random methods. The
deterministic method can use the analytic nature of the problem to produce a finite or infinite
order sequence to converge to the holistic optimal solution, such as the interval method, the
branch and bound method, the filling function method, the penalty function method, the integral
level set method, the primitive dual method, etc. The random method class uses the probability
mechanism to describe the iterative process, such as the random inflow method, the genetic
algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm, the evolutionary strategy method, the Tabu
search algorithm, etc., which are commonly used stochastic algorithms. They have low
requirements to objective function properties, a wide range of applications, easy achievement,
good stability and other prominent features.
With the progress of multi-objective optimisation, the prospect of holistic optimisation becomes
more and more attractive. Imaging an optimisation tool not only addresses the structural
challenge but also finds the most "efficient" ways to manufacture, transport, assemble and
disassemble from a CO2 equivalent emissions perspective. Such a holistic optimisation would
be a very interesting development in the optimisation domain.
This research aims to create a holistic optimisation tool/ algorithm to deal with the conflicts
between different variables when solving multi-objective problems. The complexity of these
problems can sometimes only be solved by numerical methods (Askar & Tiwari 2009). The key
is to turn a multi-objective function into one, so that it can be solved through the ‘single’
objective ways. This is also the challenge for holistic optimisation to reach the optimum
‘compromise’. The following chapter contains the methodology of holistic optimisation.

3 Methodology
In this chapter, the major aspects indicated in the literature review will be further studied by a
Quality Function Deployment (QFD). Within the QFD, connections between different aspects
will be discussed. According to the links found in QFD, the parameters of aspects are further
categorised into three groups as the basis of the three individual modules: STRUCTURAL
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module, COST module and CO2 module. The integration of these three modules will form two
general types of holistic optimisations: Sequential (SEQ) and Parallel (PAR). This chapter
consists of 5 sections. The first section is to use QFD to further analyse the major aspects of the
product and summarise the relationships between different aspects. The second section contains
the setup of the three individual modules. The third section will introduce the integration of the
three modules and the ‘structure’ of the two types of holistic optimisations. The fourth section
contains the design of the case study which indicates how the holistic optimisations will be
studied. The fifth section gives the evaluation methods which will demonstrate the methods for
evaluating the results of the optimisations.

3.1 Further Analysis of the Aspects – QFD
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) was developed in Japan to introduce statistical quality
control (Brief 2012). Nowadays, QFD is used to help the designer understand the customer’s
requirements and transform these requirements into engineering characteristics. The QFD
diagram, also called the House of Quality, consists of five sections as illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12: House of Quality
1. The roof matrix contains the co-relationships between the technical requirements. The
relationships could reinforce each other or conflict.
2. Technical requirements located under the roof matrix represent the transformed
customer requirements.
3. The relationship matrix section determines how well each technical requirement
satisfies costumer requirements.
4. The customer’s requirements are listed on the left side of the House representing ‘what
customers want from the product’.
5. The target values block under the relation matrix has three aspects: weights, benchmark
and target value. The weights are used to rank the importance of each requirement. The
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benchmark value is used to make the comparison. The target value is the ultimate value
of the requirements (Rowley 2017).
To further understand the relationship between the aspects found in the literature review, the
QFD method is applied in this study (Appendix A). As the QFD diagram is only used to find
out the relationships of the aspects, therefore, there are no other products to be compared. All
weight/ importance factors are made as assumptions that can be changed in future work. The
customer requirements are: lightweight, safe, reduce CO2 emission, reduce manufacturing time,
reduce assembly/ disassembly time, recyclable and reduce cost. Several function requirements
are listed in the QFD diagram to achieve these customer requirements: mass of the materials,
design efficiency, structural optimisation, end-of-life options, life cycle assessment and cost.
The correlation matrix in the roof is explained by the following points:
1. The mass of material has a positive correlation with size optimisation and topology
optimisation. The mass of material is the major objective of the optimisation process.
2. The mass of material has a strong positive correlation with CO2 equivalent, material
cost, manufacturing cost and end of life cost. For example, the heavier vehicle can
generate more CO2 emissions. If the mass of one single material is increasing, it
demonstrates that more materials are used. Meanwhile, the material cost, the
manufacturing cost and the end of life cost will increase.
3. Design for manufacturing (DFM) can be used to control the manufacturing time,
processes and costs. Therefore, it has a strong positive correlation with
remanufacturing and manufacturing costs. As CO2 emissions can also be found in
manufacturing processes, the DFM has a positive correlation with the CO2 equivalent.
4. Design for assembly and disassembly (DFA/ DFD) has a strong positive correlation as
they can both improve the design efficiency. Normally, when a product is easy to
assemble, it will be easy to disassemble as well.
5. Design for disassembly has a correlation with the special handling of the end of life
and the end of life cost. Special handling may be required in the disassembly if for
example, the disassembly contains toxicity. As the DFD will affect the efficiency of the
implementation of the end-of-life options, it will therefore affect the end of life cost.
6. All end of life options will affect the end of life cost. Therefore, the options have a
strong correlation with the end of life cost.
7. Energy recovery incinerates the end of life products to produce heat and electricity. The
more the energy recovery from the end of life products, the less the products are going
to be reused, remanufactured or recycled. Therefore, reuse, remanufacture and recycle
have a negative correlation with energy recovery.
8. Landfill has a negative correlation with reuse, remanufacture, recycle and energy
recovery, because when the reuse, remanufacture, recycle, and energy recovery options
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are improved, the waste material put into landfill will reduce.
9. The processes of some of the end of life options may generate CO2. Therefore, options
such as remanufacture, recycle (primary/ secondary), and energy recovery has a
correlation with the CO2 equivalent.
The relationship of the aspects in the relationship matrix is straightforward. The relationship
matrix can be explained by the following points:
1.

‘Lightweight’ has a strong relationship with the mass of materials, structural
optimisation, CO2 equivalent and cost. The material and structural optimisation can
optimise the mass of the product. On the other hand, ‘lightweight’ can reduce the CO2
equivalent and cost respectively.

2.

‘Safety’ has a strong relationship with the structural optimisation and the special
handling of the end-of-life options. Structural optimisation can provide the load path of
the structure and the method to optimise the safety of the structure. To protect the
operator, special handling is required in some specific end-of-life cases. For example,
if the end-of-life product contains toxicity, special handling will be required.

3.

To ‘reduce manufacturing time, assembly and disassembly’ and improve design
efficiency is necessary. Therefore, they have a strong relationship with design
efficiency.

4.

‘Recyclable’ has a strong relationship with material, some of the end-of-life options
and the end-of-life cost. If ‘recyclable’ is required, at least one recyclable material
should be selected for the product. The end-of-life options such as reuse, remanufacture,
primary-recycle and secondary-recycle can recycle the useful materials from the endof-life product. On the other hand, any end-of-life product that can be applied to those
options is recyclable. Meanwhile, such products also increase the end-of-life costs.

5.

As the cost of the product consists of three aspects (material cost, manufacturing cost
and end-of-life cost), ‘reduce cost’ has a strong relationship with the mass of materials,
design efficiency and these three major aspects. It also has a moderate relationship with
the other aspects except for the CO2 equivalent. The reduction of the CO2 equivalent
will increase the cost.

Further study of the product based on the QFD has indicated the relationship between different
aspects of the product as defined above. The discovered direct/ indirect links between those
aspects will be the foundation of the holistic optimisation programme, i.e. the three individual
modules. The basic setup of the three modules will be defined in the next section.
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3.2 Parametric Modules
The parametric modules are the foundation of the holistic optimisation program. The three
modules are created using a Windows system based scripting language, PowerShell. In this
section, three individual optimisation modules will be demonstrated. The internal structure of
each module will be built based on the relationship between the different aspects found in the
literature review.

3.2.1 Structural Module (STRUCTURAL)
The structural optimisation module is programmed in PowerShell. This module is to optimise
the product structure in terms of material selection, component volume, etc. The basic
information of the module is tabulated as follows:
Table 15: Structural Optimisation

The idea of the structural optimisation module is to change inputs in PowerShell and optimise
a beam by sizing optimisation in HyperMesh. To achieve this aim, three functions are created
to extract major outputs from HyperMesh. The ‘Mass’ function aims to extract the mass of a
beam from the ‘.out’ file. The ‘Max_displacement’ and ‘Max_VM_stress’ functions aim to
extract the maximum displacement and the Von Mises stress from the ‘.html’ file. The outputs
from the initial beam analysis will be the benchmark of the optimisation. Once the objective of
the optimisation is decided, the relevant inputs will be the design variables. For instance, if the
objective is to minimise the mass of the beam by decreasing the thickness, the value of the
thickness will vary for each optimisation iteration. In each iteration, the new thickness will be
exported to replace the old data in the ‘.fem’ file. This file works associated with the ‘OptiStruct’
solver of the HyperMesh. The structural optimisation module will call the ‘OptiStruct’ to run
the analysis for the updated ‘.fem’ file. The iteration finishes when the new outputs are extracted
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and compared with the target value. The iteration is repeated to form the optimisation loop until
the target value is achieved. To find the objective function value, the Gradient Descent Method
(GDM) and Line search algorithm are applied in this module. The GDM method normally
focuses on the convex and concave functions to find the minimum and maximum solutions.
The differentiation of the function is used to obtain the objective function value. Therefore, the
gradient of the function should be determined first (Christensen, Bastien, 2016).
f ( x)  f '( x)

(3.1)

When the gradient is equal to zero, the minimum or maximum solution can be obtained. In the
structural optimisation module, there is a function of deflection regarding the thickness as
indicated in Equation (3.2).
f (T ) 

5wL4
204

384 E 2929  T 4

(3.2)

Where,
w, the uniformly distributed force (N/m)
L, the length of the beam (m)
E, the Young’s Modulus of the material (GPa)
T, the thickness of the beam (mm)
Equation (3.2) is expressed based on the calculation in Appendix B. The function of deflection
should have a roughly plotted graph like Figure 13. As the value of thickness cannot be zero,
the maximum deflection will be found when the value of thickness is infinitely close to zero.
As required by the GDM method, the gradient of the deflection function is indicated in Equation
(3.3).

f '(T )  4T 5

(3.3)
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Figure 13: Roughly Plotted Graph of the Deflection Function
To obtain the maximum value of the function, the thickness must move towards zero. Therefore,
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the search direction must be

f (T0 ) . More solutions can be found if using the GMD method

to update the value of the thickness. Thus, a new Equation (3.4) is indicated:

Ti 1  Ti  SF f (Ti ) | i  0

(3.4)

Where,
SF, the scale factor which represents the time step size between iterations

i , the iteration numbers.
The scale factor should be less than 1.0 (Christensen, Bastien, 2016). If the value is too large,
the outputs will become divergent and unstable. If the value is too small, the computation time
of the optimisation will be increased dramatically. Therefore, an appropriate value of the scale
factor is necessary. To find the appropriate scale factor a line search algorithm is used, for
instance, to minimise the mass of the beam by reducing the thickness. As the thickness reduces,
the deflection will increase. Therefore, it gives a function expressed as Equation (3.2). The
value of thickness starts with 3.0 millimetres. Three values of scale factors are selected: 0.1,
0.5 and 1.0. The constraints of this optimisation are the yield stress of the material and the
minimum thickness. The material used in this optimisation is high strength steel with a 470
MPa yield stress. The minimum thickness is assumed as 1.3 millimetres (Cline & Shapiro 2000).
The outputs of this example are tabulated in Table 16. The optimisation with the three scale
factors gives similar results. However, optimisation with scale factor = 0.1 spends too much
time to converge the result. Although the time spent on factor = 0.5 is twice the time spent on
factor = 1.0, to keep the stability of the GDM, the appropriate value of the scale factor should
be 0.5.
Table 16: Scale factor Convergence

In this case, the GMD applied to the thickness is indicated by Equation (3.5).

Ti1  Ti  0.5  4  Ti 5

(3.5)

The basic idea of the STRUCTURAL module has been introduced in this subsection. In the
following two subsections, two similar modules will be introduced respectively. The COST
module will be introduced subsequently in the next subsection.

3.2.2 Cost Module (COST)
The major information of this module is tabulated in Table 17. Its aim is to optimise the total
cost of the product in terms of material cost, manufacturing cost, transportation cost, etc. The
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initial cost estimation will give a benchmark to the cost optimisation. It is also known as the
maximum cost allowance of the product.
Table 17: Cost Optimisation

3.2.2.1

Material Phase

Analysis level: the task in this level is to estimate the initial material cost. The material cost
consists of two parts: the cost of virgin material and the cost of the recycled content (%). When
the ‘recycled content’ is equal to 0, it means the virgin material is 100% produced from the raw
material. However, if the ‘recycled content’ is 100, it demonstrates that all materials used are
recycled materials. The costs are found as indicated in Equations (3.6) and (3.7).

Cvirgin 

Cmaterial
 Mass
(1  R f )  R f  f rm

(3.6)

Where,

Cvirgin , the cost of material (GBP)

Cmaterial , the price of the raw material (GBP/kg)
R f , the recycle fraction (0 – 100%)

f rm , the price of the recycled material as fraction of virgin price (Metal Ferrous =
0.93; Non-ferrous = 0.65)
Mass, the mass of the single product or products (kg)
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Cgrade  ((1  Rc )  Cvirgin  Rc  Cvirgin  frm )  Mass

(3.7)

Where,

Cgrade , the cost of user-defined recycled content (GBP)

Rc , the recycled content (%)
Some materials will be removed during the manufacturing process. The real mass of the
material needs to be adjusted. Therefore, a factor needs to be applied to the cost of the material.
M cf 

1
1  removed %

(3.8)

Where,

removed % , the material removed during manufacturing process (%)

M cf , the mass correction factor
The actual material cost now can be found as indicated in the Equation (3.6).

Ctotal _ material 

Cgrade  M cf
fp

(

M cfw
fp

 1)  Cvirgin  f sm

(3.9)

Where,

Ctotal _ material , the total material cost (GBP)

f p , the material utilisation fraction,  1.0
Mcfw , the recycle material = M cf , otherwise = 0

f sm , the value of manufacturing scrap as a fraction of the virgin price (Metal Ferrous
= 0.49; Non-ferrous = 0.31)
Optimisation level: the task in this level is to optimise the cost either by using the cheaper
material or reducing the mass. Reducing the mass of the product is the link to structural
optimisation.
3.2.2.2

Manufacture Phase

As the manufacturing location of the product should be decided, the task of this phase is to
estimate the cost instead of optimising it. The overhead cost, the tooling cost and the labour
cost are the major parts of the Manufacturing cost. However, due to the lack of data, the tooling
cost cannot be calculated. The overhead cost is calculated based on the user defined
manufacturing location by Equation (3.10). Assuming that the electricity cost is the only
overhead cost considered in this phase. The labour cost is part of the cost of the secondary
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process and is calculated in Equation (3.11). (CES EduPack 2016). The total manufacturing
cost is the sum of the overhead cost and the labour cost.

Coverhead 

CE _ in _ specified _ country
1

 Overhead _ RateUSA  N Pr oducts
P_ Rate
CE _ in _ USA

(3.10)

Where,

Coverhead , the total overhead cost (GBP)
P_ Rate , the production rate (units/hr) (Assumption needed)

CE _ in _ specified _ country , the cost of electricity in user-defined country (GBP/MJ)
CE _ in _USA , the cost of electricity in the USA = 0.0192 (GBP/MJ)

Overhead _ RateUSA , the overhead rate in the USA = 96 (GBP/hr)

N Pr oducts , the number of product(s) (unit) (Assumption needed)
Clabour  Clabour _ in _ specified _ country  Time

(3.11)

Where,

Clabour , the total labour cost (GBP)
Clabour _ in _ specifie _ country , the labour cost in the user defined country (GBP)
Time, the hours of labour (hrs). (Assumption needed)
3.2.2.3

Transport Phase

The ideal of the transport phase at the analysis level is to estimate the cost of transport. The
cost of transport consists of some aspects such as air freight, ocean freight, truck freight and
rail freight. The cost also depends on the distance travelled from the start location to the
destination. The start location and the destination are defined by the users. To improve the
accuracy of the address, the program works with Google Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs). The API key is required for the program to access Google Maps. Once the locations are
decided, the program can detect in which continent are the locations. Different transport options
will be listed based on the result of the detection. The program has a function to search the
closest depot (e.g. airport) around the defined locations (Figure 14) The type of the depot must
be identical for both locations so that the distance can be worked out easily. The method for
estimating the travel distance is to calculate three sections as expressed in Figure 15:
1. distance from the start location to depot 1which is the closest to the location
2. distance from depot1 to depot 2 which is the closest to the destination
3. distance from depot 2 to the destination.
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Figure 14: The depots around the locations

Figure 15: The travel direction and distance
As depot 1 and 2 are very close to the defined locations, the transport method is assumed to be
truck freight. In this case, the actual travel route is planned and calculated in Google Maps.
Thus, travel distance 1 and 3 can be found. The calculation of distance 2 in Figure 15 is more
complicated than the first. For instance, the two depots are on the same continent considering
the truck travel distance. If the two depots have a relatively short distance, distance 2 will be
calculated based on the actual route planned in Google Maps. If the distance between two
depots is significantly long so that Google Maps cannot even plan the route, distance 2 will be
calculated as the direct distance (on earth) between the two depots. Similar cases happen when
two depots are on different continents. The direct distance between two points on earth is found
as indicated in the Haversine formula (3.12) (Veness, C.,2016).
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a  sin 2 ( / 2)  cos 1  cos  2  sin 2 (  / 2)
c  2  atan2( a , (1  a))
d  Rc

(3.12)

Where,



, the latitude of the location

 , the longitude of the location

R , the radius of the earth, roughly equals to 6371km
d , the distance between two locations

Figure 16: Distance on the Earth (Couture & Jada 2016)
The total distance equals the sum of the three sections in Figure 15. However, the total transport
cost needs to be calculated with caution as the freight in the second section could be varied.
Therefore, a set of logical rules for the transport is pre-setup for the second section. The
program will calculate the cost for the three sections based on the logical rules and compare the
total transport cost to select the cheapest combination. The transport cost is determined as
indicated in Equation (3.13) (CES EduPack, 2016).

M v  MH  ML  MW  CMD
Ctrans  T1  TMASS  (T2  T3  Distance)

(3.13)

Where,
𝑀𝑣 , Volumetric Weight (kg)
MH, Maximum height of the packaging (m)
ML, Maximum length of the packaging (m)
MW, Maximum width of the packaging (m)
CMD, Critical min. density
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𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 , Transport Cost (GBP)
TMASS, Total Mass (kg)
MASS, Mass (per unit/ component/ product), (kg).
If 𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑆 > 𝑀𝑣

𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑆 = 𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑆 × 𝑄𝑡𝑦 ,
otherwise 𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑆 = 𝑀𝑣 × 𝑄𝑡𝑦

𝑇1 , Correction Factor (%)
𝑇2 , Fixed Cost (GBP/kg/m)
𝑇3 , Variable Cost (GBP/kg/m)
SD, Switch Distance (m)
Distance (d), Distance travelled – if d>SD then d=d, otherwise d=SD (m)
3.2.2.4

End of Life Phase

For the end of life phase, only the cost of disposal is considered. The cost of the end of life
potentials is not calculated due to a lack of information. The cost of disposal does not contain
any taxes required for disposal in a landfill. The disposal cost is given by (CES EduPack 2016):

Cdisposal  CollectionEnergy  CollectionFactor  Mass

(3.14)

Where,
𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙 , Disposal Cost (GBP/kg)
Collection Energy, Energy of collection = 0.2 (MJ/kg)
Collection Factor, Cost conversion factor for collection 0.0205 (GBP/ MJ)
CO2 Phase
In this phase, the cost of the CO2 will be calculated based on CO2 emissions in the material
phase, manufacturing phase, transport phase and the end of life phase. According to the EU
Emission Trading System (EU ETS), the allowance is about £5.20 per tonne of CO2 footprint
(Ec.europa.eu. 2016). Therefore, the cost of the CO2 emissions can be found as indicated in
Equation (3.15).

CCO2  OneAllowance  CO2_ Total

(3.15)

Where,

CCO2 , the cost of the CO2 footprint (GBP)
OneAllowance , the price of one tonne CO2 footprint (GBP/tonne)

CO2_Total , the total amount of CO2 emission (tonne)
3.2.3 CO2 Module (CO2)
CO2 emissions are of significant concern to industrialists and manufacturers. They are keen to
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reduce CO2 emissions to comply with the relevant regulations such as those from the EU
Commission. According to the EU ETS, each company/ industry will have a CO2 emissions
allowance. The CO2 estimation is the function of this module at the analysis level. The CO2
module optimises the CO2 footprint of the product in terms of material, manufacturing,
transportation, etc.
Table 18: CO2 Optimisation

3.2.3.1

Material Phase

The CO2 emission in this phase consists of two parts: the CO2 footprint of the recycled content
and the recycling of the manufacturing waste. The CO2 emission of the two parts can be found
as indicated in Equations (3.16) and (3.17) (CES EduPack 2016).

CO2_ grade  ((1  Rf )  CO2_Primary  Rf  CO2_ recycling )  Mass

(3.16)

Where,

R f , the recycle fraction (0 – 100%)
CO2_ recycling , the CO2 footprint, recycling (kg/kg)

CO2_Primary , the CO2 footprint, primary production (kg/kg)
Mass, the mass of a single product or products (kg)

CO2_ grade , the CO2 footprint of the recycled content (kg)
CO2_ waste _ recycling  (CO2_ recycling  CO2_ grade )  Mass

(3.17)

Where,
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CO2_ waste _ recycling , the CO2 footprint of the manufacturing waste recycling (kg)
Hence, the total material CO2 footprint can be found as indicated in Equation (3.18).

CO2_ material _ total  CO2_ grade  M cf  CO2_ waste _ recycling  (Mcf 1)
3.2.3.2

(3.18)

Manufacture Phase

Based on the literature review, the side impact beam is made with the rolling form process. In
this case, the CO2 emission is from that process, and the value is calculated with Equation (3.19)
(CES EduPack, 2016).

CO2_ Manufacture  (CO2_Primary  M cf  CO2_Rolling_Form  (M cf 1))  Mass

(3.19)

Where,

CO2_ Manufacture , the CO2 footprint of the manufacturing product (kg)
CO2_Rolling_Form , the CO2 footprint of the rolling form process (kg/kg)
Mass, the mass of a single product or products (kg)
3.2.3.3

Transport Phase

The CO2 footprint in this phase depends on the actual distance travelled and the freight method
used. The calculation of the distance uses the same method as the cost optimisation module.
The total transport CO2 footprint is indicated by Equation (3.20).

CO2_ trans  Htrans  TMASS  CO2_ trans _ method  Distance

(3.20)

Where,

CO2_trans , the total CO2 footprint of the transport phase (kg)

H trans , the available transport option and associated energy (MJ/kg/m)
TMASS , the total mass of product(s) (kg)

CO2_ trans _ method ,

the available transport option and the associated CO2 footprint

(kg/MJ)
Distance (d), Distance travelled (m)
3.2.3.4

End of Life Phase

Products are collected and sorted when they reach the end of their lives. The disposal of CO2
emissions depends on the end of life options. The common Equation (3.21) is defined as:
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H disposal  ( H c  H ps  H ss )  %recovered +H c  (1  %recovered)
CO2 _ disposal    H disposal  Mass

(3.21)

Where,
% recovered, the material recovered from disposal, assuming 100% in this study
𝐻𝑐 , Embodied energy, collection (MJ/kg)
𝐻𝑝𝑠 , Embodied energy, primary sorting (MJ/kg)
𝐻𝑠𝑠 , Embodied energy, secondary sorting (MJ/kg)
𝛼, kg (CO2)/MJ = 0.07
𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙 , Energy of collection (MJ/kg)
Mass, the mass of a single product or products (kg)
𝐶𝑂2_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙 , CO2 footprint of collection (kg)
Table 19: Summary of Energies Associated with End of Life Options (CES EduPack, 2016)
Collection Energy Hc
(MJ/kg)
0.2

Primary Sorting
Energy Hps (MJ/kg)
0.3

Secondary Sorting
Energy Hss (MJ/kg)
-

Reprocess

0.2

0.3

-

Recycle

0.2

-

0.5

Comminution

Remanufacture
0.2
The CO2 emission of each end of life attribute is calculated based on the data in Table 19. After
collecting and sorting, the product will be processed in the available end of life option. The
total CO2 emission in each option is found as indicated in the following equations.
•

For Comminution:

CO 2 _ ComminutionDisposal  ( H c  H ps )  %recovered  Mass  
CO 2_Comminution = CO2 _ ComminutionDisposal + (-0.1  %recovered)  Mass  

(3.22)

Where,

CO2_ComminutionDisposal , the disposal CO2 footprint of the comminution (kg)
Mass, the mass of a single product or products (kg)

CO2_Comminution , the total CO2 footprint of the comminution (kg)
•

For Reprocess:

CO 2 _ ReprocessDisposal  ( H c  H ps )  %recovered  Mass  
CO 2 _ Reprocess  CO2 _ ReprocessDisposal  (CO2_recycling  CO 2_primary_production )  Mass  

(3.23)

Where,

CO2_ ReprocessDisposal , the disposal CO2 footprint of the reprocess (kg)

CO2_recycling , the CO2 footprint of recycling (kg/kg)
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CO2_primary_production , the CO2 footprint of primary production (kg/kg)
 , the reprocess factor for metal = 0.5

CO2_ Reprocess , the total CO2 footprint of the reprocess (kg)
•

For Recycle:

CO 2 _ Recycle_Disposal  ( H c  H ss )  %recovered  Mass  
CO 2 _ Recycle  CO 2 _ Recycle_Disposal  (CO 2_recycling  CO 2_primary_production )  Mass

(3.24)

Where,

CO2_ Recycle_Disposal , the disposal CO2 footprint of the recycle process (kg)
CO2_ Recycle , the total CO2 footprint of the recycle process (kg)
•

For Remanufacture:

CO 2 _ Remanufacture_Disposal  H c  %recovered  Mass  
CO 2 _ Remanufacture  CO 2 _ Remanufacture_Disposal  CO Re-work  Mass  

(3.25)

Where,

CO2_ Remanufacture_Disposal , the disposal CO2 footprint of the remanufacture (kg)

CO Re-work , the CO2 footprint of the re-work process (kg/kg)
CO2_ Remanufacture , the total CO2 footprint of the remanufacture process (kg)
•

For reuse and landfill, both options have no further processes required. Therefore, there
is no more additional energy or environment impact. In this case, both options are not
considered in this module.

3.3 Module Validation and Verification
The three parametric modules defined in the previous section will subsequently be used to
create the holistic optimisation programmes. Before this is done the development, programming
and initial validation/verification of the individual modules will be discussed in this section.
Firstly, a database is required for running the three parametric modules. This database contains
a number of parameters which will be used as the inputs for the relevant calculations defined
in section 3.2. In this study, the database was created for two specific components; a side impact
beam and a lower engine mount, as shall be introduced in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. It is
envisaged that the database may be extended at a later stage to cater for other scenarios. The
database files are illustrated in Figure 17. The three modules will extract the relevant parameters
from the individual files during the optimisation process.
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Figure 17: The database for the three parametric modules
Files 1 and 2 in Figure 17 contains the parameters for calculating the travel distances used in
the COST and the CO2 modules. The end-user must select two locations from the list of cities/
countries as the location of production and the final destination which will be used to calculates
the travel distance. File 3 contains the material data, e.g. volumetric mass density, Young’s
Modulus etc. The STRUCTURAL module will utilise this data along with the FE model in
HyperMesh to optimise the geometry of the product. File 3, ‘Materials.csv’, will also be utilised
in the COST module and CO2 modules. Files 4 and 5 contain the overhead cost and labour cost
of the countries listed in files 1 and 2. These two types of costs are used during the
manufacturing cost calculations in the COST module. The data in files 6 and 7 are used to
calculate the cost and CO2 of the transportation phase in both the COST and CO2 modules
respectively.
Using the database files, the coding and initial verification of the three individual modules will
be presented in the following three subsections.

3.3.1 STRUCTURAL Module
For the STRUCTURAL module, the core is to optimise the structure of a component/ product
using size-optimisation. As discussed in subsection 3.2.1, size optimisation can be completed
using HyperMesh. The drawback of using this commercial solver is that it is not possible to
alter input materials automatically. Therefore, the STRUCTURAL module used PowerShell to
extract data of materials from the database and input data into HyperMesh for optimisation.
After optimisation, the programme created in PowerShell will read the results from the ‘.out
file’ of HyperMesh for further analysis. The STRUCTURAL module is divided into three
distinct phases:
1. Data input (pre-processing)
2. HyperMesh (optimisation)
3.

Results reading (post-processing)

Figure 18 represents a simplified flowchart of the three phases of the STRUCTURAL module.
In phase 1 the material data, e.g. Young’s Modulus, is read from the database files in Figure 17
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Phase 1 - Data Input

material properties
geometry
infomation, etc.

Optistruct:
FE analysis
Size optimisation

Phase 3 - Programme Output

Input parameters :

Phase 2 - Optimisation Solver

and input into the Optistruct FE file.
Current volume
vonMise stress
Actual thickness

Figure 18: Simple Flowchart of STRUCTURAL Module
In the second phase of the STRUCTURAL module, the optimisation solver, Optistruct,
optimises the FE model created based on the user-defined optimisation criteria including
objective and constraints as outlined in Table 15.
The third phase of the STRUCTURAL module reads and processes the following data from the
Optistruct output files:
1. Current component volume
2. Maximum Von Mises stress
3. Current component thickness
As the “central” phase of the STRUCTURAL module is the commercial FE solver Optistruct
it is rational to assume that the calculations from the solver will be accurately provided, the
input FE model is set up appropriately and correctly. The verification of the STRUCTURAL
Module (SM), therefore, focused on ensuring that the changes to input (phase 1, Figure 18) and
reading outputs (phase 3, Figure 18) are correct. The focus of the verification process was
therefore done by comparing results to Hand-Calculations (HC) of a simply supported beam
subjected to a uniformly distributed load. The objective is to optimise the volume of the
structure by minimising the thickness. The thickness of this beam can also be calculated with
the equation (3.2). The cross-section of the beam and corresponding calculations are detailed
in Appendix B. Table 20 contains the numerical data from the STRUCTURAL Module (SM)
and Hand-Calculations (HC) of the simply-supported beam using 11 different input materials
from the database.
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Table 20: Example of the Validation based on the Simplistic Database
Material
High Alloy Steel
AcerMet100
Medium Alloy Steel
AMS6485
Low Alloy Steel
AISI4620
Low Carbon Steel
AISI1010
Medium Carbon Steel
AISI1080
High Carbon Steel
AISI1144
High Strength Steel
S550MC
Structural Steel
S275N
Aluminium
5182H34
Aluminium
6111T62
Aluminium
6063T5
Average
Difference

Component Thickness

Maximum Von Mises Stress

SM

HCs

Difference

SM

HCs

Difference

Average
Difference

1.30

1.31

0.8%

319

319

0.0%

0.4%

1.30

1.31

0.8%

319

319

0.0%

0.4%

1.30

1.31

0.8%

319

319

0.0%

0.4%

1.32

1.32

0.0%

315

314

0.3%

0.2%

1.30

1.31

0.8%

319

319

0.0%

0.4%

1.30

1.30

0.0%

319

319

0.0%

0.0%

1.30

1.30

0.0%

319

319

0.0%

0.0%

1.55

1.55

0.0%

273

274

0.4%

0.2%

1.42

1.41

0.7%

295

294

0.3%

0.5%

1.30

1.30

0.0%

319

320

0.3%

0.2%

1.30

1.30

0.0%

125

124

0.8%

0.4%

0.2%

0.3%

0.4%

As Table 20 reveals, the maximum difference between HCs and the SM is 0.8% with average
differences of no more than 0.4%. These values are of such low magnitude to successfully
verify the outputs of the structural module.

3.3.2 COST Module
In this subsection, the setup and programming of the COST module based on the equations in
subsection 3.2.2 will be introduced. The COST module considers four aspects:
1. Material
2. Manufacturing
3. Transport
4. End of life
The validation method used for each of the four aspects was the same as the one used for the
STRUCTURAL module namely hand calculations, based on the simply supported beam in
Appendix B. As there were four aspects of the COST module, the validation was applied to
each aspect individually. In the validation of each aspect, there were three variations for the
input parameters. The aim is to find out whether the module provides correct outputs as a
function of input parameter variation.
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For validation of the first parameter, the input material was varied. The results of both the COST
module and hand calculations are summarised in Table 21.
Table 21: Validation of Material Aspect for COST Module
Input Material

COST Module

Cost (GBP/unit)
Hand calculations

0.140
0.144
0.146

0.141
0.142
0.147

HighAlloySteelAcerMet100
HighStrengthSteelS550MC
Aluminum6111T62
Average difference

Difference
0.20%
1.37%
0.26%
0.61%

As listed in Table 21, the maximum difference found is 1.37% with an average difference of
0.61%. It is found that the difference between COST module and hand calculations is less
than 2%. Therefore, the programme of the material aspect for COST module was correctly
created.
For manufacturing and transport aspects, both aspects were influenced by the country of
production and destination. For manufacturing, the country of production will influence the
overhead cost and labour cost, i.e. both costs are part of the manufacturing cost. For transport,
the two locations will influence the travel distance, transportation method, etc. The results were
summarised in Table 22.
Table 22: Validation of Manufacturing and Transport for COST Module
Country of production - Destination
Coventry, USA - Coventry, UK
Shanghai, China - Coventry, UK
Tokyo, Japan - Coventry, UK
Average
Country of production - Destination
Coventry, USA - Coventry, UK
Shanghai, China - Coventry, UK
Tokyo, Japan - Coventry, UK
Average

Manufacturing (GBP/unit)
COST Module
Hand calculations
0.16
0.16
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
Transport (GBP/unit)
COST Module
Hand calculations
0.29
0.29
0.19
0.19
0.48
0.48

Difference
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
Difference
0.64%
0.81%
0.03%
0.49%

By observing Table 22, it is found that the outputs between COST module and hand calculations
have no difference.

The maximum difference for transport is 0.81% with an average

difference of 0.49%. The differences for both manufacturing and transport are low magnitude
which indicates that programmes for both manufacturing and transport were correctly designed.
For the end of life, the results are summarised in Table 23.
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Table 23: Validation of End of Life for COST Module
Input Material
HighAlloySteelAcerMet100
HighStrengthSteelS550MC
Aluminum6111T62

End of life (GBP/unit)
COST Module
Hand calculations
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Difference
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

The difference between COST module and hand calculation is 0. This is not a surprise as the
cost of this aspect was calculated based on the disposal option only (consists of two constants
as demonstrated in subsection 3.2.2).

3.3.3 CO2 Module
The validation method for CO2 module used hand calculation based on the equations defined
in subsection 3.2.3. Similar to the COST module, the CO2 module also contains four aspects:
1. Material
2. Manufacturing
3. Transport
4. End of life
The basic setup of the validation method for each aspect is also similar to the COST module.
For material, the results of both hand calculations and CO2 module were summarised in Table
24. By observing Table 24, the maximum difference of CO2 footprint between CO2 module and
hand calculations is 0.85% (low magnitude) with an average difference of 0.33%. This indicates
the programme of material aspect for CO2 module was accurately created.
Table 24: Validation of Material Aspect for CO2 Module
Input Material
HighAlloySteelAcerMet100
HighStrengthSteelS550MC
Aluminum6111T62
Average

CO2 Module
1.18
0.84
4.24

CO2 (kg/unit)
Hand calculations
1.17
0.84
4.23

Difference
0.85%
0.00%
0.14%
0.33%

Different from the COST module, the manufacturing part of the CO2 module is influenced by
the material. The results are summarised in Table 25. From Table 25, it is found that the
maximum difference of results between the CO2 module and hand calculation is 0.33% with
an average difference of 0.24%. This verifies the CO2 footprint of manufacturing part for the
CO2 module.
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Table 25: Validation of Manufacturing Aspect for CO2 Module
Input Material
HighAlloySteelAcerMet100
HighStrengthSteelS550MC
Aluminum6111T62
Average

CO2 Module
1.360
0.960
4.830

Manufacturing (kg/unit)
Hand calculations
1.365
0.959
4.842

Difference
0.33%
0.14%
0.24%
0.24%

The CO2 footprint for transport part of the CO2 module is still influenced by the travel distance,
i.e. country of production and destination. The corresponding outputs for CO2 module and hand
calculations are summarised in Table 26. The maximum difference in results between CO2
module and hand calculations is 0.67% with an average difference of 0.26% as illustrated in
Table 26. This indicates that the transport part was correctly created and the outputs of this part
have been verified.
Table 26: Validation of Transport Aspect for CO2 Module
Country of production - Destination
Coventry, USA - Coventry, UK
Shanghai, China - Coventry, UK
Tokyo, Japan - Coventry, UK
Average

CO2 Module
0.69
1.12
1.16

Transport (kg/unit)
Hand calculations
0.69
1.12
1.16

Difference
0.67%
0.09%
0.02%
0.26%

The CO2 footprint of the end of life aspect was related to the material. Therefore, the validation
was based on the variation of materials. The results are summarised in Table 27. In Table 27,
the results of both CO2 module and hand calculations are negative values as the end of life
process was to save CO2 footprint. The maximum difference in results between the CO2 module
and hand calculations is 0.27% with an average difference of 0.18%. Both values are very small
which indicates the output of this part for CO2 module was verified successfully.
Table 27: Validation of End of Life Aspect for CO2 Module
Input Material
HighAlloySteelAcerMet100
HighStrengthSteelS550MC
Aluminum6111T62
Average

CO2 Module
-0.940
-0.660
-3.620

End of life (kg/unit)
Hand calculations
-0.943
-0.661
-3.617

Difference
0.27%
0.19%
0.07%
0.18%

Within this section, the three parametric modules were validated by the hand calculations. It
was found that the difference in results between each module and corresponding hand
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calculations was very small, i.e. the maximum difference is less than 2%. The low magnitude
of the differences indicates that the three modules were verified successfully. The validated
modules were subsequently used to form the creation of the holistic optimisation programmes
as shall be discussed in the next section.

3.4 General Types of Holistic Optimisation
Two general types of holistic optimisation algorithms are introduced in this section: Sequential
(SEQ) and Parallel (PAR). Each type of the optimisation contains three modules as defined in
section 3.2. The first sub-section will introduce the SEQ optimisation. The second sub-section
will introduce the PAR optimisation. The last sub-section contains two general types of iteration
loops for both SEQ and PAR optimisations.

3.4.1 Sequential Optimisation (SEQ)
The idea of an SEQ optimisation is to optimisation CO2, COST and STRUCTURAL modules
sequentially. The flowchart in Figure 19 shows one example of SEQ optimisation sequences.

Figure 19: Simple Flowchart of SEQ Optimisation
The sequence of SEQ optimisation is a permutation problem which tries to find out the method
to arrange the position of the three modules. If there are n elements that need to be arranged, it
will have n ! arrangements. It’s the factorial (Singh, K., 2011). The equation is expressed in
Equation (3.26).
n!  1 2  3  4  (n  1)  n

(3.26)

The number of sequences for COST, CO2 and STRUCTURAL modules is found by:
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3!  1 2  3  6

(3.27)

All 6 Optimisation Module Sequences (OMS) are defined in Table 28. Each module has the
same possibility to be optimised at each position (1, 2 and 3) in Figure 19.
Table 28: Sequences of Three Modules

The 5th sequence in Table 28 is the SEQ optimisation in Figure 19 and its simplified flowchart
is illustrated in Figure 20. The first three steps (1 - 3) represent Finite Element analysis in the
STRUCTURAL module, outputs such as the optimum geometry, current maximum
displacement, current volume, etc., are calculated. The information from the STRUCTURAL
module will be pass to the COST module (Step 4 - 6) for further optimisation. The initial cost
per unit will be calculated and compared with the constraint limit. The program will detect if
the criterion has been met. If yes, the outputs will be passed to the CO2 module. If not, the
program will further optimise the product using an alternative material, a new production
quantity or a new percentage of recycled material. After the further optimisation, the current
outputs will be passed to the CO2 module. In the CO2 module (Steps 7 - 9), the current CO2
footprint per unit is calculated and compared with the constraint limit. The objective function
value will then be evaluated (Step 10). If the criterion has been met, the optimisation will end
(Step 11). If not, the program will further check if the maximum iteration has been met (Step
12). If the current iteration has met its upper limit, then the optimisation will stop and output
the current solution. If the solution does not meet the criterion and the current iteration does not
meet its upper limit, a new iteration will start (Step 12-1).
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Figure 20: The simplified flowchart of an SEQ optimisation

3.4.2 Parallel Optimisation (PAR)
The PAR optimisation optimises the COST, CO2 and STRUCTURAL modules simultaneously
and independently as illustrated in Figure 21.

Figure 21 Simple flowchart of PAR optimisation
A detailed flowchart is illustrated in Figure 22 to show how the PAR optimisation works. In
Figure 22, the horizontal box represents each major Step in the flowchart while the vertical
box represents the optimisation Route or path starting with a different module.
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Figure 22: The detailed flowchart of PAR optimisation
When the three modules are optimised simultaneously and independently, the output of each
module may have a conflict(s). For instance, in Figure 22 the output of the COST module shows
Low Carbon Steel gives optimum cost, the output of CO2 shows Aluminium gives optimum
CO2 and the output of STRUCTURAL shows Titanium gives optimum volume (Step 1). To
determine which material is the best for ‘Holistic’, the program will use each material as input
for the other two modules (Step 2). For example, the Low Carbon Steel from the COST module
will be put into the CO2 and STRUCTURAL modules to estimate the CO2 footprint and volume.
The same procedure is also used in the other two routes. Now, each route should have one
objective function value from Step 1 and two estimations from Step 2 as illustrated in Table 29.
Table 29: Conflict solving in PAR optimisation

Both objective function value and estimations in each route will be compared with the initial
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cost, CO2 and volume to find out the differences. The summation of differences in each route
represents how much the objective has been improved based on different materials (Step 3).
Table 30: Individual evaluation example - PAR

There are three summations as tabulated in Table 30. In Table 30, it is found that route C made
the most improvement (85%) with Titanium (Step 4). Therefore, the output of each module in
route C is selected as the current solution. If the current solution does not meet the criterion and
the current iteration does not reach the max. iteration number, the optimisation will go to the
next iteration. If the current solution has met the criterion or the current iteration reaches the
max. iteration number, the optimisation will terminate.

3.4.3 Iteration Loops of Optimisations
There are two different setups for the iteration loops: Single Inner Iteration (SII) and MultiInner Iterations (MII). The SII is very straightforward in that each optimisation will only run
one inner iteration in each module. On the other hand, the MII will run multiple inner iterations
in each module. Naturally, the MII optimisation will produce a better optimum solution than
the SII optimisation as more iterations leads to further optimisation. However, if the first
iteration has already produced the optimum, MII and SII will make no difference. The MII and
SII loops will be applied to both the SEQ and PAR optimisations. The aim of setting different
iteration loops is to find out if there is any huge difference between the results accordingly.
Furthermore, analysis of the two types of iteration loops can potentially improve the accuracy
for users to set up the appropriate iteration number and reduce the CPU time for optimisations.

3.5 Design of the Case Study
To define the most efficient method for holistic optimisation, a series of case studies has been
designed. The overall purpose of case studies is to determine the general trends of the
optimisations, identify pitfalls, pros and cons, etc. The first sub-section introduces major
parameters analysed in the case studies. The second sub-section introduces the setup of the case
studies.

3.5.1 Influential Parameters
Case studies are used to find out how parameter(s) variation influences the objective function
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value of each optimisation. Input parameters that can influence the objective function value are
considered as potentially sensitive parameters. The eight influential parameters are tabulated in
Table 31. The parameters will be analysed one at a time (OAT) and two at a time (TAT). The
OAT method will assess the sensitivity of the individual parameter while the TAT method will
assess the sensitivity of a combo of two parameters.
Table 31: Potential sensitive parameters

•

The geometry represents the ‘core’ of a product. The variation of the geometry will
influence the results of the structural optimisation for the product. It is assumed that
there are three different initial geometries of the product for the studies in the next two
chapters. It should be noted that the geometry is considered as a single “variable” of
the optimisation in this research. This indicates that the three initial geometries
represent the variations of a variable which contains the original, variation 1 and
variation 2. How the variation of the geometry influences optimum solutions will be
found out in the next two chapters subsequently.

•

The production quantity represents the total number of products. It is set up to 400
initially. As a discrete parameter, it will apply a 100% increment to the previous
quantity: 800 (400+400), 1600 (800+800) and 3200 (1600+1600).

•

The recycled content represents how much recycled material is added to the product.
If the value of recycled content is zero, then the product is fully made of virgin material.
If the value is 100%, then product is fully made of recycled material. Based on
Equations (3.7) and (3.16), different levels of recycled content lead to a different level
of cost spent on the product and CO2 released to the atmosphere. The value of the
recycled content is increased from 10% to 90% with a constant increment of 20%.

•

The maximum cost and the maximum CO2 are the two constraint limits of the
optimisation. Obviously, these two limits relate to the COST and CO2 modules. The
initial value of maximum cost and CO2 are 10 GBP/ unit and 1.5 kg/ unit. To find out
how these two constraint limits influence the optimisation results, the cost limit will
decrease from 10 GBP/ unit to 2 GBP/ unit with a constant decrement of 2 GBP/ unit.
The initial CO2 limit will decrease by 2/3 (1.0 kg/unit) and 1/3 (0.5 kg/unit).

•

Travel distance represents the total distance between the country of production and the
destination. The equations to calculate travel distances can be found in section 3.2.2.3.
The travel distance relates to both the COST and CO2 modules as it influences the
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transportation cost and the CO2 footprint. To find out how the travel distance influences
the optimum solution, the case study contains three types of distances including the
extreme cases: the longest, the medium and the shortest distances. The extreme cases
are used to find out the fluctuation/ spread (max-min) between the optimisation results
of the extreme points. If the fluctuation/ spread is very small, the optimisation result is
not sensitive to the travel distance. If the fluctuation/ spread is large, the optimisation
result is sensitive to the travel distance.
•

The labour cost and overhead cost are part of the manufacturing costs relating to the
COST module. The labour cost represents the local labour cost in the country of
production. The overhead cost represents the electricity cost in the country of
production. The labour cost and overhead cost also use the extreme cases (i.e. the
lowest to the medium and the highest) to analyse their sensitivity. The ideology of the
extreme cases is defined the same as the travel distance.

3.5.2 The Case Study Setup
A list of 33 case studies has been set up to assess the sensitivity of the parameters tabulated in
Table 31. The case studies are tabulated and attached in Appendix – C. An example of the first
case study is indicated in Table 32. In this table, models 1 – 3 represent the variation of a
parameter (Geometry). This case study analyses how the change in geometry influences the
optimisation result. The case study list is used for both the SEQ and PAR optimisations.

Table 32: Example of the first case study

The case study list consists of two parts: the analysis of influential individual parameters and
the analysis of influential multiple parameters. The idea to assess the most influential individual
parameter is to change One parameter at A Time (OAT) while fixing the value of the other
parameters. As defined in Table 31, there are eight major influential parameters. To assess the
most influential individual parameter, each of the eight parameters requires an individual case
study using the OAT method. The first 8 case studies are individual parameter analyses with
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the OAT method. The method is used in the second part to analyse Two parameters at A Time
(TAT). This analysis required a matrix to work out every possible combination of these two
parameters defined in Table 31. As the change of travel distance will influence extreme cases
for both labour costs and overhead costs simultaneously, these three parameters therefore will
not have combinations in multiple parameters analysis. The matrix of the parameters then
becomes 5 x 8 instead of 8 x 8 as indicated in Table 33.
Table 33 Combination matrix of parameters

In Table 33, the numbers from 9 to 33 represent case studies of the multiple parameters analysis.
According to the variations of each parameter in the case studies (i.e. as defined in 3.5.1), the
total model number is 203. The case study setup for each optimisation is 33 case studies
containing 203 models. The case studies and corresponding parameters analysed in each case
study are summarised in a table in Appendix – D.

3.6 Evaluation of Objective Function Values
This section will discuss the evaluation of the results for each optimisation. Three methods are
introduced in this section: Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE), Absolute Criterion (ABC) and
INC (Incremental Criterion). The ICE method is used to assess the performance of the three
modules after optimisation. The percentage difference between the inputs and outputs of each
module is calculated to represent their individual contribution to a holistic optimisation. The
summation of their contributions is used to assess the improvement to the overall objective.
The ABC method and INC method will use the magnitude of a 3D vector to assess the objective
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function value of each optimisation. Each objective function value represents a point that
consists of outputs from the three modules: STRUCTURAL, COST and CO2. The output of
each module represents the coordinate of a 3D vector: X, Y, Z. The basic idea of both methods
is to calculate magnitudes of 3D vectors to assess solutions for the optimisations. The
magnitude of each vector in the ABC method measures the distance between the origin point
‘O’ and each objective function value. This distance is called Global Distance. Magnitude
calculated in the INC method is used to measure the distance between the objective function
values of the initial iteration and the final iteration. Distance measured in the INC method is
called Local Distance. The following three subsections are used to introduce the three
evaluation methods respectively.

3.6.1 Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE)
In the ICE approach, programs will collect the output from each module and work out the
percentage difference between the inputs and outputs. The calculation of percentage difference
is expressed in Equation (3.28), and the brackets contain the calculation for each module. For
instance, the first brackets contain the percentage difference of the STRUCTURAL module.

F (s)  (

CO2  CO2i
Volume0  Volumei
Cost 0  Cost i
100%)  ( 0
100%)  (
100%)
Volume0
CO20
Cost 0
(3.28)

Where,

Volume0

is the initial volume calculated from the STRUCTURAL module.

Volumei

is the volume of the current iteration.

CO20

is the initial CO2 footprint calculated from CO2 module.

CO2i

is the CO2 footprint of the current iteration.

Cost 0

is the initial cost calculated from COST module.

Cost i

is the cost of the current iteration.

i

is the iteration number from 1 to ‘n’,

n

is the maximum limit of the iteration.

The holistic optimisation in this research is to minimise the overall objective. The ideal output
of each iteration should be smaller than the input. Therefore, a positive percentage difference
of each module represents an improvement to the objective. On the contrary, a negative
percentage difference of each module represents a setback. The summation of the three modules’
percentage differences represents the performance of each iteration. To define the converged
iteration of the optimisation, the summations are contrasted. The converged iteration should
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have the highest summation which represents the outputs of the three modules in this iteration
from the objective function value of the optimisation. Such a summation is also called the
‘converged’ summation. Each model in each case study has its converged summation. Those
summations are further analysed in each case study to study the parameter variation: the highest
is highlighted with a red colour; the lowest is highlighted with a green colour as illustrated in
Table 34. Model 1 in Table 34 has the highest summation, meaning that the parameter variation
in model 1 has made the most improvement to the overall objective. Because of this, the
objective function value of model 1 is the best solution in case study 1. Due to different types
of optimisations, ICE in SEQ optimisations and PAR optimisations is slightly different.
Table 34: Summations in Case Study 1 – ICE

3.6.1.1

ICE in SEQ Optimisation

In SEQ optimisation, each iteration only has one summation due to its typical optimisation
sequence, as in the example illustrated in Figure 19. In Table 35. P1, P2 and P3 represent the
percentage difference of each module. A positive percentage difference of each module
represents an improvement to the objective. On the contrary, a negative percentage difference
of each module represents a setback. The summation of each iteration is the add-up of P1, P2
and P3. SEQ optimisation stops when the converged summation is found.
Table 35: ICE in SEQ optimisation (Optimisation sequence from left to right)

3.6.1.2

ICE in PAR Optimisation

The three modules are optimised simultaneously in PAR optimisation as mentioned previously.
Each route has a converged summation as illustrated in Table 36. The ICE method in PAR
optimisation will compare three converged summations, and the highest one represents the
route that has the objective function value of the PAR optimisation. That summation is the final
converged summation of the PAR optimisation.
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Table 36: ICE in PAR optimisation (Optimisation sequence from top to bottom)

3.6.2 Absolute Criterion (ABC)
As results from each module have different ranges, the ABC requires that all outputs of
STRUCTURAL, COST and CO2 modules be normalised into [0,1]. The normalised outputs
from three modules can be used as coordinates for a 3D plot. The data normalisation (Dodge
2006) is expressed in Equation (3.29).

x' 

x  xmin
xmax  xmin

(3.29)

Where,

x

is the current value.

xmin

is the minimum value.

xmax

is the maximum value.

A simple example is indicated in Table 37 to further explain Equation (3.29). The example
shows how to do data normalisation for volume. In Table 37, the maximum value is highlighted
with a red colour while the minimum value is highlighted with a green colour.
Table 37: Example of data normalisation

Based on Equation (3.29), the normalised volume value for model 1 should be:
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x  xmin
42265.6  42068.3

 0.036
xmax  xmin 47547.6  42068.3

(3.30)

Replace volume values in Table 37 by the normalised data; and the new table is indicated below.
Table 38: The normalised data

The ABC evaluation method uses a 3D plot to evaluate the solution of each optimisation. Each
objective function value consists of the results of the three modules. The results are normalised
volume, CO2 and cost. A solution of each optimisation is considered as a point of the plot, for
instance, A = (X, Y, Z). The three axes X, Y and Z represent normalised volume, CO2 and cost.
One example of a plot is illustrated in Figure 23. The coloured points represent solutions of
case studies. As the optimisation in this research is to minimise the objective, the ideal outputs
of each module should therefore be smaller than the inputs. In this case, ‘0’ represents the
extreme output of each module. Therefore, the ‘O’ point (0, 0, 0) represents the extreme outputs
of the COST, CO2 and STRUCTURAL modules, i.e. the absolute optimum solution. It also
represents the extreme objective function value of the optimisation.

Figure 23: Example of the 3D scatter plot
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In the ABC evaluation method, instead of comparing optimisation results with summations, the
magnitude of the vector is used to compare the objectives of each optimisation. Vectors start
with the point ‘O’ and end with each objective function value. The idea is to calculate the
magnitude of the vector between the origin point ‘O’ and each objective function value. The
magnitude of the vector is calculated using Equation (3.31). This magnitude is called the
‘Global Distance’. As the ‘O’ point (0, 0, 0) represents the extreme objective function value,
therefore the shortest Global Distance represents the objective function value that is closest to
the extreme objective function value (the closer is the better). One example of Global Distance
is illustrated in Figure 24. Figure 24 contians an X-Y plane of the 3D coordinate system. There
are two objective function values of case study 1 (Red) and 2 (Green). The Global Distance is
calculated with Equation (3.31). If Global Distance of case study 1 is shorter than the Global
Distance of case study two as illustrated in Figure 24, the objective function value of case study
one should be better than the solution of case study 2.
OA 

X 2 Y2  Z2

(3.31)

Figure 24: Example of Global Distance (2D)
The ABC evaluation method is applied to the models in each case study to analyse the influence
of parameter variations. The Global Distance in each case study is further categorised into four
types of distances: max., min., average and median. The max. and min. distances are used to
analyse the fluctuation of solutions in each case study and find out the sensitivity of the
parameters. The average and median distances are used to find out the general trends of
different setups of optimisations. The magnitude of vector method cannot only apply to 3D
problems (3 outputs) but also to N-dimensional problems. One drawback of this Global
Distance is that two of the Global Distances may have a similar value. Because of this, the
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sensitivity of parameter variation will be difficult to find out. Therefore, a more detailed version
of the distance between the solutions is required.

3.6.3 The Incremental Criterion (INC)
Similar to ABC, the INC will also use 3D coordinates to calculate the distance (vector
magnitude), the difference being that INC evaluates the ‘Local Distance’ between results of the
initial iteration and the final iteration as illustrated in Figure 25. Figure 25 contains an X-Y
plane of the 3D coordinate system. The magnitude of the ‘Green’ vector represents the Local
Distance between A and B. If A = (X, Y, Z) represents the final objective function value (In) of
Model 1 and B = (x, y, z) represents the initial objective function value (I0), the magnitude of
the vector BA will be given by:
BA 

( X  x) 2  (Y  y ) 2  ( Z  z ) 2

(3.32)

Figure 25: Example of Local Distance (2D)
In the following two chapters, two Holistic Optimisation Studies will be implemented. The
results of the 7 OMS for each product will be assessed by the three evaluation methods defined
in section 3.6; and the general trends for further comparison and analysis will be extracted.

4 Holistic Optimisation Study 1 (HOS1) – Side Impact Beam
The first Holistic Optimisation Study (HOS) is created in this chapter. For the HOS 1, a side
impact beam of the vehicle will be analysed within the FEA solver and optimised by the 7
Optimisation Module Sequences (OMS) as defined in section 3.3, i.e. 6 Sequential and 1
Parallel holistic optimisations. It should be noted that the two types of iteration loops will be
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applied to the 7 OMS, i.e. Single Inner Iteration (SII) and Multi-Inner Iterations (MII). In this
case, the SII optimisations and MII optimisations will be compared based on the objective
function values and the CPU time. The results of the 7 OMS will be evaluated depending on
which iteration type has the ‘outperformance’. For either SII or MII, each of the 7 OMS contains
203 models leading to 1,421 individual models in total. The results of the 7 OMS will then be
evaluated by the three evaluation methods defined in section 3.6: Individual Criterion
Evaluation (ICE), Absolute Criterion (ABC) and INC (Incremental Criterion). The extracted
general trends from each evaluation will be analysed and compared. The first section of this
chapter will introduce the setup of HOS 1. The second section contains the comparison of the
two types of iteration loops. The third to fifth sections will evaluate the results of the 7 OMS
based on ICE, ABC and INC respectively. In each of sections 3 – 5, the evaluated results of the
7 OMS will be analysed based on four aspects: average, minimum, maximum objective
function value change and average spread. The analysis of section 4.3 will go through all four
aspects and summarise the trends accordingly. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 only contains the results
based on the maximum change of objective function values. The analyses and summaries for
the rest three aspects can be found from Appendix – E (ABC) and Appendix – F (INC)
respectively. The final section will be the comparison of the general trends extracted from
sections 3 – 5.

4.1 Setup of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
In this section, the setup of HOS 1 will be introduced within four subsections: a brief
background of the side impact beam, load cases for initial analysis, FEA model for
STRUCTURAL module and the design of the case study for HOS 1.

4.1.1 Brief background of the side impact beam
A side-door impact beam is studied in Holistic Optimisation Study 1. The side impact beam is
the reinforcement structure on the door panel which aims to provide protection to passengers
during a side impact. Its general position is illustrated in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: The location of the side-door impact beam (Winter 2013)
Assuming that the side impact beam is a simply supported beam (Figure 27), the beam is
constrained on both ends, and the load acts on the top of the beam. As the side impact is not a
point force acting on the beam, another assumption is made that the load is assumed as a
uniformly distributed force (N/m).

Figure 27: The Simply Supported Beam – 2D (learnt engineer 2014)
The material used for side impact beam requires high strength and high toughness. Materials
with such properties can absorb more energy during the impact and have less deformation. As
the weight reduction of the engineering product is of importance to the manufacturers,
especially for automobiles, ‘lightweight’ is one more requirement for selecting the material
(Lim & Lee 2002). The conventional material for manufacturing automotive components is the
metal (e.g. steel). The side impact beam is manufactured using the rolling form method (Sturrus,
Lewis and Johnson 1992). Based on the requirements, a list of metals is selected from the CES
EduPack 2016 in Table 39.
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Table 39: Material list (CES EduPack 2016)

4.1.2 Load cases and initial FEA
According to the side impact beam illustrated in Figure 26, its cross-section is considered to be
shaped as illustrated in Figure 28. The length of the beam is from 508 millimetres to 1397
millimetres (Wilson, Shapiro & Cline 1989). The thickness of the beam is from 1.3 millimetres
to 3.0 millimetres (Cline & Shapiro 2000). The width of the beam is about 40 millimetres (Lim
& Lee 2002). The dimensions a, b and c can be varied to change the geometry of the crosssection of the beam. It should be noted that the change in these dimensions must comply with
the constraint limits defined above.
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Figure 28: Cross section of the beam
The purpose of this subsection is to analyse the structural performance of the side impact beam
with an initial FE analysis. The 2D model of the side impact beam is created in HyperMesh as
illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29: 2D Beam model in HyperMesh
The initial material used in HyperMesh is the default material (steel). The initial thickness of
the beam was 3.0 millimetres which is also the maximum thickness of a side impact beam as
defined in subsection 4.1.1. As the side impact beam is considered as a simply supported beam
in this study, two types of the constraints are applied to the two ends of the beam respectively,
i.e. pin support and roller support (Figure 27). The pin support demonstrates that one end of the
FEA model needs to be fully constrained. The roller support demonstrates that the other end of
the beam is not allowed to move in Z-direction. In HyperMesh, there are 6 degrees of freedoms
(DOF). DOFs 1-3 demonstrate the node translation in the X, Y and Z directions and DOFs 4-6
demonstrate the node rotation in the X, Y and Z directions (Thota 2016). Therefore, all DOFs
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are fully constrained at the pin-supported end, as illustrated in Figure 30. Only DOF 3 is
constrained for the roller-supported end, as illustrated in Figure 31.

Figure 30: Fully constrained end

Figure 31: Not fully constrained end
The load applied to the 2D side impact beam is not a point load as defined in subsection 4.1.1.
Due to the limitations in analysing an actual side impact beam, the maximum load for such a
beam is assumed to be 2000N. A 2000N uniformly distributed force acting on the top of the
beam is illustrated in Figure 32 and Figure 33.

Figure 32: Load applied to the beam (side view)

Figure 33: Load applied to the beam (front view)
By running the initial FEA test for this side impact beam, the detailed results are illustrated in
Figure 34 and Figure 35. The displacement results in Figure 34 show that the maximum
displacement is obtained at the middle of the beam. This is not a surprise as the middle part has
no support, i.e. no external force against the distributed load. The maximum displacement is
about 1.57 mm which is not a large deflection of the beam. On the other hand, the maximum
vonMises stress in Figure 35 is found at the fully constrained end of the beam; the reason being
that the stress of the fully constrained end consists of stress from three directions, X, Y and Z
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instead of the single Z-direction stress at the other end. The maximum vonMises is about 158
MPa which is lower than the minimum yield strength of steel defined in Figure 33, i.e.
Structural Steel (275 MPa).

Figure 34: Displacement results of the side impact beam

Figure 35: Stress results of the side impact beam
The results of the initial FEA test are within the permissible limits of the yield strength of the
material. However, it should be noted that this FEA test is not based on a real side impact but
on an estimated static force. The ultimate aim is to use the tested FEA model for the
optimisation modules.
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4.1.3 FEA models for the STRUCTURAL module
The setup of the FEA model is adopted as the results of the analysis are within the permissible
limits. The FEA model of the beam is then considered to be used for the structural optimisation
in the STRUCTURAL module. As defined in subsection 3.2.1, the optimisation method used
in the STRUCTURAL module is sizing optimisation. The aim of implementing this
optimisation method for the beam is to achieve minimum volume by minimising its thickness.
As defined in subsection 3.5.1, there will be three geometries for the product in order to study
how the change of geometry influences the optimum solution. The length and width of the beam
will be the constant values, but the dimensions of the cross-section defined in Figure 28 will be
changed to vary the geometry of the beam. The three cross-sections of the beam are illustrated
in Table 40. For convenience, the detailed dimensions of the cross-section are tabulated in Table
40 as well.
Table 40: Initial cross-sections of the beam geometry

Based on the cross-sections defined in Table 40, the initial geometries of the beam are created.
The initial volume of each of the three beams is determined within HyperMesh. The initial cost
and CO2 footprint of the beams are calculated based on the equations defined in subsection
3.2.2 and 3.2.3. The manufacturing method is the rolling form, the initial country of production
is the UK (Coventry) and the destination is Coventry (Connecticut, the USA). The measured
initial volumes and calculated cost and CO2 footprint are summarised in Table 41.
Table 41: Initial values of the side impact beam
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It should be noted that the variation of the initial geometry is used to find out how the change
of geometry influences the optimum solution. Although the initial volume of Beams 1 and 3 is
the same, the geometry of the two beams is different based on the cross-sections defined in
Table 40

4.1.4 Case study definitions of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
The design of the case studies for HOS 1 is the same as the case studies defined in subsection
3.5.2. There are 7 Optimisation Module Sequences (OMS) including 6 Sequential (SEQ)
optimisations and one Parallel (PAR) optimisation. There are 203 optimisation models for each
of the 7 OMS leading to 1,421 models in total. As defined in subsection 3.5.2, the first 8 case
studies for each of the 7 OMS will be the study of 8 individual parameters: geometry, recycled
content, production quantity, maximum component cost, maximum component CO2, travel
distance, labour cost and overhead cost. This is also called the One at A Time method (OAT).
The other 25 case studies will investigate the combinations of two of the individual parameters.
This is also known as the Two at A Time method (TAT). Therefore, there are 33 case studies for
each of the 7 OMS leading to 231 case studies in total.

4.2 Comparison of SII and MII Optimisations
After running the case studies for the 7 OMS with both the SII and MII loops, the results of the
two optimisation iteration types will be compared in this section. The performance of the two
iteration types will be assessed from two aspects: objective function values and CPU time. The
first section will be the investigation of the objective function values.

4.2.1 Comparison of the objective function values
The results of the 7 OMS with both SII and MII will be assessed in this subsection. The average
Change of Objective Function Value (COFV) for each of the 7 OMS is calculated by Equation
(4.1). In order to compare the ‘performance’ of the two types of iteration loops, the average
COFV for each of the 7 OMS with both MII and SII loops are summarised in Table 42.
203

Average COFV 

 Result
i 1

203

Model _ i

(4.1)
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Table 42: Average objective function value change for each OMS – HOS 1

For the ICE method, a larger COFV represents a better optimum solution. In Table 42, it is easy
to find out that the average COFV of each of the 7 OMS-MII is larger than the average COFVs
of the corresponding 7 OMS-SII. The differences between the two corresponding OMS are 7%
for the minimum and 17% for the maximum. This indicates that the results of the 7 OMS-MII
outperform the results of the 7 OMS-SII.
For the ABC method, the COFV represents the ‘distance’ between each result and the absolute
optimum solution (defined in subsection 3.6.2). The shorter the ‘distance’ the better, i.e. the
result is much closer to the absolute optimum solution. In Table 42, the average COFV of each
of the 7 OMS-SII is equal to or larger than the values of the corresponding 7 OMS-MII. The
difference between the corresponding SEQ OMS is very small, i.e. the maximum is 0.02 and
the minimum is 0. This indicates that the 6 SEQ OMS with MII and SII loops have nearly the
same performance within the ABC evaluation. On the other hand, the difference between two
corresponding PAR OMS is relatively large at 0.12 (about 20%). This indicates that the PAR
OMS show more sensitivity in the ABC method. This is also evidenced in the ICE method as
PAR OMS also have the largest difference within the ICE evaluation, i.e. 17%. From the
overview of the ‘performance’ for the 7 OMS-MII (SII) evaluated by the ABC method, the 7
OMS-MII slightly outperform the 7 OMS-SII. For the INC method, the COFV represents the
‘distance’ between the result of the initial iteration and the result of the final iteration. Therefore,
the longer the ‘distance’, the better. By observing Table 42, the values of the 7 OMS-MII are
equal to or larger than the values of the 7 OMS-SII. The maximum difference between the
values of the corresponding OMS is 0.03. This indicates that the difference of the ‘performance’
between the 7 OMS-MII and the corresponding 7 OMS-SII is nearly the same based on the INC
method. According to the findings in Table 42, it can be concluded that the average COFV of
each of the 7 OMS-MII outperforms the corresponding 7 OMS-SII based on the three
evaluation methods. The CPU time of each of the 7 OMS-MII (SII) will be discussed in the
next subsection, as another part for assessing the overall performance of the 7 OMS-MII (SII).
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4.2.2 Comparison of the CPU time
The CPU time assessed in this subsection represents the time for running 203 models of each
of the 7 OMS-MII (SII). The CPU time for the OMS is summarised in Table 43. It is found that
the CPU time for each of the 7 OMS-MII is higher than the CPU time for each of the 7 OMSSII. However, this is not a surprise as more iteration loops consume more CPU time.
Table 43: The CPU time of each OMS – HOS 1

In order to find out if there is any trend that can be found from the CPU time of each model,
the average CPU time for each OMS across the 203 models is calculated. The values are
summarised in Table 44.
Table 44: The average CPU time of each model for each OMS – HOS 1

In Table 44, it is found that the average CPU time of each model for the corresponding OMS is
very close, i.e. the maximum difference is 13s at SEQ6. This indicates that CPU-time
‘performance’ of the 7 OMS-MII is close to the ‘performance’ of the 7 OMS-SII. However, the
7 OMS-MII have a larger change of objective function values than the 7 OMS-SII. Therefore,
the overall performance of the 7 OMS-MII outperforms the 7 OMS-SII. In this case, the three
evaluation methods will be applied to assess the results of the 7 OMS-MII in the following
sections.

4.3 ICE results of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
A figure with clustered column graphs for each model is initially considered to analyse the
general trends of 7 OMS-MII with the Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE) method. The
clustered column graph in Figure 36 contains the results of the three models contained in case
study one (subsection 3.5.2). In Figure 36, each model has 7 columns representing the results
of the 7 corresponding OMS. The X-axis contains the model number; whereas the Y-axis
contains the change of objective function values. Please note that the number of iterations for
each model may vary.
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Figure 36: Results of case study one for the 7 OMS-MII – ICE
In Figure 36, it is easy to assess the ‘performance’ of individual models for each of the 7 OMS
with the data labelled at the top of each column. However, to obtain a general overview, the
chart would have to contain 1,421 results representing the 203 models and the combination of
ICE and MII which would make it very difficult to identify general trends. It was therefore
chosen to plot the individual results as single points in a figure and utilise linear lines to connect
the individual points. Consequently, it is possible to more clearly identify general trends for
each of the 7 OMS as well as enabling direct comparison between the different OMS. As a
result, Figure 37 is plotted. According to the definition of the ICE method in subsection 3.6.1,
more Changes of Objective Function Value (COFV) will produce better results. Figure 37
shows that the results of SEQ5-MII are nearly consistently higher than the results of the other
6 OMS. This indicates that the SEQ5-MII outperforms the other OMS based on the ICE method.
On the other hand, the results of SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII are nearly consistently
lower than the results of the other OMS. This indicates that those three OMS underperform the
other four OMS based on the ICE method. To further investigate the general trends of the 7
OMS-MII, the average, maximum and minimum COFV across the 203 models for each of the
7 OMS will be analysed in subsection 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 respectively. The sensitivity
analysis of the results for the 7 OMS will then be analysed in subsection 4.3.4. Finally, the
overall general trends of the 7 OMS will be summarised in the subsection 4.3.5.
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Figure 37: Results of the 7 OMS – ICE method – HOS 1
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4.3.1 Results based on the average change of objective function values
The average change of objective function values (COFV) across the 203 models of each of the
7 OMS will be assessed in this subsection. The calculation method of the average COFV has
been defined by Equation (4.1). The 7 OMS are ranked from the highest average COFV to the
lowest average COFV in Table 45.
Table 45: The ranked 7 OMS based on the average COFV – ICE – HOS 1

From Table 45, the 7 OMS can be categorised into three groups based on the range of the
average COFV:
HOS1-Avg-ICE 1. The first group labelled Group A contains the Sequential (SEQ) OMS
SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII. The majority of the COFV for
the models in these three OMS are between 200% and 225%.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 2. Group B contains the SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII. The
majority of the COFV for the models in SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
SEQ6-MII are between 100% and 110%.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 3. Group C contains the single Parallel (PAR) OMS, PAR-MII. The
majority of the COFV for the models in the PAR are between 110%
and 200%.
These three groups are defined in Table 46, which for convenience also contains the specific
OMS order and the range of average COFV.
Table 46: The 7 OMS grouped by the range of average COFV – ICE – HOS 1
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As illustrated in Table 46, the following trends are found:
HOS1-Avg-ICE 4. The change of objective function value for each model in Group A is
constantly higher than the values of the corresponding models in
Group B.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 5. The majority of models in Group C have higher values than the
corresponding models in Group B; excluding model 1 and model 167.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 6. Evidenced by Figure 37, the graphs of the OMS in Group A and Group
C display ‘fewer’ and ‘lower’ fluctuations (as a function of the model
number) when compared to those of Group B. This for example is the
case between models 112 and 127. This indicates that the OMS in
Group B are more sensitive to the change of input parameters than the
other two groups: MII-A and MII-C. Consequently, it is suggested that
the OMS of Group A and Group C represent more ‘stable’ or ‘robust’
OMS than those of Group B.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 7. As the OMS of Group A and C are ‘higher’ and more ‘stable’ than those
of Group B, the OMS in these two groups therefore are more
‘interesting’.
At this point it should however be noted that these observations are based on a limited number
of models. It should also be noted that at this stage there has been no direct evaluation of the
results feasibility such as manufacturing constraints, apart from those built into the individual
optimisation modules as defined in section 3.2.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 8. Comparing the OMS of SEQ optimisations in Table 46, it is found that
the optimisations in Group A always optimise the COST module
before the CO2 module. Meanwhile, the COST module in Group B is
always optimised after the CO2 module. The ‘priority’ i.e. the module
sequence order. may explain why Group A consistently outperforms
Group B. However, there is no priority for the modules in Group C as
the three modules are optimised simultaneously and independently in
the PAR OMS.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 9. The graphs of SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in Figure 37 are nearly
identical apart from models 164 to 167. The average COFV between
SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII is less than 2%. This indicates the
‘performance’ of these two OMS is almost the same; i.e. the module
sequence did not influence the objective function value significantly
in SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
HOS1-Avg-ICE 10. The largest spread value, defined as the difference between the
maximum and minimum y-values for each individual ‘function line’
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differs significantly for each group. In Group A it is 51%, in Group B
it is 124% and in Group C it is 57%. The different spreads of each
group are related to the sensitivity of the parameter(s). The sensitivity
analysis of the parameter(s) will be analysed in sub-section 4.3.4.
Before this is done, the next step will be to analyse the general trends
of the 7 OMS based on the maximum and minimum COFV.

4.3.2 Results based on the maximum change of objective function values
The maximum COFV represents the maximum value of the 203 COFV (i.e. from the 203
models) for each of the 7 OMS. There are 7 maximum COFV in total for the 7 OMS as defined
in Table 47. The 7 OMS are ranked from the highest maximum COFV to the lowest in Table
47.
Table 47: The ranked 7 OMS based on the maximum COFV – ICE – HOS 1

The following trends are found in Table 47:
HOS1-Max-ICE 1. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII outperform the other OMS as
their maximum COFV is larger than the values of the other OMS, i.e.
the largest spread between SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII is nearly 100%.
This indicates that the specific OMS order of the top three OMS is
better than the OMS orders of the others.
HOS1-Max-ICE 2. The 7 OMS can still be categorised into three groups as defined in
subsection 4.3.1. The trends found in each group are that SEQ1, 3 and
5 always optimise the COST module before the CO2 module.
Meanwhile, the COST module in SEQ2, 4 and 6 is always optimised
after the CO2 module. This is the same trend as demonstrated in
HOS1-Avg-ICE 8.
HOS1-Max-ICE 3. The PAR-MII is still in the middle between the SEQ1, 3, 5 and SEQ2,
4, 6. This is the same trend as defined in subsection 4.3.1, i.e. HOS1Avg-ICE 4.
The general trends found in this subsection are nearly the same as the trends observed in
subsection 4.3.1. To further study the trends of the 7 OMS, the minimum COFV of each of the
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7 OMS are investigated in the next subsection.

4.3.3 Results based on the minimum change of objective function values
The minimum COFV of each of the 7 OMS represents the minimum value of the 203 models
in each OMS. The 7 minimum COFV are summarised in Table 48. The 7 OMS are ranked from
the highest minimum COFV to the lowest in Table 48.
Table 48: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – ICE – HOS 1

According to Table 48, the general trends of the 7 OMS are summarised as follows:
HOS1-Min-ICE 1. The 7 OMS can be categorised into the same groups as defined in
subsection 4.3.1.
HOS1-Min-ICE 2. The top three ranked OMS are also the same as discovered in
subsection 4.3.1 and subsection 4.3.2, i.e. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII. This indicates that the OMS orders of these three OMS
produced better results than the other OMS, i.e. the largest spread
between SEQ5-MII and SEQ2-MII is significantly huge – 139%.
HOS1-Min-ICE 3. The top three OMS always optimise the COST module before the CO2
module. On the other hand, the COST module in SEQ2, 4 and 6 is
always optimised after the CO2 module. This is the same trend as
demonstrated in HOS1-Avg-ICE 8.
Based the objective function value change, the general trends found in subsection 4.3.1, 4.3.2
and 4.3.3 are nearly the same. Before summarising the overall general trends of the 7 OMS, the
sensitivity trend(s) will be studied in the next subsection.

4.3.4 Results based on the average spreads of objective function value change
In this subsection, the average spreads of the COFV for each of the 7 OMS will be studied. The
average spread of each of the 7 OMS is calculated by Equation (4.2).
33

Average Spread 
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(4.2)
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The calculated average spreads for the 7 OMS are summarised in Table 49. The 7 OMS are
ranked from the highest spread to the lowest spread in Table 49.
Table 49: The average spreads of the 7 OMS – ICE – HOS 1

By observing Table 49, the following trends are found:
HOS1-ASp-ICE 1. The results of SEQ5-MII are more stable than those of the other 6 OMS
as SEQ5-MII has the lowest average spread value.
HOS1-ASp-ICE 2. The results of SEQ2-MII are less stable than other OMS, as SEQ2-MII
has the largest average spread value.
HOS1-ASp-ICE 3. Although the 7 OMS have different average spreads, the average
spreads of the OMS ranked from 1st to 6th are very close; i.e. the
difference between them is 4%. This indicates that the results of the 7
OMS, apart from SEQ2-MII, have similar sensitivity to the change of
input parameter(s).
HOS1-ASp-ICE 4. For the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes, SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII have lower average spreads than SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII
and SEQ6-MII. It is suggested that the results of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3MII and SEQ5-MII are more stable than the results of the other three
SEQ optimisation programmes. This also indicates that the results of
the OMS will be less sensitive if the OMS optimise the COST module
before the CO2 module.
The average, maximum and minimum COFV and the average spreads of each of the 7 OMS
have been investigated respectively; and the general trends were extracted from the
investigations. The next subsection will compare and summarise the general trends of the 7
OMS based on the ICE method.

4.3.5 Summary of the general trends – ICE – HOS 1
According to the general trends discovered in each subsection of section 4.3, the General Trends
(GT) of the 7 OMS are summarised as follows:
HOS1-GT-ICE 1.

The 7 OMS are categorised into three groups based on overall
performance. As defined in subsection 4.3.1, Group A contains SEQ1-
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MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII; Group B contains SEQ2-MII, SEQ4MII and SEQ6-MII; Group C contains PAR-MII.
HOS1-GT-ICE 2.

The three OMS in Group A are suggested to be more stable

than

those in Groups B and C. This is evidenced by the general trends found
in subsections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.
HOS1-GT-ICE 3.

For the OMS in Groups A and B, SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5MII in Group A always optimise the COST module before the CO2
module; while the OMS in Group B always optimise the CO2 module
before the COST module. This is suggested to be the reason why the
OMS in Group A outperform those in Group B.

HOS1-GT-ICE 4.

The SEQ5-MII is the most stable of the OMS while SEQ2-MII is the
least stable, as evidenced by HOS1-ASp-ICE 1 and HOS1-ASp-ICE 2
in subsection 4.3.4. Even though SEQ2-MII is the most sensitive of
the 7 OMS however it can be considered to be indifferent; simply
because the SEQ2-MII objective function value changes are
consistently lower than SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII, SEQ5-MII and PARMII.

HOS1-GT-ICE 5.

The performance of SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII is nearly the same,
which indicates that the two specific OMS orders might have same
optimisation ‘effectiveness’. This is evidenced by Table 45, Table 47,
Table 48 and Table 49.

HOS1-GT-ICE 6.

The PAR-MII of Group C is always ranked in the middle of the two
groups of SEQ optimisation programmes. This is evidenced by Table
45, Table 47 and Table 48. Apart from SEQ2-MII, the results of PARMII are less stable than the other SEQ optimisation programmes.

The general trends summarised above are observed by evaluating the results of the 7 OMS with
the ICE method. To verify the trends of the 7 OMS, the results will be evaluated by the ABC
and INC method in the next two sections respectively.

4.4 The ABC results of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
The results of the 7 OMS will be studied by the Absolute Criterion (ABC) method to extract
the general trends. To obtain a general overview of the results, the individual results of each of
the 7 OMS are plotted as single points in a figure and linear lines are utilised to connect the
points. As a result, Figure 38 is created. However, the 7 continuous lines for the 7 OMS in
Figure 38 are ‘interlaced’ and unable to find out trends directly. Therefore, the results of the 7
OMS will be studied from some specific perspectives in this section. The basic setup of this
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section is the same as the setup of section 4.3. The study of the results of the 7 OMS consists
of 4 subsections:
•

Subsection 4.4.1, Results based on the maximum change of the objective function
values

•

Subsection 9.1.1 in Appendix – E, Results based on the average change of the objective
function values

•

Subsection 9.1.2 in Appendix – E, Results based on the minimum change of the
objective function values

•

Subsection 9.1.3 in Appendix – E, Results based on the average spreads of objective
function value change

•

Subsection 9.1.4 contains the summary of section 4.4.

The definition of the ABC method in subsection 3.6.2 demonstrated that the idea of the ABC
evaluation method is to calculate the distance between each result and the absolute optimum
solution. The shorter the distance the better, as a shorter distance means the result is closer to
the absolute optimum solution. This distance, namely ‘Global Distance’, also represents the
change of the objective function value (COFV). Therefore, a smaller COFV in this section
indicates a shorter distance/ a better result. The maximum COFV of each of the 7 OMS will
first be studied in Subsection 4.4.1.
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Figure 38: Results of the 7 OMS – ABC method – HOS 1
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4.4.1 Results based on the maximum change of the objective function values
As defined in subsection 4.3.1, the maximum COFV is the maximum value of the 203 COFVs
for each of the 7 OMS. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the 7-corresponding maximum COFVs
as illustrated in Table 50.
Table 50: The ranked 7 OMS based on the maximum COFV – ABC – HOS 1

Table 50 shows the following trends of the 7 OMS:
HOS1-Max-ABC 1. The 7 OMS can be categorised into 3 Groups based on the range of the
maximum COFV of each OMS. The three groups are the same as the
groups defined in Table 116 although the ranking of the bottom three
OMS is slightly different.
HOS1-Max-ABC 2. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII have a smaller maximum
COFV than the other OMS. It indicates that the results of these three
OMS are closer to the absolute optimum solution than the results of
the other OMS.
HOS1-Max-ABC 3. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-M optimise the COST module
before the CO2 module compared to the OMS orders of the other OMS.
This trend is also found in section 4.3. It is also suggested that this is
the reason SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII outperform SEQ2MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
HOS1-Max-ABC 4. SEQ5-MII has the smallest maximum COFV while SEQ2-MII has the
largest maximum COFV. This indicates that the results of SEQ5-MII
outperform the other 6 OMS while the results of SEQ2-MII
underperform the other OMS.
HOS1-Max-ABC 5. The PAR-MII has a ‘medium’ level performance which is same as
discovered in section 4.3.
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4.5 INC results of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
In this section the results of the 7 OMS will be studied by the Incremental Criterion (INC)
method; and the general trends will be extracted. To obtain a general overview of the results,
the individual results of each of the 7 OMS are plotted as single points in a figure and linear
lines are utilised to connect the points. As a result, Figure 39 is created. As the definition of the
INC method in subsection 3.6.3 demonstrated, the idea is to calculate the ‘distance’ between
the results of the initial and the final iteration. For this distance, namely ‘Local Distance’, the
larger is the better. The ‘Local Distance’ also represents the COFV in this section. The 7
continuous lines for the 7 OMS in Figure 39 are ‘interlaced’ and only one trend is clearly found
directly from the figure. The graph of SEQ2-MII in Figure 39 is nearly consistently lower than
the graphs of the other OMS. This indicates that the results of SEQ2-MII underperform the
results of the other OMS. To obtain more trends of the 7 OMS, the results will be studied from
several specific perspectives in this section. The basic setup of this section is the same as that
of section 4.3. The study of the results of the 7 OMS consists of 4 subsections:
•

Subsection 4.5.1, Results based on the maximum change of the objective function
values

•

Subsection 9.1.5 in Appendix – F, Results based on the average change of the objective
function values

•

Subsection 9.1.6 in Appendix – F, Results based on the minimum change of the
objective function values

•

Subsection 9.1.7 in Appendix – F, Results based on the average spreads of objective
function value change

•

Subsection 9.1.8 contains the summary of section 4.5.
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Figure 39: Results of the 7 OMS – INC method – HOS 1
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4.5.1 Results based on the maximum change of the objective function values
The maximum COFV is the maximum value of the 203 COFV for the 203 models in each OMS.
The 7 OMS are ranked from 1st to 7th based on the maximum COFV, as illustrated in Table 51.
Table 51: The ranked 7 OMS based on the maximum COFV – INC – HOS1

Based on the ranking of the 7 OMS illustrated in Table 51, several trends are found as follows:
HOS1-Max-INC 1. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th. This indicates that SEQ2-MII underperforms
the other OMS based on the maximum COFV.
HOS1-Max-INC 2. The maximum COFV of the OMS ranked from 1st to 6th has very close
values, i.e. the difference of the maximum COFV between the OMS
ranked 1st and 6th is only 0.04. This indicates that those 6 OMS have
a similar performance based on the maximum COFV.
HOS1-Max-INC 3. SEQ4-MII is now ranked 1st while the SEQ5-MII is ranked 6th.
However, the maximum COFV of these two OMS have a very small
difference, i.e. 0.04 as defined in HOS1-Max-INC 2. Therefore, the
trend found here is considered to be indifferent as there is no
significant difference between the two OMS.

4.6 Detailed Analysis of the Holistic Optimisation Study 1
Some of the general trends have been discovered in the previous sections by using the three
evaluation methods:
•

Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE) method

•

Absolute Criterion (ABC) method

•

Incremental Criterion (INC) method.

In this section, these three methods will be used again but mainly to focus on the performance
of the three individual modules: STRUCTURAL, COST and CO2. The analysis consists of two
perspectives:
•

Perspective of the objective function values

•

Perspective of the sensitivity
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The performance of the 7 OMS based on the three evaluation methods will be the ‘Global’
performance. The performance of the three individual modules will be the ‘Local’ performance.
The ‘Local’ performance based on the two perspectives will be discussed in two subsections
respectively.

4.6.1 Perspective of the objective function values – HOS 1
Firstly, the performance of the 7 individual OMS based on three evaluation methods are
summarised and ranked according to their efficiency in Table 52. In Table 52, the 7 OMS are
ranked in descending order according to the average Global Objective Function Value Change
(GOFVC) of each of them.
Table 52: Ranked 7 OMS based on the average GOFVC – HOS 1

The individual ranking in Table 52 of the 7 OMS is slightly different and a number of
noteworthy trends are found as follows:
HOS1-G1.

The average GOFVC of SEQ5-MII consistently outperforms all the other
OMS. It can be seen that for the three evaluation methods, ‘outperformance’
is significant as the difference between ranking 1 and ranking 7 is 110% for
ICE, 441% for ABC and 44% for INC. It is found that the ‘outperformance’
of SEQ5-MII illustrated by the ABC method is more noticeable. The reason
could be that the three evaluation methods are different in nature or that the
ABC evaluation method may be more appropriate to analyse the 7 OMS.

HOS1-G2.

According to Table 45 in subsection 4.3.1, the 6 SEQ optimisation
programmes are categorised into two groups based on the specific position of
the COST and CO2 module during the optimisation. This is also the reason
that SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII are always ranked top in each
column of Table 52, apart from SEQ6-MII in the INC column. Although
SEQ6-MII is ranked 2nd in the INC column, the overall performance of SEQ1MII (3rd), SEQ3-MII (4th) and SEQ5-MII (1st) still outperforms SEQ2-MII
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(7th), SEQ4-MII (5th) and SEQ6-MII (2nd).
HOS1-G3.

Apart from the ranking of SEQ6-MII in the INC column of Table 52, the OMS
that optimise the COST module before the CO2 module will be ranked higher.
This is evidenced by the OMS orders in Table 45, Table 115 and the rankings
in Table 52.

To find out how the three individual modules ‘help’ SEQ5-MII to be ranked 1st, the average
GOFVCs of the 7 OMS in the ICE, ABC and INC columns of Table 52 are ‘decomposed’ into
‘Local’ Objective Function Values Change (LOFVC). The LOFVCs of the 7 OMS based on the
three evaluation methods will be studied in the following subsubsections respectively.
4.6.1.1

ICE – LOFVC – HOS 1

The new rankings of the 7 OMS based on the performance of each module are illustrated in
Table 53. The 7 ‘Local’ Objective Function Values Change (LOFVC) of each module are ranked
from the largest to the smallest.
Table 53: The LOFVC of each module based on the ICE method – HOS 1

The trends observed from Table 53 are as follows:
HOS1-LOFVC-ICE1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS1-LOFVC-ICE2. SEQ5-MII outperforms all the other OMS in both the CO2 and the
COST columns of Table 53. This indicates the reason why SEQ5MII is consistently ranked 1st in Table 52.
HOS1-LOFVC-ICE3. The difference in the LOFVC between the OMS ranked 1st and 7th
for both the COST and the CO2 column is significant large, i.e. for
CO2 it is 59.11% and for COST it is 67.58%. This indicates that the
variation of the ‘Global’ performance for each of the 7 OMS is
related to their ‘Local’ performance in the CO2 and the COST
modules.
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HOS1-LOFVC-ICE4. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII consistently outperform
SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in both the COST and the
CO2 column. This also verifies the trend defined in HOS1-G2 in
subsection 4.6.1.
4.6.1.2

ABC – LOFVC – HOS 1

The objective function value change of the 7 MOS based on the ABC method are also
‘decomposed’ into individual objective function value changes for each module. The rankings
of the 7 OMS according to the local objective function value changes (LOFVC) are tabulated
in Table 54.
Table 54: The LOFVC of each module based on ABC method – HOS 1

The trends discovered in Table 54 are as follows:
HOS1-LOFVC-ABC1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS1-LOFVC-ABC2. SEQ5-MII outperforms all other OMS in both the CO2 and the
COST columns of Table 54. This indicates the reason why SEQ5MII is consistently ranked 1st in Table 52.
HOS1-LOFVC-ABC3. The difference in the LOFVC between the OMS ranked 1st and 7th
for both the COST and the CO2 column is significantly large, i.e.
for CO2 it is 0.64 and for COST it is 0.66. This indicates that the
variation of the ‘Global’ performance for each of the 7 OMS is
related to their ‘Local’ performance in the CO2 and COST
modules.
HOS1-LOFVC-ABC4. Although SEQ2-MII in the CO2 column is ranked 3rd, it will not
change the fact that the overall performance of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3MII and SEQ5-MII outperforms SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
SEQ6-MII in Table 52.
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4.6.1.3

INC – LOFVC – HOS 1

The previous two subsections have similar trends for the 7 OMS in each of the individual
modules. This subsection will further investigate the trends by ranking the 7 OMS based on
their individual module performance assessed by the INC method. The ranking of the 7 OMS
for each module is tabulated in Table 55.
Table 55: The LOFVC of each module based on the INC method – HOS 1

The trends discovered in Table 55 are as follows:
HOS1-LOFVC-INC1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS1-LOFVC-INC2. SEQ5-MII outperforms all other OMS in both the CO2 and the
COST columns of Table 55. This indicates the reason why SEQ5MII is consistently ranked 1st in Table 52.
HOS1-LOFVC-INC3. The difference in the LOFVC between the OMS ranked 1st and 7th
for both the COST and the CO2 column is significant large, i.e.
for CO2 it is 0.64 and for COST it is 0.66. This indicates that the
variation of the ‘Global’ performance for each of the 7 OMS is
related to their ‘Local’ performance in the CO2 and COST
modules.
HOS1-LOFVC-INC4. Although SEQ2-MII is ranked 3rd in the CO2 column, it will not
change the fact that the overall performance of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3MII and SEQ5-MII outperforms SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
SEQ6-MII in Table 52.
The general trends listed in subsections 4.6.1.1, 4.6.1.2 and 4.6.1.3 will be compared and
summarised in section 0. Before this is done, the results of the three modules across the 7 OMS
will be further studied from the perspective of sensitivity.
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4.6.2 Perspective of Sensitivity – HOS 1
In addition to the ranking of the 7 OMS based on the objective function value changes in Table
52, the ranking of the 7 OMS based on their sensitivity performance is summarised and ranked
in Table 56.
Table 56: Ranked 7 OMS based on the Global Spread Values (GSV) – HOS 2

The 7 OMS are ranked from the lowest to the highest sensitivity. The following trends are found
from Table 56:
HOS1-GSV1.

The spread between the OMS ranking 1st and 7th is significantly large in
each evaluation method. For ICE, the spread is 22%; for ABC, the spread
is 0.16; for INC, the spread is 0.05. This indicates that the results of the
7 OMS have significantly different sensitivity performances in each
evaluation method although some of the OMS have same GSV in each
evaluation method; i.e. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII have same
GSV in both the ABC and the INC column.

HOS1-GSV2.

The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes have smaller values
than the bottom three. This indicates that the results of SEQ2-MII,
SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII are more sensitive to the change of the
parameters than SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII. It is suggested
that the results of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII are considered
to be more stable.

HOS1-GSV3.

The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes optimised the
COST module before the CO2 module while the bottom three optimised
the CO2 module before the COST module. This is evidenced by the
OMS orders in Table 46. This could be the reason that SEQ1-MII, SEQ3MII and SEQ5-MII are ranked higher than SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
SEQ6-MII based on the sensitivity analysis.

In order to find out how the three individual modules influence the ranking of the 7 OMS based
on their sensitivity performance, the global spread values (GSV) in ICE, ABC and INC are
‘decomposed’ into the local spread values (LSV) of the three individual modules respectively.
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The LSV of the 7 OMS for each module based on each evaluation method will be investigated
in the following subsections.
4.6.2.1

ICE – LSV – HOS 1

In order to assess the sensitivity performance of the 7 OMS in the three individual modules, a
table containing the local spread values (LSV) of each module across the 7 OMS was created
(Table 57). The local spread values of the 7 OMS based on the ICE method are ranked from the
lowest to the highest in Table 57.
Table 57: The local spread values of each module based on the ICE method – HOS 1

The following trends are discovered:
HOS1-LSV-ICE1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters, as this module has the lowest average LSV (1%)
than the other two (9% for CO2 and 6% for COST). This also
indicates that the performance of the 7 OMS in the STRUCTURAL
module is more stable than their performance in other modules. On
the other hand, the results of the 7 OMS in the CO2 module are more
sensitive to the change of parameters.
HOS1-LSV-ICE2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV is the same.
HOS1-LSV-ICE3. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th in both the CO2 and the COST columns in
Table 57. This indicates that the results of SEQ2-MII are more
sensitive to the change of the input parameter(s).
HOS1-LSV-ICE4. The results of SEQ5-MII are more stable than all the other OMS as
SEQ5-MII has the lowest LSV across the three modules.
HOS1-LSV-ICE5. Apart from SEQ2-MII, all the other OMS in the COST column have
nearly the same LSV. This indicates that the results of those OMS
have nearly the same sensitivity to the change of input parameter(s).
In addition to the sensitivity analysis of the results of the 7 OMS in each module, the spreads
of the 33 case studies for each of the 7 OMS are also investigated. The 33 case studies of each
OMS consist of two types of sensitivity analysis:
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•

One at A Time (OAT), how the change of a single parameter influences the optimisation
result.

•

Two at A Time (TAT), how the change of two parameters influences the optimisation
result.

The two types of methods were defined in subsection 3.5.2. OAT analyses the case studies 1 –
8; while TAT analyses case studies 9 – 33. The spreads of the 33 case studies are then ranked
in Table 58. The following trends are found in Table 58:
HOS1-LSV-ICE6. For OAT, the single parameter of case study 5 is the most influential
parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. the Maximum
component CO2. The single parameter of case study 4 is the most
influential parameter for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Maximum component cost.
The single parameter of case study 3 is the most influential parameter
for SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Recycled
content.
HOS1-LSV-ICE7. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 12 are the most influential
parameters for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. Geometry and
Maximum component CO2. The two parameters of case study 27 are
the most influential parameters for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Maximum
component CO2 and Maximum component cost. The two parameters
of case study 26 are the most influential parameters for SEQ4-MII
and SEQ6-MII, i.e. Recycled content and Overhead Cost. The two
parameters of case study 10 are the most influential parameters for
SEQ5-MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Geometry and Recycled content.
The results of the three modules for the 7 OMS will be analysed based on the ABC evaluation
method in the next subsubsection. The similar analysis as in this subsubsection will also be
implemented in the next subsubsection, to compare/ verify the general trends discovered above.
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Table 58: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the ICE method – HOS1
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4.6.2.2

ABC – LSV – HOS 1

In this subsection, the rankings of the 7 OMS in each module based the ABC method will be
studied and discussed. The rankings of the 7 OMS for the individual modules are tabulated in
Table 59.
Table 59: The local spread values of each module based on the ABC method – HOS 1

The following trends are discovered from Table 59:
HOS1-LSV-ABC1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters as this module has the lowest average LSV
(0.02) than the other two (0.011 for CO2 and 0.13 for COST). This
also indicates that the performance of the 7 OMS in the
STRUCTURAL module is more stable than their performance in the
other modules. On the other hand, the results of the 7 OMS in the
CO2 module are more sensitive to the change of parameters.
HOS1-LSV-ABC2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV of the 7 OMS is the same. The same trend can be
found in the COST module as the LSV of the OMS (apart from SEQ2MII) is the same.
HOS1-LSV-ABC3. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th in both the CO2 and the COST columns of
Table 59. This indicates that the results of SEQ2-MII are more
sensitive to the change of the input parameter(s) than all the other
OMS.
HOS1-LSV-ABC4. Apart from SEQ2-MII, all the other OMS in the COST column have
nearly the same LSV. This indicates that the results of those OMS
have nearly the same sensitivity to the change of input parameter(s).
HOS1-LSV-ABC5. The ‘Global’ sensitivity of the results for the 7 OMS is more related
to the ‘Local’ sensitivity performance of the CO2 module. This is
because almost all the OMS in the STRUCTURAL and COST
module have the same LSV respectively.
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HOS1-LSV-ABC6. The results of SEQ5-MII are more stable than all other OMS, as
SEQ5-MII has the lowest LSV across the three modules.
Similar to the subsection 4.6.1.1, the spreads of the 33 case studies are also studied in this
subsection based on the ABC evaluation method. The 33 case studies are then ranked in Table
60.
A few trends are found from Table 60:
HOS1-LSV-ABC7. For OAT, the single parameter of case study 5 is the most influential
parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. the Maximum
component CO2. The single parameter of case study 4 is the most
influential parameter for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Maximum component cost.
The single parameter of case study 3 is the most influential parameter
for SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Recycled
content.
HOS1-LSV-ABC8. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 23 are the most influential
parameters for SEQ1-MII, i.e. Recycled content and Maximum
component CO2. The two parameters of case study 22 are the most
influential parameters for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Recycled content and
Maximum component cost. The two parameters of case study 27 are
the most influential parameters for SEQ3-MII, i.e. Maximum
component CO2 and Maximum component cost. The two parameters
of case study 24 are the most influential parameters for SEQ4-MII,
SEQ5-MII and SEQ6-MII, i.e. Recycled content and Travel distance.
The two parameters of case study 10 are the most influential
parameters for PAR-MII, i.e. Geometry and Recycled content.
The general trends of the sensitivity analysis for the 7 OMS in this subsubsection are quite
similar to those in subsubsection 4.6.2.1. The overall trends of the sensitivity analysis will be
summarised in section 4.7. Before this is done, the average spread of each case study for the 7
OMS will be studied based on the INC method in the next subsubsection.
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Table 60: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the ABC method – HOS1
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4.6.2.3

INC – LSV – HOS 1

In order to see if the trends of the 7 OMS in each module are similar based on the INC method,
the 7 OMS are ranked according to their sensitivity performance in each module. The rankings
are tabulated in Table 61.
Table 61: The local spread values of each module based on the INC method – HOS 1

The following trends are discovered:
HOS1-LSV-INC1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters, as this module has the lowest average LSV
(0.02) than the other two modules (0.13 for CO2 and 0.05 for COST).
This also indicates that the performance of the 7 OMS in the
STRUCTURAL module is more stable than their performance in
other modules. On the other hand, the results of the 7 OMS in the
CO2 module are more sensitive to the change of parameters.
HOS1-LSV-INC2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV is the same. The same trend can be found in the
COST module as the LSV of the OMS (apart from SEQ2-MII) is the
same.
HOS1-LSV-INC3. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th in both the CO2 and the COST columns of
Table 61. This indicates that the results of SEQ2-MII are more
sensitive to the change of the input parameter(s) than all the other
OMS.
HOS1-LSV-INC4. Apart from SEQ2-MII, all the other OMS in the COST column have
nearly the same LSV. This indicates that the results of those OMS
have nearly the same sensitivity to the change of input parameter(s).
HOS1-LSV-INC5. The ‘Global’ sensitivity of the results for the 7 OMS is more related
to the ‘Local’ sensitivity performance of the CO2 module. This is
because almost all the OMS in the STRUCTURAL and COST
modules have the same LSV respectively.
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HOS1-LSV-INC6. The results of SEQ5-MII are more stable than all the other OMS as
the SEQ5-MII has the lowest LSV across the three modules.
The spreads of the 33 case studies are also studied in this subsection based on the INC
evaluation method. The 33 case studies are then ranked in Table 62. The following trends are
found in Table 62:
HOS1-LSV-INC7. For OAT, the single parameter of case study 5 is the most influential
parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. the Maximum
component CO2. The single parameter of case study 4 is the most
influential parameter for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Maximum component cost.
The single parameter of case study 3 is the most influential parameter
for SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Recycled
content.
HOS1-LSV-INC8. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 12 are the most influential
parameters for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. Geometry and
Maximum component CO2. The two parameters of case study 11are
the most influential parameters for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Geometry and
Maximum component cost. Two parameters of case study 10 are the
most influential parameters for SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII
and PAR-MII, i.e. Geometry and Recycled content.
The general trends of the 7 OMS based on the three evaluation methods for the HOS1 will be
summarised in the next section.
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Table 62: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the INC method – HOS1
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4.7 Summary of Holistic Optimisation Study 1
After applying a series of analyses to the results of the 7 OMS-MII for the side impact beam in
this chapter, the overall general trends are extracted and summarised as follows:
HOS1-1. According to Table 42, the average COFV of each of the 7 OMS-MII
outperforms the 7 corresponding OMS-SII based on the three evaluation
methods. According to Table 43 and Table 44, the average CPU time of the 203
models for each OMS-MII is nearly the same as the average CPU time of the
203 models for each corresponding OMS-SII. The trends above proved that the
7 OMS-MII outperform the 7 OMS-SII based on the three evaluation methods
and CPU time comparison.
HOS1-2. SEQ5-MII is suggested to be the best OMS as it is more stable than all the
others.
HOS1-3. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into two main groups
as defined in Table 46 of subsection 4.3.1. The overall performance of the group
that contains SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII is better than the group of
OMS including SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII. This is also explained
by the difference in the OMS orders between the two groups of SEQ
optimisation programmes. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII always
optimise the COST module before the CO2 module; while SEQ2-MII, SEQ4MII and SEQ6-MII always optimise the CO2 module before the COST module.
This is evidenced by HOS1-GT-ICE1, HOS1-GT-ICE3, HOS1-GT-ABC1,
HOS1-GT-ABC3, HOS1-GT-INC1 and HOS1-GT-INC3.
HOS1-4. The PAR-MII is always ranked 4th or lower, based on the three evaluation
methods. Furthermore, the results of PAR-MII are more sensitive to the change
of the input parameters. Therefore, the performance of the PAR-MII can be
considered to be indifferent; simply because the COFV of the PAR-MII is
consistently lower than SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII.
HOS1-5. The performance of the STRUCTURAL module across the 7 OMS is the same.
This is evidenced by the trends of HOS1-LOFVC-ICE1, HOS1-LOFVC-ABC1
and HOS1-LOFVC-INC1.
HOS1-6. The ‘Global’ performance for each of the 7 OMS is related to their ‘Local’
performance in the CO2 and COST modules. This is evidenced by the trends
of HOS1-LOFVC-ICE3, HOS1-LOFVC-ABC3 and HOS1-LOFVC-INC3.
HOS1-7. The results of the 7 OMS in the CO2 module are more sensitive to the change
of parameters. This is evidenced by HOS1-LSV-ICE1, HOS1-LSV-ABC1 and
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HOS1-LSV-INC1.
HOS1-8. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are very stable as they have a
constant LSV based on the three evaluation methods. This is evidenced by the
trends of HOS1-LSV-ICE2, HOS1-LSV-ABC2 and HOS1-LSV-INC2.
HOS1-9. For the sensitivity analysis based on OAT, the single parameter of case study 5
is the most influential parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ3-MII, i.e. the
Maximum component CO2. The single parameter of case study 4 is the most
influential parameter for SEQ2-MII, i.e. Maximum component cost. The single
parameter of case study 3 is the most influential parameter for SEQ4-MII,
SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Recycled content.
HOS1-10. For sensitivity analysis based on TAT, the two most influential parameters for
each of the 7 OMS are different based on the three evaluation methods.
However, the high-frequency influential parameters for each OMS based on
the three evaluation methods are same as the most influential parameters
summarised in HOS1-9; i.e. the Maximum component CO2, Maximum
component cost, Recycled content. This indicates that the results of the 7 OMS
are more sensitive to the change of these three parameters.
HOS1-11. Another top-ranked influential parameter is the geometry. This is not a surprise
as the geometry is the basis of the product structure which can directly
influence the structural optimisation.
It should be noted that the general trends summarised above are based on the holistic
optimisation of a side impact beam. In order to compare and verify the trends based on another
product, a lower engine mount will be studied in the next chapter, as Holistic Optimisation
Study 2 (HOS2).
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5 Holistic Optimisation Study 2 (HOS2) – Lower Engine
Mount
In the previous study (Holistic Optimisation Study 1), a simple side impact beam was optimised
by 6 sequential and one parallel holistic optimisations; the 7 Optimisation Module Sequences
(OMS). Each of the 7 OMS contained 203 models leading to 1,421 optimisation models in total.
The results of the models were evaluated by three approaches: the Individual Criterion
Evaluation (ICE) method, the Absolute Criterion (ABC) method and the Incremental Criterion
(INC) method. The findings such as the general trends of the 7 optimisation module sequences
(OMS) for Holistic Optimisation Study 1 were analysed and compared in the previous chapter
as well. In this chapter, another Holistic Optimisation Study (HOS2) is implemented. Holistic
Optimisation Study 2 will optimise a Lower Engine Mount with the same approaches as were
used in Holistic Optimisation Study 1. It has been proved that under same conditions (e.g.
assumptions, limitations, etc.), the 7 OMS with Multi-Inner Iteration (MII) loops outperform
those with Single-Inner Iteration (SII) loop. Therefore, the lower engine mount will be
optimised by the 7 OMS with Multi-Inner Iteration (MII) loops in this chapter. The first section
will introduce the basic setup of Holistic Optimisation Study 2. Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 will
analyse and evaluate the results of Holistic Optimisation Study 2 with ICE, ABC and INC
respectively. Section 5.5 will generate a further analysis for the three individual modules based
on the two perspective views: objective function values and sensitivity analysis. The last section
will be the summary of this chapter.

5.1 Setup of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
In this section, a different component will be analysed. A lower engine mount was chosen for
HOS2 which has a different manufacturing method (casting) from the roll forming method used
in HOS1. Furthermore, the setup of HOS2 is similar to that of HOS1. It indicates that there will
be 203 models for each of the 7 OMS leading to 1,421 studies in total. The detailed definition
of the case study is demonstrated in subsection 5.1.4.

5.1.1 Brief background of the lower engine mount
The engine mounts of a vehicle are designed to firmly hold the powertrain components and bear
the inertial load, etc. The lower engine mount analysed in this Holistic Optimisation Study 2 is
used for the engine of a student formula car. As the Formula Society of Automotive Engineers
(FSAE) car is a high-performance vehicle, the correct positioning and geometry are therefore
important for the design of the engine mount. The location of the lower engine mount in the
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FSAE car is illustrated in Figure 40. The lower engine mounts are bolted onto a large outer
bracket (Metal) and the engine bracket (Black). The original material used for this lower engine
mount is aluminium and it is manufactured by machining. However, the machining methods
are not compatible with the calculations in the COST module as they have no ‘Cost Modelling’
information in the CES EduPack. Therefore, the machining methods are not considered in this
Holistic Optimisation Study 2. The alternative method selected in the CES EduPack is casting.

Figure 40: The location of the engine mount (FSAE car) – HOS 2
The materials used for this lower engine mount are selected based on the casting method and
are listed in Table 63.
Table 63: Material Selection for the Lower Engine Mount – HOS 2 (CES EduPack)

The material and manufacturing method for the lower engine mount have been introduced. In
order to check its structural performance, the load cases will be calculated, and the structural
analysis will be produced in the next subsection.

5.1.2 Load cases and initial FEA
The purpose of this subsection is to analyse the structural performance of the lower engine
mount within the FEA solver under a certain load case. Before applying any FEA analysis to
the engine mount model, the load cases around the engine mounts must be calculated.
According to the information provided by the FSAE team, the load cases around the full engine
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block are illustrated in Figure 41. The meaning of each symbol is summarised in Table 64:
Table 64: Symbols of parameters used for calculating the forces

Figure 41: Schematic to assist the engine mount load calculations (Coventry University FSAE
team 2016-2017)
The FSAE car is assumed to be pulled away from still, which gives the largest torque, i.e. the
worst-case scenario. The force through the chain (Orange circle) in Figure 41 is given as
4351.4N. The force through the lower engine mount is calculated by the following equation
from the FSAE team,

FB  (

FChain  S2
)  FoS  3035.9 N
S3

(5.1)

The initial setup of the lower engine mount for the FEA analysis is illustrated in Figure 42. The
red arrow shows the force acting on the lower engine mount and the green triangles show the
constraints. The initial material for this model is Cast Iron Grey from Table 63.
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Figure 42: Initial setup of the Lower Engine Mount for the initial FEA analysis
Due to limitations in actually casting the engine mount, its initial thickness is assumed to be
7mm. But according to some resources (e.g. Mrt-Casting 2017 and CES EduPack 2017), the
thickness can be cast as low as 3-5mm but with a poor surface quality. After running the initial
FEA test for this engine mount model, the detailed results are illustrated in Figure 43 and Figure
44. In Figure 44, it is found that the maximum displacement is obtained where the force acted
on. The maximum vonMises stress is found at the top constrained edge due to the bending
caused by the force in Figure 42.

Figure 43: Displacement results of the engine mount
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Figure 44: vonMises stress results of the engine mount
The maximum displacement and maximum vonMises stress are obtained: 0.06 mm and 88.5
MPa. The maximum displacement is very small which indicates that the engine mount has
barely moved under 3035.9N. The maximum vonMises stress does not exceed the yield strength
of the cast iron. A similar analysis was also done for the model with different materials in Table
63. The results of each FEA analysis are within the permissible limits such as the yield strength
of each material.

5.1.3 FEA models for the STRUCTURAL module
After the initial FEA analysis of the engine mount, the setup of the model is adoptable as the
results of the analysis are within the permissible limits. The model is then considered for use in
the STRUCTURAL module. As defined in Holistic Optimisation Study 1, the optimisation
method used in the STRUCTURAL module is sizing. This type of optimisation is used to
optimise the thickness, width and length of a certain part. The distribution of the vonMises
stress in Figure 44 shows that most of the lower engine mount is under low stress between 0.04
MPa and 39.37 MPa (much lower than the permissible limit). This indicates that the material
in the low-stress area defined above can be removed without affecting the structural
performance of the engine mount. This is an optimisation process which is similar to topology
optimisation. The ideology of topology optimisation is to optimise the product by the re-layout
of its material within certain constraints. By following the concept of topology optimisation,
five extra holes are added to the original CAD model (A) within the low-stress area, e.g. CAD
model B and C as illustrated in Figure 45. The five extra holes have the same radius. The pinhole of each model keeps the same size. By increasing or decreasing the size of the extra holes
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simultaneously, the model can have different layouts of the material; i.e. the original model is
achieved when the size of the extra holes is 0.

Figure 45: 2D CAD models of the lower engine mount – Holistic Optimisation Study 2
The three models in Figure 45 will be used in the STRUCTURAL module, and their major
dimensions are illustrated in Figure 46. Based on Figure 46, the radius of the Pin-hole is 4 mm
which is a constant value for all three models illustrated in Figure 45. The radius of the extra 5
holes and the bottom curves for model A, B and C are tabulated in Figure 46 respectively.

Figure 46: Initial dimensions of the three models for the STRUCTURAL module
As the three models for the engine mount have been set up, the initial values of the engine
mount are then measured/ calculated through HyperMesh, Initial Cost calculator and Initial CO2
calculator. The initial volumes of the three models are measured within HyperMesh. Their
initial costs and CO2 footprints are calculated based on the equations defined in subsection 3.2.2
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and 3.2.3. The manufacturing method is casting, the initial country of production is the UK
(Coventry) and the destination is Coventry (in Connecticut, the USA). The measured volumes,
the calculated cost and the CO2 footprint are tabulated in Table 65.
Table 65: Initial values of the lower engine mount

5.1.4 Case study definition of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
The initial input models have been setup for the three modules for the holistic optimisation. The
major influential parameters were defined in subsection 3.5.1, e.g. production quantity, travel
distance, recycled content, etc. In this Holistic Optimisation Study 2, there will be 203 studies
for each of the 7 OMS leading to 1,421 studies in total. The 203 studies can be categorised into
33 case studies and each case study will investigate how the change of input parameter(s)
influences the optimum solutions. As defined in subsection 3.5.2, the first 8 case studies will
investigate One parameter At a Time (OAT) and the rest of the 25 case studies will investigate
Two parameters At a Time (TAT). The results of the 203 models for each of the 7 OMS will
then be evaluated by the Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE) method, the Absolute Criterion
(ABC) method and the Incremental Criterion (INC) method in section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4
respectively.

5.2 ICE results of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
The general trends of the 7 OMS will be analysed and compared by the Individual Criterion
Evaluation (ICE) method in this section. To achieve this, 203 models defined in subsection
4.2.2 will be optimised using all 7 OMS leading to a total of 1,421 optimisation results. Each
result was plotted as a single point in a figure and linear lines were utilised to connect individual
points. The plotted and connected results of the 7 OMS are illustrated in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: The results of the 7 OMS (ICE – Holistic Optimisation Study 2)
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According to the definition of the ICE method (in subsection 4.3.1), more Changes of Objective
Function Value (COFV) will produce better optimisation results. Figure 47 shows that the
results of SEQ2-MII are consistently lower than the results of the other OMS. This indicates
that the SEQ2-MII underperforms them as it has fewer changes of the objective function values.
On the other hand, the results of SEQ3-MII are consistently higher than the results of the other
OMS. Therefore, it is suggested that SEQ3-MII outperforms them based on the ICE evaluation
method. In order to investigate the trends of the 7 OMS, the average, maximum and minimum
change of objective function values across the 203 models for each of the 7 OMS will be
analysed in subsection 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 respectively. The sensitivity of the results of the
203 models for each of the 7 OMS will be assessed in subsection 5.2.4. The general trends of
the ICE results for the 7 OMS will be summarised in subsection 5.2.5.

5.2.1 Results based on the average change of objective function values
The average change of objective function value (COFV) across the 203 models for each of the
7 OMS is analysed in this subsection. The average change of objective function value for each
of the OMS is calculated based on Equation (4.1). The 7 OMS are ranked in Table 66 from the
highest average objective function value change to the lowest.
Table 66: The ranked 7 OMS based on average COFV – ICE (HOS 2)

According to the ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 66, following trends are found:
HOS2-Avg-ICE 1. The PAR-MII is ranked in the middle of the SEQ optimisation
programmes, however it has the same objective function value
change as SEQ6-MII. This indicates that the performance of the PARMII and SEQ6-MII is the same.
HOS2-Avg-ICE 2. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into three
groups based on the OMS order. These three groups are defined in
Table 67, which for convenience also contains the specific OMS
order and the range of objective function value change.
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Table 67: Average COFV grouped by OMS – HOS 2

In Table 67, the following trends are found:
HOS2-Avg-ICE 3. The average objective function value change of SEQ3-MII and
SEQ4-MII are higher than the other four SEQ optimisation
programmes. This indicates that the late optimisation position of the
STRUCTURAL module will benefit the average change of objective
function value.
HOS2-Avg-ICE 4. If the position of the STRUCTURAL module is the same, the OMS
benefits from optimising the COST module before the CO2 module,
i.e. SEQ1-MII (112%) outperforms SEQ2-MII (109%).

5.2.2 Results based on the maximum change of objective function values
As previously defined in section 5.2, there are 203 models for each of the 7 OMS. The
maximum change of objective function value of the 203 models is also the maximum value for
each of the 7 OMS. The maximum objective function value change for each of the 7 OMS is
tabulated in Table 68.
Table 68: The ranked 7 OMS based on maximum COFV – ICE (HOS 2)

In Table 68, the following trends are found:
HOS2-Max-ICE 1. SEQ3-MII has the best maximum change of objective function values.
It indicates that SEQ3-MII outperforms the other 6 OMS in
comparison to the extreme (maximum) results across the 7 OMS.
HOS2-Max-ICE 2. SEQ2-MII is still ranked at the bottom compared to its ranking in
Table 66.
HOS2-Max-ICE 3. The PAR-MII however is ranked top (3rd) in Table 68 and it has the
same maximum objective function value change as SEQ5-MII. By
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comparing the rankings of PAR-MII and SEQ5-MII in Table 66 and
Table 68, it is found that these two OMS have nearly the same change
of objective function values (i.e. a difference less than 1%).
Apart from the PAR-MII, the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes in this subsection cannot be
categorised into same groups as those defined in Table 67 of subsection 5.2.1. However, a few
trends are still found if they are grouped based on their specific OMS orders. The new groups
are tabulated in Table 69.
Table 69: Maximum COFV grouped by OMS – HOS 2

By observing Table 69, the following trends are found:
HOS2-Max-ICE 4. The OMS that optimised the STRUCTURAL module first always
underperformed the OMS that optimised the other modules first, e.g.
the OMS in Group J.
HOS2-Max-ICE 5. The results of OMS benefits from optimising the COST module first,
e.g. the OMS in Group K.
HOS2-Max-ICE 6. If the COST/ CO2 module is optimised first, the results of the OMS
will benefit from optimising the STRUCTURAL module late, e.g. the
OMS in either Group K or Group L.

5.2.3 Results based on the minimum change of objective function values
Analogous to the definition of the maximum objective function value change, the minimum
change of objective function value for each of the 7 OMS is apparently the lowest value of the
203 models. The minimum objective function value change for each of the 7 OMS is tabulated
in Table 70.
Table 70: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – ICE (HOS 2)

The trends of the 7 OMS found in Table 70 are as follows:
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HOS2-Min-ICE 1. SEQ3-MII still has the best minimum objective function value
change. It indicates that SEQ3-MII outperforms the other 6 OMS in
comparison to the extreme (minimum) results across the 7 OMS.
HOS2-Min-ICE 2. The PAR-MII is still ranked beside the SEQ5-MII which shows that
the two OMS have very close performances based on the minimum
objective function value change.
The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into three groups based on their OMS
orders. The details of the three groups are summarised in Table 71.
Table 71: Minimum COFV grouped by OMS – Holistic Optimisation Study 2

The following trends are found from Table 71:
HOS2-Min-ICE 3. The minimum objective function value change of SEQ3-MII and
SEQ4-MII are higher than the other four SEQ optimisation
programmes. This indicates that the late optimisation position for the
STRUCTURAL module will benefit the average change of objective
function value.
HOS2-Min-ICE 4. The SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII in Group M still underperform the
other 4 OMS. This trend is same as was found in Table 67 and Table
69.

5.2.4 Results based on average spreads of objective function value change
In order to further study the general trends of the 7 OMS, the average value of the spreads of
33 case studies for each of the OMS has been calculated by Equation(4.2). The average spreads
of the 7 OMS are ranked from the lowest to the highest in Table 72. The lower average spread
demonstrates a lower sensitivity for the results of the OMS.
Table 72: The average spreads of the 7 OMS based on the ICE method (HOS 2)
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The following trends are found by observing Table 72:
HOS2-ASp-ICE 1. The results of SEQ4-MII have the lowest average spreads which
indicates that the results of these OMS are less sensitive but more
stable to the change of the input parameters than the other OMS.
HOS2-ASp-ICE 2. The results of SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII have relatively higher
spreads (16%) which means that the results of these two OMS are
more sensitive to the change of input parameters. However, the
results of SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII are consistently lower than the
other OMS as evidenced in Table 66, Table 68 and Table 70.
Therefore, the high sensitivity of the results of those two OMS is
considered to be uninterested.
HOS2-ASp-ICE 3. The spread between SEQ4-MII (Ranked 1st) and SEQ2-MII (Ranked
7th) is 5% which is an insignificant difference. It indicates that the
results of the 7 OMS have a very close sensitivity performance.
HOS2-ASp-ICE 4. If the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes are categorised into the same
groups as defined in Table 67 (or Table 69 or Table 71), the average
spreads of the two OMS in each group (P, Q and R) will a have very
small difference. This means that the difference in the sensitivity
between the two OMS in each group is insignificant (less than 3%).
This may also indicate that the position of the COST module and the
CO2 module does not have a great influence on the results sensitivity
in each group of OMS.
HOS2-ASp-ICE 5. It is suggested that optimising the STRUCTURAL module later than
the other two modules gives lower sensitivity to the results of the
OMS. This is evidenced by the ranking of SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII
in Table 72 and their specific OMS order defined in Table 67 (or Table
69 or Table 71).

5.2.5 Summary of the general trends – ICE – HOS 2
The results of the 203 models of the 7 OMS are evaluated by the ICE method in this section. In
order to find out the detailed trends, the average, maximum, minimum and spread values of the
results across the 7 OMS were assessed in four subsections respectively. Each subsection
obtained several general trends of the results for the 7 OMS. The General Trends (GT) based
on the ICE evaluation method in those subsections are summarised as follows:
HOS2-GT-ICE1. SEQ2-MII underperforms the other OMS as its results (average,
maximum and minimum) are consistently lower than those of the
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other OMS and its average spread is higher. This indicates that the
results of SEQ2-MII are less stable and robust than the results of the
other OMS. This is evidenced by its ranking in Table 66, Table 68,
Table 70 and Table 72.
HOS2-GT-ICE2. The results (average, maximum/ minimum) of SEQ3-MII are
consistently higher than the results of the other 6 OMS. Moreover,
the results of SEQ3-MII have the lowest average spread value across
the 7 OMS. Therefore, it is suggested that SEQ3-MII is more robust
and stable than the other OMS based on the ICE evaluation method.
HOS2-GT-ICE3. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into three
groups based on the OMS order which is defined in Table 67, Table
69 and Table 71. SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII always underperform the
other 4 OMS. It indicates that the results of the OMS will not benefit
from optimising the STRUCTURAL module first.
HOS2-GT-ICE4. It is suggested that optimising the STRUCTURAL module later than
the other two modules gives lower sensitivity to the results of the
OMS.
HOS2-GT-ICE5. Optimising the STRUCTURAL module later than the other two
modules gives lower sensitivity to the results of the OMS. This is
evidenced by the ranking of SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII in Table 72
and their specific OMS order defined in Table 67.
HOS2-GT-ICE6. The results of PAR-MII and SEQ5-MII have nearly the same
performance in the analysis of the average, maximum, minimum and
spread values. This is also found in Figure 47 where the graphs of the
two OMS are nearly identical.

5.3 ABC results of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
In order to find out the general trends of the 7 OMS from another viewpoint, the results are
evaluated by the ABC method in this subsection. The results of the 7 OMS are illustrated in
Figure 48. The definition of the ABC method in subsection 3.6.2 demonstrated that the idea is
to calculate the distance between each result and the absolute optimum solution. The shorter
distance is better, as a shorter distance means the result is closer to the absolute optimum
solution. This distance, namely ‘Global Distance’, also represents the change of objective
function value (COFV). Therefore, a smaller COFV in this section indicates a shorter distance/
a better result. In this case, Figure 48 shows that the graph of SEQ3-MII is consistently lower
than the graphs of all the other OMS. This indicates that the results of SEQ3-MII outperform
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the results of all the other OMS based on the ABC evaluation. On the other hand, the graph of
SEQ2-MII is consistently higher than the graphs of all the other OMS. This indicates that the
results of SEQ2-MII underperform the results of all the other OMS. To further study the trends
of the 7 OMS, the results of the 7 OMS will be further analysed by different methods in the
following subsections respectively:
•

Subsection 5.3.1, Results based on the average change of objective function values.

•

Subsection 5.3.2, Results based on the maximum change of the objective function
values.

•

Subsection 5.3.3, Results based on the minimum change of the objective function
values.

•

Subsection 5.3.4, Results based on the average spreads of objective function value
change.

•

Final subsection contains the summary of section 5.3.
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Figure 48: The results of the 7 OMS (ABC – Holistic Optimisation Study 2)
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5.3.1 Results based on the average change of objective function values
The average COFV across the 203 models of each of the 7 OMS is calculated based on Equation
(4.1). The 7 OMS are ranked from the lowest COFV to the highest average COFV in Table 73.
Table 73: The ranked 7 OMS based on the average COFV – ABC – HOS 2

The following trends are observed from Table 73:
HOS2-Avg-ABC 1. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into 3 Groups
based on the range of the average COFV of each OMS. The three
groups of OMS are tabulated in Table 74, which for convenience also
contains the specific OMS order and the range of average COFV.
Table 74: The 7 OMS grouped by the range of average COFV – ABC -HOS 2

HOS2-Avg-ABC 2. The average objective function value change of SEQ3-MII and SEQ4MII are higher than the other four SEQ optimisation programmes. This
indicates that the late optimisation position of the STRUCTURAL
module will benefit the average change of objective function value.
HOS2-Avg-ABC 3. If the position of the STRUCTURAL module is the same, the OMS
benefits from optimising the COST module before the CO2 module,
i.e. SEQ1-MII (0.81) outperforms SEQ2-MII (0.84). It can be argued
that SEQ5-MII and SEQ6-MII have the same value. However, SEQ5MII is still ranked higher than SEQ6-MII based on their actual values
which contain more than three significant numbers.
The general trends of the 7 OMS based on the average COFV are nearly the same as those
found in subsection 5.3.1. To further analyse the trends of the 7 OMS based on the ABC method,
the maximum COFV for each OMS is studied in the next subsection.
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5.3.2 Results based on the maximum change of objective function values
As defined in subsection 4.3.1, the maximum COFV is the maximum value of the 203 COFVs
for each of the 7 OMS. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the 7-corresponding maximum COFVs
as illustrated in Table 75.
Table 75: The ranked 7 OMS based on the maximum COFV – ABC – HOS 2

Table 75 shows the following trends of the 7 OMS:
HOS2-Max-ABC 1. SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII have nearly the same maximum change of
objective function values, as the difference between the values is less
than 1%. It indicates that the two OMS have the same performance
based on the maximum COFV. Furthermore, SEQ3-MII and SEQ4MII outperform all the other OMS as they are ranked top in Table 75.
HOS2-Max-ABC 2. SEQ2-MII is still ranked at the bottom compared to its ranking in Table
73. This indicates that SEQ2-MII underperforms all the other OMS
based on both average and maximum COFV.
HOS2-Max-ABC 3. In comparing the rankings of PAR-MII and SEQ5-MII in Table 73 and
Table 75, it is found that these two OMS have nearly the same COFV
(i.e. a difference less than 1%).

5.3.3 Results based on the minimum change of objective function values
Similar to the maximum COFV, the minimum COFV is the minimum value of the 203 COFVs
for each of the 7 OMS. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the minimum COFVs in Table 76, i.e.
from the lowest to the highest.
Table 76: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – ABC – HOS 2
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The following trends are found from Table 76:
HOS2-Min-ABC 1. SEQ3-MII still has the best minimum objective function value change.
It indicates that SEQ3-MII outperforms the other 6 OMS in the
comparison of the extreme (minimum) results across the 7 OMS.
HOS2-Min-ABC 2. The PAR-MII (3rd) is still ranked beside the SEQ5-MII (2nd) which
shows that the two OMS have a very close performance based on the
minimum objective function value change.
The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into three groups based on their OMS
orders. The details of the three groups are summarised in Table 77.
Table 77: Minimum COFV grouped by OMS – Holistic Optimisation Study 2

The following trends are found from Table 77:
HOS2-Min-ABC 3. The minimum objective function value change of SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII are higher than the other four SEQ optimisation
programmes. This indicates that optimising the COST module before
the other two modules will benefit the minimum COFV.
HOS2-Min-ABC 4. SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII in Group X are still underperforming the
other 4 OMS. This trend is same as what was found in Table 73 and
Table 75.

5.3.4 Results based on average spreads of objective function value change
The average spread of COFV for each of the 7 OMS is calculated based on Equation (4.2) as
defined in subsection 4.3.4. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the average spread of COFV in
Table 78, i.e. from the lowest to the highest.
Table 78: The average spreads of the 7 OMS – ABC – HOS 2
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The ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 78 shows the following trends:
HOS2-ASp-ABC 1. The results of SEQ4-MII have the lowest average spread which
indicates that the results of this OMS are less sensitive but more stable
to the change of the input parameters than the other OMS.
HOS2-ASp-ABC 2. The results of SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII have relatively higher spreads
(0.16) which means that the results of these two OMS are more
sensitive to the change of input parameters. Despite the high sensitivity
of the results of SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII, the above trends can be
considered to be indifferent as the COFV of SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII
are consistently lower than all the other OMS.
HOS2-ASp-ABC 3. The spread between SEQ4-MII (Rank 1st) and SEQ2-MII (Rank 7th) is
0.04 which is an insignificant difference. It indicates that the results of
the 7 OMS have a very close sensitivity performance.
HOS2-ASp-ABC 4. If the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes are categorised into the same
groups as defined in Table 77, the average spread of the two OMS in
each group (V, W and X) is insignificant (less than 0.02). This indicates
that optimising the CO2 module before the other two modules gives
lower sensitivity to the results for the specific group of OMS; i.e.
SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.

5.3.5 Summary of the general trends – ABC – HOS 2
The results of the 7 OMS are analysed based on the ABC method in this section. It is found that
most of the general trends of the 7 OMS are same as the trends found in section 4.3. However,
some are slightly different as the ABC method is different from the ICE method in nature. The
General Trends of the 7 OMS based on the ABC method are summarised as follows:
HOS2-GT-ABC 1. The 7 OMS can be categorised into three groups based on the OMS
orders and the COFV types. However, the trends based on the OMS
orders are not found to be identical. This indicates the uniqueness of
the OMS order for each of the 7 OMS.
HOS2-GT-ABC 2. SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII are consistently ranked 6th and 7th in the
analysis of each subsection respectively. This indicates that SEQ1-MII
and SEQ2-MII are less stable than all the other OMS based on the ABC
evaluation.
HOS2-GT-ABC 3. SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII are suggested to be the best OMS in the
ABC evaluation as they are more stable than all the others. This is
evidenced by the rankings of the two OMS in Table 73, Table 75, Table
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76 and Table 78.
HOS2-GT-ABC 4. The PAR-MII shows a consistent ‘medium’ performance in each
analysis. This is evidenced by the ranking of PAR-MII in Table 73,
Table 75, Table 76 and Table 78.
HOS2-GT-ABC 5. The results of PAR-MII and SEQ5-MII have nearly the same
performance in the analysis of the average, maximum, minimum and
spread values. This is also found in Figure 47 where the graphs of the
two OMS are nearly identical.
As defined above, the general trends found in subsection 5.2.5 are similar to those listed above.
The next section will continue to analyse the results of the 7 OMS based on the INC method.
The extracted general trends will be compared with the trends discovered in this section and in
section 5.2.

5.4 INC results of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
The previous two subsections analysed the general trends of the 7 OMS by the ICE and the
ABC evaluation methods. In this subsection, the 7 OMS will be further assessed by the INC
method in order to compare the findings from the previous evaluations. The results of the 7
OMS are illustrated in Figure 49. As the definition of the INC method in subsection 3.6.3
demonstrated, the idea is to calculate the ‘distance’ between the results of the initial and the
final iteration. This distance, namely the ‘Local Distance’, is the larger the better. The ‘Local
Distance’ also represents the COFV in this section. By observing Figure 49, it is found that the
graph of SEQ3-MII is higher than all the other OMS. This indicates that the results of SEQ3MII outperform the results of all the other OMS. The graph of SEQ2-MII however is
consistently lower than the graphs of the other OMS. This indicates that the results of SEQ2MII underperform the results of all the other OMS. In order to further analyse the trends of the
7 OMS based on the INC method, several detailed analyses will be implemented in the
following subsections:
•

Subsection 5.4.1, Results based on the average change of objective function values.

•

Subsection 5.4.2, Results based on the maximum change of the objective function
values.

•

Subsection 5.4.3, Results based on the minimum change of the objective function
values.

•

Subsection 5.4.4, Results based on the average spreads of objective function value
change.

•

Final subsection contains the summary of section 5.4.
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Figure 49: The results of the 7 OMS (INC – Holistic Optimisation Study 2)
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5.4.1 Results based on the average change of objective function values
The average COFV of each of the 7 OMS based on the INC method is calculated by
Equation(4.1). The 7 OMS are ranked based on the average COFV in Table 79, from the highest
to the lowest.
Table 79: The ranked 7 OMS based on the average COFV – INC – HOS2

According to the ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 79, the following trends are found:
HOS2-Avg-INC 1. SEQ3-MII is ranked 1st which indicates it outperforms all the other
OMS based on the average COFV analysis.
HOS2-Avg-INC 2. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th. This indicates that SEQ2-MII underperforms
the other OMS based on the average COFV.
HOS2-Avg-INC 3. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes cannot be categorised into three
groups as defined in subsection 5.3.1. The trends here will be the
same as HOS2-Avg-ICE3.
HOS2-Avg-INC 4. The PAR-MII is ranked in the middle of the SEQ optimisation
programmes, however it has the same objective function value
change as SEQ6-MII. This indicates that the performance of the PARMII and SEQ6-MII is the same.

5.4.2 Results based on the maximum change of objective function values
The maximum COFV is the maximum value of the 203 COFV for the 203 models in each OMS.
The 7 OMS are ranked from 1st to 7th based on the maximum COFV as illustrated in Table 80.
Table 80: The ranked 7 OMS based on the maximum COFV – INC – HOS2
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Based on the ranking of the 7 OMS illustrated in Table 80, several trends are found as follows:
HOS2-Max-INC 1. SEQ3-MII has the best maximum change of objective function values.
It indicates that SEQ3-MII outperforms the other 6 OMS in the
comparison of the extreme (maximum) results across the 7 OMS.
HOS2-Max-INC 2. SEQ2-MII is still ranked at the bottom compared to its ranking in
Table 79. This indicates SEQ2-MII underperforms all the other OMS.
HOS2-Max-INC 3. The PAR-MII however is ranked top (3rd) in Table 80 and it has the
same maximum objective function value change as SEQ5-MII. By
comparing the ranking of PAR-MII and SEQ5-MII in Table 79 and
Table 80, it is found that these two OMS have nearly the same change
of objective function values (i.e. a difference less than 1%).
HOS2-Max-INC 4. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised into the
same three groups as defined in Table 69. The trends based on the
three groups of SEQ optimisation programmes are the same as those
defined in HOS2-Max-ICE 4, HOS2-Max-ICE 5 and HOS2-MaxICE 6.

5.4.3 Results based on the minimum change of objective function values
The minimum COFV of each OMS is summarised and ranked from the highest to the lowest in
Table 81.
Table 81: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – INC – HOS2

The following trends are obtained from the Table 81:
HOS2-Min-INC 1. SEQ3-MII still has the best minimum objective function value
change. It indicates that SEQ3-MII outperforms the other 6 OMS in
comparison to the extreme (minimum) results across the 7 OMS.
HOS2-Min-INC 2. The difference in the minimum COFV between SEQ4-MII and
SEQ5-MII is insignificant, i.e. 0.03. This indicates that the OMS
ranked from 2nd to 7th have a similar performance based on the
minimum COFV.
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5.4.4 Results based on the average spreads of objective function value change
The average spread of the COFV for each of the 7 OMS is calculated by Equation (4.2). The 7
OMS are ranked in Table 82 based on the average spread, from the lowest to the highest.
Table 82: The average spreads of the 7 OMS – INC – HOS2

The trends observed from Table 82 are summarised below:
HOS2-ASp-INC 1. SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII have the lowest average spread. It indicates
that SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII are more stable than the other 6 OMS.
HOS2-ASp-INC 2. The PAR-MII has same value as SEQ2-MII and SEQ6-MII which
indicates that the sensitivity results of these three OMS are the same.
The same trend is also found between SEQ1-MII and SEQ4-MII.
HOS2-ASp-INC 3. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes can be categorised based on their
average spreads as illustrated in Table 83.
Table 83: 6 SEQ optimisation programmes grouped by average COFV – HOS 2

HOS2-ASp-INC 4. SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII optimise the COST module before the other
two modules. This could be the reason why SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII
are more stable than all the other OMS.

5.4.5 Summary of the general trends – INC – HOS 2
The overall general trends of the 7 OMS based on the INC method in this section are
summarised as follows:
HOS2-GT-INC 1. SEQ2-MII is suggested to be the worst OMS based on the INC
evaluation. Although the results of SEQ2-MII have a similar
sensitivity to the results of the other OMS, its COFV is consistently
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lower ranked in subsection 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
HOS2-GT-INC 2. SEQ3-MII is suggested to be more stable than the other OMS. This is
evidenced by the following general trends: HOS2-Avg-INC 1, HOS2Max-INC 1, HOS2-Min-INC 1 and HOS2-ASp-INC 1.
HOS2-GT-INC 3. The PAR-MII shows different performance based on the analysis of
different types of COFV. However, the overall COFV of PAR-MII in
each subsection was not ranked at the top of the 7 OMS. Furthermore,
it is ranked as one of the bottom three OMS in Table 82. Therefore, the
PAR-MII is not considered to be a robust and stable OMS based on the
INC method.

5.5 Detailed Analysis of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
In this chapter, the optimisation of a lower engine mount is investigated as Holistic Optimisation
Study 2. The results of Holistic Optimisation Study 2 are assessed by three evaluation methods:
•

Individual Criterion Evaluation (ICE) method

•

Absolute Criterion (ABC) method

•

Incremental Criterion (INC) method.

In this section, the findings from the three evaluation methods will be summarised and further
investigated.

5.5.1 Perspective of Objective Function Values – HOS 2
Firstly, the performance of the 7 individual OMS based on the three evaluation methods are
summarised and ranked in Table 84. In Table 84, the 7 OMS are ranked in descending order
according to the average global objective function value change (GOFVC) of each OMS.
Table 84: Ranked 7 OMS based on the average GOFVC

The individual ranking in Table 84 of the 7 OMS is almost identical across all three evaluation
methods. Table 84 reveals a number of noteworthy trends:
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HOS2-G1. The change of objective function value of SEQ2-MII consistently
underperforms all the other OMS. It can be seen that for the ICE and ABC
evaluation methods, the ‘underperformance’ is insignificant as the difference
between ranking 6 and 7 is 3% (ICE) and 0.03 (ABC). For INC, the
‘underperformance’ is marginal as well, i.e. the objective function value
change only differs after the third significant digit. However, the difference (%)
between ranking 1 and ranking 7 for INC (19%) is low compared to those of
ICE (31%) and ABC (35%).
HOS2-G2. According to Table 66 in subsection 5.2.1, the 6 SEQ optimisation
programmes are categorised into three groups based on the specific position of
the STRUCTURAL module during the optimisation. It was evidenced that a
postposition of the STRUCTURAL module leads to a higher ranking. This is
the reason that SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII are ranked top in each column of
Table 84.
HOS2-G3. The OMS that optimise the COST module before the CO2 module will be
ranked higher when the position of the STRUCTURAL module is fixed. This
is evidenced by the OMS orders in Table 66 and the rankings in Table 84.
In order to find out how the three individual modules ‘help’ SEQ3-MII to be ranked first, the
values in ICE, ABC and INC are ‘decomposed’ into the local objective function values change
(LOFVC) of the three individual modules respectively.
5.5.1.1

ICE – LOFVC – HOS 2

The new rankings of the 7 OMS based on the performance of each module are tabulated in
Table 85. The local changes of objective function values of each module are ranked from the
highest to the lowest in Table 85.
Table 85: LOFVC of each module based on the ICE method – HOS 2

The trends discovered in Table 85 are as follows:
HOS2-LOFVC-ICE1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
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same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS2-LOFVC-ICE2. The values of the CO2 column in Table 85 show that SEQ3-MII
is ahead of the other OMS with a 14% difference compared with
the OMS ranked in second place. As there is not much difference
between the values of rankings 1 and 7 in the COST column (i.e.
the max spread = 2.7%), it is suggested that the CO2 module made
the most ‘effort’ in making SEQ3-MII be ranked first in Table 84.
HOS2-LOFVC-ICE3. SEQ2-MII has the same performance as the other OMS in the
STRUCTURAL module. However, it underperforms the other
OMS in both the CO2 and the COST module. This is why it is
ranked the lowest in Table 84. Another reason could be the
uniqueness of its specific OMS order.
HOS2-LOFVC-ICE4. SEQ1-MII is ranked first in the COST column which indicates
that the specific OMS order of SEQ1-MII gives a better
optimisation performance in the COST module though the
difference compared to the other OMS is very small, i.e. the
maximum spread is 2.7%.
5.5.1.2

ABC – LOFVC – HOS 2

The objective function value change of the 7 MOS based on the ABC method are also
‘decomposed’ into the individual objective function value change of each module. The rankings
of the 7 OMS according to the local objective function value change (LOFVC) are tabulated in
Table 86.
Table 86 LOFVC of each module based on the ABC method – HOS 2

The trends discovered in Table 86 are as follows:
HOS2-LOFVC-ABC1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
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module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS2-LOFVC-ABC2. The values of the CO2 column in Table 86 show that SEQ3-MII
is ahead of the other OMS with a 0.41 difference compared with
the OMS ranked in the 7th place. As there is not much difference
between the values of rankings 1 and 7 in the COST column (i.e.
the max spread = 0.04), it is suggested that the CO2 module made
the most ‘effort’ in making SEQ3-MII be ranked first in Table 84.
HOS2-LOFVC-ABC3. SEQ2-MII has same performance as the other OMS in the
STRUCTURAL module. However, it underperforms the other
OMS in both the CO2 and the COST module. This is why it is
ranked the lowest in Table 84. The uniqueness of the specific OMS
order could be another reason for SEQ2-MII to be ranked the
lowest.
HOS2-LOFVC-ABC4. SEQ1-MII is ranked first in the COST column. It shows that the
order of this OMS is more efficient than other OMS in the COST
module. However, the difference between the OMS ranked 1 and
7 is as small as 0.04. Therefore, this trend found in the COST
module is considered to be indifferent.
Overall, the general trends discovered in this subsection are the same as those stated in ICE1-4
in subsection 5.5.1.2.
5.5.1.3

INC – LOFVC – HOS 2

The previous two subsections have discussed the rankings of the 7 OMS based on individual
module performance. The trends found in both subsections are the same. This subsection will
further investigate the trends by ranking the 7 OMS based on their individual module
performance assessed by the INC method. The ranking of the 7 OMS for each module is
tabulated in Table 87.
Table 87: LOFVC of each module based on the INC method – HOS 2
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The trends discovered in Table 87 are as follows:
HOS2-LOFVC-INC1. The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the
same. This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL
module across the 7 OMS is the same.
HOS2-LOFVC-INC2. The values of the CO2 column in Table 87 shows that SEQ3-MII
is ahead of the other OMS with a 0.17 difference compared with
the OMS ranked in second place. As there is not much difference
between the values of rankings 1 and 7 in the COST column (i.e.
the max spread = 0.04), it is suggested that the CO2 module made
the most ‘effort’ in making SEQ3-MII be ranked first in Table 84.
HOS2-LOFVC-INC3. SEQ2-MII has same performance as the other OMS in the
STRUCTURAL module. However, it underperforms the other
OMS in both the CO2 and the COST module. This is why it is
ranked the lowest in Table 84. The uniqueness of the specific OMS
order could be another reason for the SEQ2-MII to be ranked the
lowest.
HOS2-LOFVC-INC4. SEQ1-MII is again ranked first in the COST column. As the
difference between SEQ1-MII (1st) and SEQ2-MII (7th) is only
0.04, the ‘outperformance’ of SEQ1-MII in the COST module is
considered to be indifferent.
By comparing the trends listed in subsections 5.5.1.1, 5.5.1.2 and 5.5.1.3, it is found that the
trends found in each subsection are the same. This indicates that the 7 OMS have the same
performance across the three individual modules in each of the evaluation methods.

5.5.2 Perspective of Sensitivity – HOS 2
In addition to the ranking of the 7 OMS based on the objective function value change in Table
84, the ranking based on their sensitivity performance is also part of the assessment for the 7
OMS. The sensitivity of the results of the 7 OMS are summarised and ranked in Table 88.
Table 88: Ranked 7 OMS based on the Global Spread Values (GSV) – HOS 2
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The 7 OMS are ranked from the lowest sensitivity to the highest. The following trends are found
from Table 88:
HOS2-GSV1.

The spread between the OMS ranked 1st and 7th is marginal in each
evaluation method. For ICE, the spread is 5%; for ABC, the spread is
0.04; for INC, the spread is 0.02. This indicates that the results of the 7
OMS have a similar sensitivity performance in each evaluation method.

HOS2-GSV2.

The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes have smaller values
than the bottom three. This indicates that the results of SEQ3-MII,
SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII are less sensitive to the change of the
parameters than SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII and SEQ5-MII. It is suggested
that the results of SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII are considered
to be more stable.

HOS2-GSV3.

The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes optimised the CO2
module before the STRUCTURAL module while the bottom three
optimised the STRUCTURAL module before the CO2 module. This is
evidenced by Table 66. This could be the reason that SEQ3-MII, SEQ4MII and SEQ6-MII are ranked higher than SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII and
SEQ5-MII based on the sensitivity analysis.

In order to find out how the three individual modules influence the ranking of the 7 OMS based
on their sensitivity performance, the global spread values (GSV) in ICE, ABC and INC are
‘decomposed’ into the local spread values (LSV) of the three individual modules respectively.
The LSV of the 7 OMS for each module in each evaluation method will be investigated in the
following subsections.
5.5.2.1

ICE – LSV – HOS 2

In order to assess the sensitivity performance of the three individual modules, a table containing
the local spread values (LSV) of each module for the 7 OMS was created (Table 89). The local
spread values of the 7 OMS based on the ICE method are ranked from the lowest to the highest
in Table 89.
Table 89: LSV of each module based on ICE method – HOS 2
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The following trends are discovered:
HOS2-LSV-ICE1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters, as this module has the lowest average LSV (4%)
than the other two modules (6% and 8%). This also indicates that the
performance of the 7 OMS in the STRUCTURAL module is more
stable than their performance in the other modules. On the other hand,
the results of the 7 OMS in the COST module are more sensitive to
the change of parameters.
HOS2-LSV-ICE2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV of the 7 OMS is the same. The same trend can be
found in the COST module as the difference in LSV between the 7
OMS is as small as 1%.
HOS2-LSV-ICE3. The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes have smaller
values than the bottom three. This indicates that the results of SEQ3MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in the CO2 module are less sensitive
to the change of the parameters than SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII and
SEQ5-MII. It is suggested that the results of SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII
and SEQ6-MII are considered to be more stable in the CO2 module.
Analogous to the sensitivity analysis of the 33 case studies for each of the OMS in subsection
4.6.2, the spreads of the 33 case studies for each of the 7 OMS (HOS2) are ranked in Table 90.
The following trends are discovered from Table 90:
HOS2-LSV-ICE4. For OAT, the single parameter of case study 8 is the most influential
parameter for SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6MII and PAR-MII; i.e. the Overhead cost. The most influential
parameter for SEQ2-MII is the Geometry.
HOS2-LSV-ICE5. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 15 are the two most
influential parameters for SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
PAR-MII, i.e. Geometry and Recycled content. The two most
influential parameters for SEQ3-MII, SEQ5-MII and SEQ6-MII are
Recycled content and Overhead cost. The two most influential
parameters for each of the 7 OMS all contain the single-most
influential parameters found in HOS2-LSV-ICE4.
The results of the 7 OMS will be analysed continuously based on the ABC method in the next
subsubsection.
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Table 90: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the ICE method – HOS2
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5.5.2.2

ABC – LSV – HOS 2

The rankings of the 7 OMS in each module based on the ICE method have been analysed in the
previous subsection. In this subsection, the rankings of the 7 OMS in each module based on the
ABC method will be studied and discussed. The rankings of the 7 OMS for the individual
modules are tabulated in Table 91.
Table 91: LSV of each module based on the ABC method – HOS 2

The following trends are discovered:
HOS2-LSV-ABC1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters, as this module has the lowest average LSV
(0.04) than the other two modules (0.06 and 0.11). This also indicates
that the performance of the 7 OMS in the STRUCTURAL module is
more stable than their performance in the other modules. On the other
hand, the results of the 7 OMS in the COST module are more
sensitive to the change of parameters.
HOS2-LSV-ABC2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV of the 7 OMS is the same. The same trend can be
found in the COST module as the difference in LSV between the 7
OMS is as small as 0.01.
HOS2-LSV-ABC3. The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes have smaller
values than the bottom three. This indicates that the results of SEQ3MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in the CO2 module are less sensitive
to the change of the parameters than SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII and
SEQ5-MII. It is suggested that the results of SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII
and SEQ6-MII are considered to be more stable in the CO2 module.
HOS2-LSV-ABC4. For OAT, the single parameter of case study 8 is the most influential
parameter for SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII, SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and
PAR-MII; i.e. the Overhead cost. The most influential parameter for
SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII is the Geometry.
HOS2-LSV-ABC5. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 15 are the two most
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influential parameters for SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII, SEQ3-MII, SEQ5MII and PAR-MII, i.e. Geometry and Recycled content. The two most
influential parameters for SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII are Recycled
content and Overhead cost. The two most influential parameters for
each of the 7 OMS all contain the single-most influential parameters
found in HOS2-LSV-ICE4.
The trends found in Table 92 are the same as those defined in HOS2-LSV-ICE4 and HOS2LSV-ICE5 in subsubsection 5.5.2.1. To further study the trends of the 7 OMS, the results will
be investigated based on the INC method in the next subsubsection.
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Table 92: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the ABC method – HOS2
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5.5.2.3

INC – LSV – HOS 2

So far, the trends found in subsection 5.5.2.1 are the same as those found in this subsection
though the actual values of each OMS are different. In order to see if the trends of the 7 OMS
in each module continue to be the same for the INC method, the 7 OMS are ranked according
to their sensitivity performance in each module based on this method. The rankings are
tabulated in Table 93.
Table 93: LSV of each module based on the INC method – HOS 2

The following trends are discovered:
HOS2-LSV-INC1. The results of the STRUCTURAL module are less sensitive to the
change of parameters, as this module has the lowest average LSV
(0.04) than the other two modules (0.05 and 0.12). This also indicates
that the performance of the 7 OMS in the STRUCTURAL module is
more stable than their performance in the other modules. On the other
hand, the results of the 7 OMS in the COST module are more
sensitive to the change of parameters.
HOS2-LSV-INC2. The STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across the 7
OMS, as the LSV of the 7 OMS is the same. The same trend can be
found in the COST module as the difference of LSV between the 7
OMS is as small as 0.02.
HOS2-LSV-INC3. The top three ranked SEQ optimisation programmes have smaller
values than the bottom three. This indicates that the results of SEQ3MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in the CO2 module are less sensitive
to the change of the parameters than SEQ1-MII, SEQ2-MII and
SEQ5-MII. It is suggested that the results of SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII
and SEQ6-MII are considered to be more stable in the CO2 module.
Table 94 shows the spreads of the 33 case studies for each of the 7 OMS. A number of
noteworthy trends are found in Table 94:
HOS2-LSV-INC4. For OAT, the 7 OMS have the same single-most influential parameter,
i.e. Geometry.
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HOS2-LSV-INC5. For TAT, the two parameters of case study 10 are the two most
influential parameters for all the 7 OMS, i.e. Geometry and Recycled
content.
The general trends of the 7 OMS have been further analysis in this section. The overall general
trends of the 7 OMS will then be summarised in the next section for HOS2.
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Table 94: Spread of each case study for the 7 OMS by the INC method – HOS2
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5.6 Summary of Holistic Optimisation Study 2
The lower engine mount has been optimised in this chapter with 7 MII optimisations. The
results of the 7 OMS-MII were evaluated by the three methods: ICE, ABC and INC. The general
trends based on different analysis methods were extracted. The overall trends of the 7 OMSMII for the Holistic Optimisation Study 2 are summarised as follows:
HOS2-1.

SEQ3-MII is suggested to be more stable than the other OMS. This is
evidenced by the following general trends: HOS2-GT-ICE 2, HOS2-GTABC 3, HOS2-GT-INC 2.

HOS2-2.

SEQ2-MII is suggested to be less stable than the other OMS. This is
evidenced by the general trends defined in HOS2-GT-ICE 1, HOS2-GTABC 2, HOS2-GT-INC 1.

HOS2-3.

The LOFVC in the STRUCTURAL module of the 7 OMS is the same.
This indicates the performance of the STRUCTURAL module across the
7 OMS is the same. This is evidenced by the trends defined in HOS2LOFVC-ICE1, HOS2-LOFVC-ABC1 and HOS2-LOFVC-INC1.

HOS2-4.

It is suggested that the CO2 module is more influential in the ‘Global’
performance of the 7 OMS than the other two modules. This is evidenced
by trends defined in HOS2-LOFVC-ICE2, HOS2-LOFVC-ABC2 and
HOS2-LOFVC-INC2.

HOS2-5.

The performance of the 7 OMS in the STRUCTURAL module is more
stable than their performance in other modules. This is evidenced by the
constant spread values of the STRUCTRAL module in Table 89, Table 91
and Table 93. The tables also indicate that the results of the COST and
CO2 modules are more sensitive to the input parameters.

HOS2-6.

The influential individual parameters for each of the 7 OMS are slightly
different based on the three evaluation methods. This is evidenced by the
trends defined in HOS2-LSV-ICE4, HOS2-LSV-ABC4 and HOS2-LSVINC4. However, by comparing the trends through HOS2-LSV-ICE4,
HOS2-LSV-ABC4 and HOS2-LSV-INC4, it is found that the Geometry is
the most influential parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII; and the
Overhead cost is the most influential parameter for SEQ3-MII, SEQ4-MII,
SEQ5-MII, SEQ6-MII and PAR-MII. The other common top-ranked
individual parameters for the 7 OMS are the recycled content and labour
cost.

HOS2-7.

The influential two parameters in each of the 7 OMS are different. This is
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evidenced by the trends defined in HOS2-LSV-ICE5, HOS2-LSV-ABC5
and HOS2-LSV-INC5. By comparing the trends through the points above,
it is found that the two most influential parameters for each of the 7 OMS
all contain the individual parameters defined in HOS2-6. This indicates
that the results of the 7 OMS are more sensitive to the change of the
Geometry and Overhead cost.
HOS2-8.

The PAR-MII was proved to be “less efficiency” than the SEQ
optimisation programmes, especially the top-ranked SEQ optimisation
programmes such as SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII.

5.7 Comparison of HOS1 to HOS2 Results
The purpose of this section is to compare the general results found in both HOS1 and HOS2
and discuss any major differences. At this point, it is important to remember that the two HOS
utilised different components, i.e. a side impact beam for HOS1 and a lower engine mount for
HOS2. The ideology behind choosing two significantly different components was to investigate
the effects of optimisation trends identified. For this purpose, any two (or more) components
could however have been selected. The reason for choosing these specific components was that
while they do contain sufficient “variability” such as the difference in manufacturing methods
between them, the “complexity” such as geometry remains appropriately simplistic. The latter
enables conclusion of results and trends to be deduced and justified using logical engineering
reasoning.
Apart from the components used in both HOS, the actual optimisation results and trends
deduced also differed. SEQ5-MII was suggested as the best OMS for HOS1 while SEQ3-MII
was suggested as the best for HOS2. The obvious explanation is that the two HOS used different
components, so there will inherently be differences between the two studies, e.g. material,
manufacturing method, geometry, etc. But there is another potential explanation which further
underlines the importance of the OMS. The Table 95 shows the average change of objective
function values (COFV) for SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII of the two HOSs respectively across all
three evaluation methods. The difference between the values of SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII was
calculated based on equation(5.2).

% Difference 

Average
Average
(COFVSEQ
3 MII  COFVSEQ 5 MII )
Average
COFVSEQ
5 MII

(5.2)
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Table 95 Comparison of Average COFV for SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII for both HOS
HOS1
HOS2
Evaluation
Methods SEQ3-MII SEQ5-MII %Difference SEQ3-MII SEQ5-MII Difference
ICE
211%
223%
5%
143%
130%
10%
ABC
0.31
0.15
107%
0.62
0.69
10%
INC
1.55
1.63
5%
1.32
1.21
9%
From Table 95, it is found that most percentage COFV differences between SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII in each HOS are less than 10%. Although, the maximum difference was found to be
107% for the ABC evaluation method used in HOS1. This significant difference was also found
to be related to the CO2 module of the two OMS, i.e. it is evidenced in Table 54. Moreover, the
difference of module sequences between SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII was the CO2 module as
evidenced in Table 46. Therefore, the significant difference could be caused by the uniqueness
of the module sequence in that specific evaluation method (ABC). However, the general trend
in Table 95 indicates that SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII in the two HOS respectively have similar
performance (i.e. generally speaking, difference less 10%), although further HOS should be
completed to clarify this postulation. For both HOS SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII are top-ranked
across all three evaluation methods as e.g. evidenced by, Table 45 and Table 66. As before, it
should be noted that this trend was observed based on the current two HOS only. It can therefore
not rigorously be evidenced that either SEQ3-MII or SEQ5-MII will be the best OMS for other
components or products. It therefore follows that additional components/ products should be
studied to further assess the general trends.
During the post-processing of HOS1 and HOS2 the results from the 6 SEQs were divided into
categories according to COFV. In HOS1, the 6 SEQs were categorised into two groups as
defined in Table 46. In HOS2, the 6 SEQs were categorised into three groups as defined in
Table 67. The two categories for the 6 SEQs in each HOS were both created based on the
optimisation results. However, the category of HOS1 focused on the influence of sequence of
COST module and CO2 module while the category of HOS2 focused on the influence of
sequence of the STRUCTURAL module. The potential reason could be that a specific type of
component/ product may be influenced by a specific sequence of a single module/ modules.
This remains difficult to rigorously prove based on the current results/ trends.

6 Design of Experiments
In the first and second holistic optimisation studies (HOS), the 33 case studies of each of the 7
optimisation module sequences (OMS) varied 1-2 parameters at a time (i.e. OAT and TAT). The
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results of the 7 OMS were analysed based on the three evaluation methods: Individual Criterion
Evaluation (ICE) method, the Absolute Criterion (ABC) method and the Incremental Criterion
(INC) method. The extracted general trends from each analysis are summarised as the “trends
list” in section 4.7 and section 5.6. For optimisation, in general, it is important to know the most
influential parameters. This is the purpose of varying 1-2 parameters at a time to do the
sensitivity analysis in subsection 4.6.2 and subsection 5.5.2. The ultimate aim of this chapter is
to investigate the response from a much wider perspective by allowing “all” the parameters to
be changed at a time (AAT). With a limited number of parameters, one of the most typical
methods to do AAT is to use a metamodel, which will be built from data based on a Design of
Experiment (DOE).
A DOE method is used to investigate the relationships between input variables/ parameters and
the outputs of the process. The main idea of this chapter is to use a DOE method to build a
response surface of the results to determine the relations between input parameters and the
responses of the objective function. This method is different from what has been performed in
chapter 4 and 5 as the analysis in those two chapters are based on output responses and model
numbers. The model numbers will not form any axis of the 3D response surface meta-model
based on the DOE.
The response surface will be created based on the results of the 7 OMS for the HOS1 and HOS2.
The results of the 7 OMS, of course, are obtained based on the three evaluation methods. The
Fit method used for the response surface for each of the 7 OMS is based on a Least Squares
Regression (LSR). This method has been privileged over Kriging as it allows the computation
of the ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) for assessing the influential input parameters on the
responses. The LSR method will create a regression polynomial for the results of each OMS to
produce a response surface. This surface contains the predicted output responses which (ideally)
will have minimum deviation compared with the corresponding results of each OMS. As an
example, the side view of a surface created by the LSR method and the original sample results
are illustrated in Figure 50. The green line is the side view of the response surface created by
the LSR method as defined in the legend box. The purple points are the original sample results.

Figure 50: Example of surface created by LSR Fit method – Side view
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For the results of the 7 OMS in HOS1 and HOS2, the LSR of the 3rd order (i.e. full cubic) is
created, as it was observed that the trend had a slight non-linear bias. This is the maximum
order for the current number of sample data points. The polynomials of the 4th or a higher order
will require more samples than the current number of models. Furthermore, the 4th or higher
order will usually not provide more accurate responses in most cases (Jin, Chen and Simpson,
2001).
Therefore, the framework of this chapter contains two major sections. The two sections will
analyse the results of the 7 OMS in HOS1 and HOS2 respectively using a response surface
method. Moreover, each section contains four subsections which will analyse the ICE, ABC
and INC results and summarise the subsection respectively.

6.1 DOE – HOS1
In this section, the response surface will be created by the LSR method for each of the 7 OMS
based on the ICE, ABC and INC results. The response surfaces will be assessed to find out the
best response surface for the specific OMS with the smallest deviation, i.e. the tightest to the
response data points. This will be done by investigating the percentage errors of ‘Residual’ and
the R-Squares of the ‘Diagnostics’ for each of the 7 OMS. The most influential parameters for
each of the 7 OMS will then be analysed based on the ANOVA. The ANOVA is a method to
rank the influential parameters (Christensen and Bastien, 2016). The influential parameters
obtained using this new method will be compared with those defined in section 4.7 through
HOS1-9 and HOS1-10. The first subsection will study the results of the 7 OMS based on the
ICE method.

6.1.1 Fit model based on ICE results – HOS1
As defined previously in chapter 4 and chapter 5, each of the 7 OMS contains 203 models.
Therefore, each response surface created by the LSR method will also contain 203 predicted
points. The deviations between the original 203 results and the corresponding predicted points
are Residuals for which a percentage error can be calculated. In order to evaluate the fit quality
of each response surface, the percent errors are processed based on the following aspects:
•

Average percent error, the average value calculated based on the overall percent errors
of each of the 7 OMS.

•

Max-Positive percent error, the maximum percent error occurs between the surface and
the original result above it.

•

Max-Negative percent error, the maximum percent error occurs between the surface
and the original result under it.
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•

Max-Spread, the difference between the Max-Positive percent error and Max-Negative
percent error.

Based on the requirements listed above, the percent errors of the 7 OMS are processed in Table
96. From Table 96, the average percent errors of the 7 OMS are nearly the same, and the
differences can be considered negligible. This indicates that the 7 response surfaces have the
similar ‘tightness’ based on the average percent errors. However, from the Max-Positive and
Max-Negative percent errors, it is found that the surface and the original result in SEQ2-MII
have the largest deviation; while the PAR-MII has the smallest deviation. This is also evidenced
by the values of the Max-Spread where PAR-MII has the smallest spread 2.43% and the SEQ2MII has the largest spread 16.24%. This may indicate that the predicted points of the response
surface for PAR-MII are closer to the original results. It is suggested that the PAR-MII has a
tighter response surface than all other OMS. In order to see what the best and worst response
surfaces look like, the response surfaces of SEQ2-MII and PAR-MII are created as illustrated
in Figure 51.
Table 96: Processed percent errors of the 7 OMS – ICE – HOS1

Figure 51: Response surface of SEQ2-MII and PAR-MII – ICE – HOS1
In order to obtain a clearer review of the tightness of the two surfaces, a side view of the
response surfaces is created in Figure 52. From Figure 52, it is clear to see that the red points
around the response surface of SEQ2-MII have larger deviations than the purple points around
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the response surface of PAR-MII.

Figure 52: Side of the response surfaces (Y-Z plane) – ICE – HOS1
To further assess the accuracy of the LSR Fit for each of the 7 OMS, the R-Square values of
each of the 7 OMS are investigated. The R-Square is used to measure the fit quality of the
response surface. A perfect fit is achieved when R-Square equals to 1. However, good quality
of the fit will not be able to reach 1 in practice. The Fit quality is categorised into four levels
based on the range of the R-Square values (Jin, Chen and Simpson, 2001; HyperStudy, 2017):
•

Perfect quality, R-Square = 1.

•

Good quality, 0.92 < R-Square < 1

•

Normal quality, 0.7 < R-Square < 0.92

•

Bad quality, R-Square < 0.7

To assess the fit quality of the 7 response surfaces, the R-Square values of the 7 OMS are
summarised in Table 97. According to Table 97, it can be observed that the R-Square values of
each of the 7 OMS are all larger than 0.92, indicating that the fit quality of the 7 response
surfaces are good to use and accurate
Table 97: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – ICE – HOS1

As each of the 7 OMS has a good response surface, the next step is to investigate the influential
parameter(s) for each of the 7 OMS based on the Mean Squares Percent (MSP) of the ANOVA.
The MSP is used to assess whether a variable/ parameter is influential to the output responses
(Kutner, 2005; Montgomery, 2009). A higher value of the MSP represents the specific
parameter(s) is/ are more influential. The MSPs of each of the 7 OMS are ranked in descending
order, for convenience, only the top three ranked MSPs and the corresponding parameters are
tabulated in Table 98.
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Table 98: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – ICE – HOS1

Based on Table 98, it is observed that the most influential parameters (ranked 1st) of each OMS
are different apart from SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII. Although SEQ3-MII and SEQ4-MII have
the same most influential parameters, the MSP values of the two OMS are significantly different,
i.e. 66.8%. This indicates that different OMS demonstrate different sensitivity even they have
the same influential parameters. Another trend obtained from Table 98 is that all of the topranked parameters do not contain the travel distance, labour cost and overhead cost. This
indicates that the ICE results of the 7 OMS are less/ not sensitive to those three parameters. In
order to further study the influential parameters of the 7 OMS with LSR method, the ABC
results are investigated in the next subsection.

6.1.2 Fit model based on ABC results – HOS1
As demonstrated in subsection 6.1.1, the method to determine the fit quality of the response
surfaces for the 7 OMS is to assess the R-Square value. Therefore, the R-Square values of the
7 OMS are summarised in Table 99. As defined in subsection 6.1.1, the fit quality is good if the
R-Square value is between 0.92 and 1. Based on the R-Square values of the 7 OMS in Table 99,
it shows that the 7 response surfaces have good fit quality.
Table 99: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – ABC – HOS1
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To investigate the influential parameters of the 7 OMS based on the ABC results, the MSPs of
each of the 7 OMS are ranked in descending order and tabulated in Table 100 with the same
format as Table 98.
Table 100: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – ABC – HOS1

By observing Table 100, it is observed that different OMS demonstrate different sensitivity
even they have the same influential parameters. This is evidenced by SEQ4-MII (MSP = 54.4%)
and SEQ6-MII (MSP = 87.4%). In Table 100, it is also found that the production quantity is no
longer top ranked. This may indicate that the ABC results of the 7 OMS are not sensitive to the
production quantity. Moreover, the ABC results of the 7 OMS are not sensitive to the travel
distance, labour cost and overhead cost as well. The similar method for the ABC results of the
7 OMS will be applied to the INC results of the 7 OMS in the next subsection.

6.1.3 Fit model based on INC results – HOS1
Analogue to subsection 6.1.1, the Fit quality of the response surfaces for the 7 OMS will be
assessed by the R-Square values. The R-Square values of each of the 7 OMS are tabulated in
Table 101.
Table 101: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – INC – HOS1

According to the R-Square values tabulated in Table 101, the 7 response surfaces of the 7 OMS
have a good Fit quality, i.e. R-Square > 0.92. In order to investigate the influential parameters
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of the 7 OMS based on the INC results, the MSPs of each of the 7 OMS are ranked in
descending order. Only the top three ranked parameters are tabulated in Table 102.
Table 102: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – INC – HOS1

Based on Table 102, it is observed that different OMS demonstrate different sensitivity even
they have the same influential parameters. This is evidenced by SEQ3-MII (MSP = 13.8%) and
SEQ4-MII (MSP = 59.3%). In Table 102, it is also found that the INC results of the 7 OMS are
not sensitive to the production quantity, travel distance, labour cost and overhead cost.

6.1.4 Summary of DOE – HOS1
In this section, the response surface method based on a DOE sampling technique was applied
to the 7 OMS in order to investigate the influential parameters. The response surfaces of the 7
OMS were accurately created. After assessing the MSPs of each of the 7 OMS, the influential
parameters of the 7 OMS can be ranked according to the level of influence. It is however
observed that the most influential parameters for each of the 7 OMS differs according to the
evaluation method used (i.e. ICE. ABC, INC). It is therefore difficult to identify the ‘level of
influence’ of individual parameters consistently. The reason could be that the DOE analyses the
sensitivity from another point of view, i.e. different from OAT and TAT in nature. On the other
hand, the top three ranking parameters for all 7 OMS were:
•

Geometry

•

Recycled content
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•

Maximum component cost

The parameters listed above were the top three influential parameters across all three evaluation
methods. The individual parameters’ ranking inside the ‘top three’ were however not consistent
across OMS and evaluation methods used. For each of the 7 OMS, those common influential
parameters are geometry, Maximum component cost, Maximum component CO2 and recycled
content. The influential parameters in this section are the same as those summarised in section
4.7 through HOS1-9 to HOS1-11. This indicates that the influential parameters discovered by
the DOE method concur with the influential parameters defined by 1-2 at a time method, i.e.
OAT and TAT. To further assess the DOE method for analysing the influential parameters of the
7 OMS, the DOE method will be applied to the 7 OMS of HOS2 in the next section.

6.2 DOE – HOS2
The same method used for the HOS1 in section 6.1 will be applied to the results of the 7 OMS
for HOS2 in this section. The response surface will be created by the LSR method for each of
the 7 OMS according to the ICE, ABC and INC results. The fit quality of each response surface
will be assessed with the R-Square values. If the fit quality of each response surface is good to
use, then the Mean Square Percent (MSP) will be further used to investigate the most influential
parameters of each of the 7 OMS. The results based on ICE, ABC and INC will be studied in
three subsections respectively. This section only contains the analysis for ICE results (HOS2),
the analysis for ABC and INC results can be found in Appendix – G. The general trends of each
of those three analyses will then be compared and summarised in the final subsection of section
6.2.

6.2.1 Fit model based on ICE results – HOS2
As defined in section 6.1, each response surface created by the LSR method contains 203
predicted points. The deviation between the predicted points and the corresponding original
sample results demonstrates how good the fit quality is, i.e. the smaller deviation, the better.
The R-Square values of the 7 surfaces for the 7 OMS are summarised in Table 103. According
to Table 103, all 7 R-Square values are lower than the corresponding values in Table 97. This
indicates that the response surfaces based on ICE results of the 7 OMS for HOS1 have better
Fit quality than the response surfaces for HOS2.
Table 103: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – ICE – HOS2

To investigate the influential parameters of the 7 OMS based on the ICE results, the MSP values
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of each of the 7 OMS are ranked in descending order, for convenience; the corresponding
parameters are also included.
Table 104: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – ICE – HOS2

It is observed from Table 104 that the most influential parameters of the 7 OMS are the
production quantity. Furthermore, the ICE results of the 7 OMS have nearly the same MSP
values. This indicates that the results of the 7 OMS have the similar sensitivity to the change of
production quantity. Another trend observed from Table 104 is the top three influential
parameters of the 7 OMS are same, i.e. production quantity, recycled content and Maximum
component cost. To investigate the influential parameters of the 7 OMS, the similar method is
applied to the ABC and INC results in the Appendix – G.

6.2.2 Summary of DOE – HOS2
The DOE method was applied to the 7 OMS to investigate the influential parameters. The
response surfaces for the 7 OMS were created with a feasible quality which is not as accurate
as the fit quality obtained in HOS1 section 6.1. After assessing the MSP values of each of the 7
OMS it is found that the ‘ranking’ of parameter influence for the 7 OMS are identical across
ICE and ABC results. This is not the case when using the INC evaluation method; although
similarities do exist. Specifically, it can be seen that the most influential parameters across all
7OMS and 3 evaluation methods always include input Maximum component CO2, production
quantity and maximum component cost. By comparing this parameter ranking to those
determined in subsection 5.6 through HOS2-6 and HOS2-7, it is found that only one of the
influential parameters is the same, namely: geometry. One of the potential reasons could be that
the DOE method is the ‘extension’ of the OAT and TAT. In this case, the DOE method analysed
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more possible combinations of the input parameters, i.e. 3 parameters at a time. This means the
sensitivity analysis was implemented based on a larger amount of data which give more
possibilities for parameters to show their influence. The second reason is simply that the DOE
is different from OAT and TAT in nature.

6.3 Application of DOE for Holistic Optimisation Study
The Design of Experiments (DOE) was utilised in section 6.1 and section 6.2 to analyse all
parameters at a time for the 7 Optimisation Module Sequences (OMS) in each Holistic
Optimisation Study (HOS). Fit models based on the Least Square Regression (LSR) method
were created for each of the 7 OMS. In this section, Fit models are used to optimise the
components of the two HOS respectively.
The optimisation in this section will be conducted in a significantly different way to the ones
completed in chapters 4 and 5. In HOS1 and HOS2 the optimisation results were generated
using the 7 OMS separately. In this section DOE will be used to optimise two given scenarios
for all 7 OMS simultaneously. Although this approach may seem controversial it can be used
to ‘reveal’ the best optimisation ‘compromise’ across all 7 OMS.
Subsequently, the DOE based optimum solutions will be compared to the optimum solutions
obtained from the holistic optimisation tool defined in chapter 3.
The results obtained so far have clearly indicated that the OMS is important and yields a
significant variation in optimisation results, but these have been based on varying one or two
parameters at a time: OAT and TAT. The metamodels created in this chapter enable further
studies of the OMS influence by varying all parameters simultaneously (AAT) and can therefore
be used to further analyse the importance of OMS. If the OMS is of ‘low influence’ then
optimising for all 7 OMS simultaneously (using DOE) should provide a single solution which
also optimises the individual OMS. By subsequently inserting this single solution into the
individual holistic OMS tool (and completing optimisation runs) will reveal if the DOE based
solution is indeed the optimum solution. If the holistic optimisation results show little difference
to the DOE based results (for all 7 OMS) it is an indication that the OMS is of little influence,
whereas ‘significant’ differences in results will indicate a high level of OMS influence.

6.3.1 DOE/ Fit model-based optimisation
The purpose of using the DOE based optimisation is to find the best ‘compromise’ across all 7
OMS by varying all parameters at a time.
The initial idea is to determine the best OMS for one of the input parameters. Using geometry
as an example, for each of three input geometry which OMS is the best one? Before making
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any action to answer this question, the definition of the geometry parameter needs to be
reiterated. The geometry parameter in HOS1 and HOS2 represents three changes of the internal
design for each corresponding component. For HOS1, the internal design represents the
dimensions of the cross-section of a side impact beam as defined in section 4.1. For HOS2, the
internal design represents the size of the bottom curve and extra holes of a lower engine mount
as defined in section 5.1. It should be noted that the slight change of the internal design does
not change the ‘original identity’ of the components, i.e. a side impact beam and a lower engine
mount. Now to answer the question above, a basic setup of the DOE based optimisation is
illustrated in Table 105.
Table 105: The basic setup of the DOE based optimisation for the geometry

As defined in Table 105, the DOE based optimisation is applied to the Fit models of the 7 OMS
based on the three evaluation methods. The optimiser for the DOE based optimisation is the
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) method. This optimisation method is the
extension of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) as introduced in subsection 2.2.3. The MOGA mainly
focus on the Multi-Objective Optimisation Problems (MOOP) where there are at least two
objective functions to be optimised. Moreover, it is the only available optimiser for Fit models
within HyperStudy. For this initial DOE based optimisation, the aim is to determine the best
OMS for each of the three input geometries. Therefore, there will be three DOE based
optimisations with fixed input geometry for each HOS. Furthermore, the optimum solutions of
each DOE based optimisation are evaluated by the three evaluation methods: ICE, ABC and
INC. After completing the DOE based optimisations in HyperStudy, the evaluated optimum
solutions are assessed in the next two subsubsections.
6.3.1.1

DOE based optimisation with fixed geometry – HOS1

The DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS based on the three evaluation methods for
each input geometry are summarised and ranked in Table 106.
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Table 106: Ranked DOE-based optimum solutions for all 7 OMS (Geometry fixed) – HOS1

The DOE based optimum solutions are ranked according to the ‘Objectives’ defined in Table
105. For ICE and INC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in descending
order; while for ABC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in ascending order.
By observing Table 106, it is found that SEQ5-MII is the best OMS across all three input
geometries and evaluation methods as it is consistently ranked first. For each of the three
geometries, the difference between ranking 1st and 7th based on each evaluation method is
significant:
•

Geometry 1, difference based on ICE method is about 179%; 800% for ABC and 24%
for INC.

•

Geometry 2, 115% for ICE, 680% for ABC and 76% for INC.

•

Geometry 3, 69% for ICE, 650% for ABC and 42% for INC.

This indicates the OMS is important and yields a significant variation in optimum results. It is
also observed in Table 106 that as the input geometry changes, the optimum solutions for the 7
OMS based on three evaluation methods are varied. For instance, based on ICE method, the
DOE based optimum solution of SEQ5-MII has 20% difference between Geometry 1 and
Geometry 3. Based on ABC method, the difference of DOE based optimum solutions for SEQ5MII between Geometry 1 and Geometry 2 are even larger, i.e. 79%. This indicates that a certain
change of the geometry can give different ‘levels’ of influence on the optimum solutions based
on different evaluation methods. Another trend observed in Table 106 is that the SEQ5-MII is
always the best OMS regardless of the change of the geometry. However, this trend could be a
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coincidence for this specific case. More input geometries could be used for future studies to
verify this trend. To determine the best OMS for each of the three geometries in HOS2, the
DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS based on the three evaluation methods will be
assessed in the next subsubsection.
6.3.1.2

DOE based optimisation with fixed geometry – HOS2

The DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS based on the three evaluation methods for
each input geometry are summarised and ranked in Table 107.
Table 107: Ranked DOE-based optimum solutions for the 7 OMS (Geometry fixed) – HOS2

The DOE based optimum solutions are ranked according to the ‘Objectives’ defined in Table
105. For ICE and INC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in descending
order; while for ABC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in ascending order.
According to Table 107, it is observed that the SEQ3-MII is the best OMS across the Geometry
1 and Geometry 2 based on the three evaluation methods. However, the best OMS for Geometry
3 cannot be found directly based on the ranking. A method could be used to determine the best
OMS for Geometry 3 is to calculate the average ranking for each OMS across all three
evaluation methods. The method is further demonstrated in Table 108.
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Table 108: Rankings of the 7 OMS based on evaluation methods for Geometry 3 – HOS2

As evidenced in Table 108, the SEQ4-MII outperforms all other OMS as it has the smallest
average ranking. Therefore, the SEQ4-MII is suggested to be the best OMS for Geometry 3.
6.3.1.3

Comparison between holistic optimisation programme and DOE based optimisation

In the previous two subsubsections, the DOE based optimisation also proved the importance of
the OMS. However, the DOE based optimum solutions were obtained by fixing the geometry
but varying other parameters. After all, this is a holistic optimisation. Hence, the DOE based
optimisation needs to consider all parameters at a time to change which includes the geometry.
In this subsubsection, the 7 OMS for HOS1 as an example, will be optimised by the DOE based
optimisation. The aim is to assess whether the DOE based solution is indeed the optimum
solution. After completing the DOE based optimisation for all input parameters, the best
compromises across all 7 OMS and three evaluation methods for HOS1 are obtained. The DOE
based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS using the three evaluation methods are tabulated in
Table 109.
Table 109: DOE based optimum solutions across all 7 OMS and evaluation methods – HOS1

In Table 109, for each evaluation method, a single solution is provided by optimising all 7 OMS
simultaneously using DOE method. This single solution consists of a set of input parameters.
To compare the DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS to the optimum solutions obtained
by the individual holistic OMS tool defined in chapter 3, the single solution based on each
evaluation method is needed. The input parameters for each single solution which produced the
best compromise across all 7 OMS using the three evaluation methods are tabulated in Table
110.
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Table 110: Parameters for the best compromises based on the three evaluation methods

Within the DOE based optimisation, the value of each parameter in Table 110 has different
meanings:
•

The geometry uses 1, 2 and 3 as the index to represent the change of the geometry as
defined previously in this subsection.

•

The production quantity, recycled content, Maximum component cost and Maximum
component CO2 use the actual values as defined in subsection 3.5.1.

•

The travel distance uses -1, 0 and 1 to represent the short, medium and long distance.

•

The labour cost and overhead cost use -1, 0 and 1 to represent the lowest, medium and
the highest cost.

The input parameters in Table 110 are inserted into the individual holistic OMS tool to generate
the ‘theoretical’ optimum solutions. The generated optimum solutions are tabulated in Table
111 along with the DOE based optimum solutions and the average, maximum and minimum
change of objective function values (COFV) defined in subsections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
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Table 111: Comparison between all types of optimum solutions – HOS1

From Table 111, the following trends are observed:
•

By comparing the DOE based optimum solutions to the theoretical optimum solutions,
it is found that the corresponding optimum solutions of each of the 7 OMS are different;
although some corresponding optimum solutions based on ABC method are very close.
The average differences between the DOE based optimum solutions and the theoretical
optimum solutions are significant based on the three evaluation methods: 109% for ICE,
117% for ABC and 906% for INC. This indicates the OMS is of high influence.

By comparing the theoretical optimum solutions with the average, maximum and minimum
COFVs, trends are observed from the following aspects:
•

For ICE method, most of the theoretical optimum solutions are larger than the
corresponding average COFVs but less than the corresponding maximum COFVs.
PAR-MII as a special case, its theoretical optimum solution (153%) is even smaller
than the corresponding minimum COFV (159%). On the other hand, SEQ6-MII has a
larger theoretical optimum solution (185%) than the corresponding maximum COFV
(145%).

•

For ABC method, the theoretical optimum solutions are close to the corresponding
average COFVs but larger than the corresponding minimum COFVs. This indicates
that the theoretical optimum solutions are not the best solutions as the optimum
solutions based on ABC method are the smaller, the better.

•

For INC method, all theoretical optimum solutions are smaller than the corresponding
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minimum COFVs. This indicates that the theoretical solutions are not the best solutions
as the optimum solution based on INC method is the larger, the better.
The trends listed above indicate the DOE based solutions are not the real optimum solutions.
Moreover, the theoretical solutions obtained based on each single solution are also not the
optimum solutions. However, the significant differences between holistic optimisation results
and DOE based optimisation results indicates the high level of OMS influence. To further
investigate whether the DOE based optimum solutions have the same trends as defined in
section 4.7 and 5.6, the DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS for HOS1 and HOS2 are
ranked subsequently in the following two subsections.

6.3.2 DOE Application – HOS1
The DOE based optimum solutions of the 7 OMS will be investigated based on the ICE, ABC
and INC evaluation methods respectively. The general trends will be extracted and compared
with the trends found in chapter 4. The DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in a
descending order respectively in Table 112.
Table 112: DOE based optimum solutions based on ICE, ABC and INC methods– HOS1

The DOE based optimum solutions are ranked according to the ‘Objectives’ defined in Table
105. For ICE and INC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in descending
order; while for ABC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in ascending order.
By observing Table 112, the following General Trends (GT) are found:
DOE-HOS1-GT1. For the three evaluation methods, the ‘outperformance’ of the 1st
ranked OMS is significant as the difference between ranking 1 and
ranking 7 is 233% for ICE, 76% for ABC and 47% for INC. It is
observed that the “outperformance” of SEQ5-MII illustrated by ICE
method is more noticeable. The reason could be that the three
evaluation methods are different in nature or the ICE method is more
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appropriate to analyse the 7 OMS.
DOE-HOS1-GT2. The PAR-MII is top three ranked in ICE, ABC and INC columns. As
the difference between PAR-MII and other top three ranked OMS is
less noticeable (i.e. 0.02 for ABC and 0.12 for INC), the PAR-MII is
considered to be a high-performance OMS but not the best OMS.
DOE-HOS1-GT3. Despite the performance of the PAR-MII, the 6 SEQ optimisation
programmes can be categorised into two groups as defined in Table
46 of subsection 4.3.1. This indicates that the SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII
and SEQ5-MII are consistently outperform the SEQ2-MII, SEQ4MII and SEQ6-MII. Moreover, this could be explained by the specific
optimisation position of the COST module and CO2 module. The
always SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII optimises the COST
module before the CO2 module. The SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and
SEQ6-MII always optimise the CO2 module before the COST
module.
By comparing the general trends listed above with the trends defined in subsection 4.7, there
are some common points. Despite the ‘outperformance’ of the PAR-MII, SEQ5-MII is
suggested to be more stable than all other OMS. This is similar to HOS1-2 in subsection 4.7.
The trend, for the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes, as defined in DOE-HOS1-GT3 is also the
same as HOS1-3 in subsection 4.7. In order to see how the DOE based optimum solutions
performance for the HOS2, the ranked DOE based optimum solutions will be investigated in
the next section.

6.3.3 DOE Application – HOS2
Analogue to DOE application in section 6.3.2, the DOE based optimum solutions for the 7
OMS based on the three evaluation methods are ranked in descending order in Table 113.
Table 113: DOE based optimum solutions based on ICE, ABC and INC methods – HOS2
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The DOE based optimum solutions are ranked according to the ‘Objectives’ defined in Table
105. For ICE and INC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in descending
order; while for ABC method, the DOE based optimum solutions are ranked in ascending order.
From Table 113, the following trends are observed:
DOE-HOS2-GT1. The DOE based optimum solution of SEQ3-MII is consistently
outperforms all other OMS. It is suggested that SEQ3-MII is more
robust than all other OMS.
DOE-HOS2-GT2. The SEQ2-MII is consistently lower-ranked (6th – 7th) though it is not
bottom-ranked all the time. This indicates the SEQ2-MII
underperforms other OMS.
DOE-HOS2-GT3. For the three evaluation methods, the ‘outperformance’ is significant
for the ABC method as the difference between ranking 1 and ranking
7 is 63% for ABC. However, the “outperformance” for ICE and INC
method is not as significant as the ABC method as the difference
between ranking 1, and ranking 7 is 22% for the ICE and 20% for the
INC. The ‘outperformance’ of SEQ3-MII illustrated by ABC method
is more noticeable. The reason could be the three evaluation methods
are different in nature. It may also indicate that the ABC method is
more appropriate to analyse the 7 OMS for HOS2.
By comparing the trends listed above with the general trends defined in subsection 5.6, it is
found that DOE-HOS2-GT1 and DOE-HOS2-GT2 described the same trends as HOS2-1 and
HOS2-2 in subsection 5.6.
Based on the comparison of trends found in this chapter, chapter 4 and chapter 5, it is found
that the DOE based optimum solutions have common trends with the optimum solutions
obtained by individual holistic OMS tool. This indicates that the DOE application introduced
in this chapter also determined the importance and a high-level influence of OMS. Although
the DOE based optimisation can provide a single solution for optimising all 7 OMS
simultaneously, the DOE based solutions are not considered as the real optimum solutions.

7 Potential Improvements
Through the two Holistic Optimisation Studies (HOSs) completed in this thesis, it is found that
both the 7 Optimisation Module Sequences (OMS) and the three evaluation methods are
important and yield a significant variation in optimisation results. This was evidenced by the
tables in each HOS, e.g. Table 45 indicates that the optimisation results of the 7 OMS based on
the same evaluation method has a significant variation of 117%. Within this research, the very
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basic holistic optimisation tool has been built. For further study, the refinements and more
detailed analysis should be added to make the results more feasible and relevant to industrial
applications. In the following subsections suggested next step improvements to the three
parametric modules will be discussed.

7.1 STRUCTURAL Module
For the STRUCTURAL module there are two aspects which should be improved: the database
of template geometries and the structural optimisation capabilities, in order to make the results
of the tool more feasible and relevant to industrial applications.
Expansion of template geometries could be as simple as adding, e.g. I-beam cross-sections but
should ideally be parameterised in order to cater for any cross-section /geometry.
The current structural optimisation method is size optimisation. Although this is sufficient for
some applications, e.g. sheet metal manufacturing (HOS1) it has limited use with other
applications, e.g. casting (HOS2). To maximise the usability, flexibility and functionality of the
tool additional structural optimisation methods such as shape optimisation and topology
optimisation should be added. This improvement will make the tool and results more feasible
and relevant to real-world industrial applications.

7.2 COST and CO2 Module
Both COST module and CO2 module have four parts: material, manufacturing, transport and
end of life. A “full” life cycle analysis of a component/ product should include the ‘in use phase’
which for some applications is the highest contributor to the CO2 footprint. The ‘use phase’ can,
however, be very complicated to determine, and in most (automotive) applications it heavily
depends on individual end-user behaviour. The following general points may be considered to
calculate the CO2 footprint and costs of the ‘use phase’:
1. Lifetime, how long the components/ products are normally used in real life.
2. Location, where the components/ products are going to be used.
3. Frequency, how often the components/ products are used.
4. Category, the type of the components/ products.
The first point is very straightforward. It gives the total time of the usage of components/
products which can be used to calculate the costs or CO2 during that period. The second point
indicates that there are different local consumption levels in the world, i.e. different fuel/ energy
costs if the components/ products are transportation types. The third point shows the frequency
that can be potentially used to calculate daily /monthly used cost and CO2. For instance, an
automotive product may need to consider how many kilometres per day the vehicle used. For a
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static product such as a fridge, hours per day may be considered as the frequency of usage. The
last point indicates that the components/ products should be categorised into different groups
in order to make the calculations easier, e.g. static type, mobile type, high-frequency type, lowfrequency type, etc. Those groups can then further spread into more details, e.g. mobile type –
automotive – family car – electric. With the points listed above, the improvement in terms of
costs/ CO2 of the ‘use phase’ could potentially be done. However, the improvement still needs
additional calculations and case studies to further verify the corresponding programme.

7.3 Industrial Tool
Once all relevant improvements have been implemented to the three modules of the
optimisation tool, the next step is further verification through actual industrial applications.
Firstly, the industrial application should be optimised using the holistic optimisation tool to get
the theoretical data. Secondly, the optimised industrial application should be manufactured,
transported, used and disposal (or another end of life option) to get the practical data. By
comparing the practical data with the theoretical data of the optimisation tool to find out the
differences, i.e. the difference is significant or minor. After that, an ‘improvement – verification’
loop should be created. This is the way to move the current ‘proof of concept’ stage to a useful
and usable industry tool. Once the optimisation tool has been verified, it can be applied to many
areas: automation (i.e. less labour), the simplicity of calculations (CO2 footprint and costs),
usage guidance of a product (i.e. suggest the frequency of use to reduce potential costs and
environmental impact), etc.
The costs of deploying such a tool in a practical context depend on the complexity of the
geometry of components/ products. The complex geometry of a component/ product normally
consumes more time (i.e. CPU time) and costs (e.g. cost to keep the corresponding equipment
running). The benefits of using such a tool could be: optimisation becomes more efficiency,
less model setup, etc. Moreover, results of the optimisation tool can be used to manufacture the
optimised product. Of course, the tool needs to be applied at a very early stage. For instance,
there are three (or maybe more) different designs. All the designs will be manufactured in
different locations (i.e. country of production), e.g. cast in Germany, welded in the US or
machined in China. The user can search the existed designs in the database or customise the
designs by input the corresponding parameters in the optimisation tool. It should be noted that
the tool is now updated (i.e. all improvements applied). The tool will then complete the holistic
optimisation and extract realistic and highly credible data which can help the user to make an
informed decision about which design to choose.
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8 Conclusion
The ultimate aim of this research was to create a holistic optimisation tool to obtain the ‘ideal’
engineering product by determining the optimum ‘compromise’ between a number of key
aspects:

material, manufacturing, transportation, costs, CO2 footprint, end of life, etc. After a

critical review and analysis, the potential inputs and outputs of each aspects were summarised.
Three parametric modules labelled, COST, CO2 and STRUCTURAL were subsequently
programmed based on the above analyses. These three modules formed the basis for the creation
of a series of holistic optimisation software programmes / tools obtained by varying the
individual Optimisation Module Sequence (OMS) both sequentially and in parallel, leading to
a total of 7 (OMS) programmes.
Furthermore, 3 different optimisation evaluation methods labelled ICE, ABC and INC were
defined and implemented alongside the 7 OMS leading to a total of 21 optimisation software
programmes.
These 21 programmes were subsequently used to complete a total of 231 case studies designed
to explore, critically assess and evaluate the influence of the holistic optimisation approach.
The case studies focused on two automotive components namely a side impact beam and a
lower engine mount. The results yielded the identification of a number of ’local’ trends, each
of which were uniquely labelled according to the optimisation programme (OMS and
optimisation evaluation methods) used in that specific context. Once all case studies were
completed the ’local’ trends from all 21 programmes were compared, and where appropriate
‘combined’ into ‘global’ trends:
According to the global trend HOS1-1 of subsection 4.7, the 7 OMS with Multi-Inner Iterations
(OMS-MII) outperforms the corresponding 7 OMS with Single-Inner Iteration (OMS-SII) as
the 7 OMS-MII are more robust than the 7 OMS-SII. Moreover, the 7 OMS-MII consume
similar CPU time to the 7 OMS-SII. The trend above is not a surprise as, theoretically, an
optimisation algorithm with multiple iterations is more likely to obtain a more optimised
solution than a single iteration optimisation.
The evaluation results proved that the specific OMS order influences the performance of the
sequential (SEQ) optimisation programmes. As stated in HOS1-3 of subsection 4.7, optimising
the COST module before the CO2 module benefits the performance of the specific OMS such
as SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII. For the performance of each parametric module, the
STRUCTURAL module has the same performance across all 7 OMS, and it is more stable than
the other two modules. It is evidenced by the specific trends observed in each HOS, i.e. HOS15 to HOS1-8 of subsection 4.7 and HOS2-3 to HOS2-5 of subsection 5.6. It is also found that
the OMS is important and yields a significant variation in optimisation results. This is especially
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true for SEQ5-MII of Holistic Optimisation Study 1 (HOS1) and SEQ3-MII of Holistic
Optimisation Study 2 (HOS2), which were found to be the “best” OMS as they are more stable
than all other OMS across the three evaluation methods for both HOS. This is evidenced by
HOS1-2 of subsection 4.7 and HOS2-1 of subsection 5.6.
In the first two holistic optimisation studies, HOS1 and HOS2, a maximum of two input
parameters were varied for any given model (i.e. OAT and TAT) to find the most influential
parameter(s). According to HOS1-9 through HOS1-11 of subsection 4.7 and HOS2-6 through
HOS2-7 of subsection 5.6, results of the 7 OMS of HOS1 and HOS2 are more sensitive to the
change of two specific input parameters namely: the geometry and the recycled content. The
vast majority of structural optimisation tools are heavily influenced by the input geometry, and
in this context, it should be noted that the variation of input geometry merely represents “design
variations” of a single structure as opposed to two (or more) significantly different structures.
The attempt to use a parallel (PAR) approach for holistic optimisation proved to be “less
efficient” than the sequential (SEQ) optimisation approach. This was evidenced by HOS1-4 of
subsection 4.7 and HOS2-8 of subsection 5.6.
Following the OAT and TAT based holistic optimisation studies (HOS1 and HOS2) a design of
experiments (DOE) based holistic optimisation study was completed. This was done in order
to evaluate the 21 programmes from a much wider perspective by allowing “all” input
parameters to change at a time (AAT). However, it was not a truly AAT perspective as the
current number of models (i.e. 203 in total) can only afford a least square regression (LSR)
polynomial of the 3rd order, i.e. analyse maximum 3 parameters at a time. Therefore, a
suggestion for future study is to increase the number of models to afford a higher polynomial
order and to get a true AAT perspective. Although it is not a complete AAT perspective, the
DOE based optimisation with Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) can be still applied
to the two HOS to study the OMS influence. After completing the DOE based optimisation for
all 7 OMS simultaneously, a solution was obtained. By subsequently inserting the DOE study
solution into the 21-holistic optimisation programmes a significant spread in results was found.
This substantiates previous findings indicating a high OMS influence upon optimisation results.
In summary, the holistic optimisation methods developed throughout this thesis were found to
be powerful tools for optimising automotive engineering products, as they (theoretically)
provide the “optimal compromise” between a number of significantly different, and often
contradictory product aspects.
The additional scenarios should be explored in order to further explore the trends,
recommendations and conclusions drawn in this thesis.
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Appendix – A

Figure 53: Full QFD for product
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Figure 54: Hand calculation for second moment of areas
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Figure 55: Case study list
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Appendix – D

Table 114: Case studies and corresponding parameters analysed in each case study
Methods

OAT

TAT

Case Study
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Parameters
Geometry
Production Quantity
Recycled Content
Maximum component cost
Maximum component CO2
Travel Distance
Labour Cost
Overhead Cost
Geometry and Production Quantity
Geometry and Recycled Content
Geometry and Maximum component cost
Geometry and Maximum component CO2
Geometry and Travel Distance
Geometry and Labour Cost
Geometry and Overhead Cost
Production Quantity and Recycled Content
Production Quantity and Maximum component cost
Production Quantity and Maximum component CO2
Production Quantity and Travel Distance
Production Quantity and Labour Cost
Production Quantity and Overhead Cost
Recycled Content and Maximum component cost
Recycled Content and Maximum component CO2
Recycled Content and Travel Distance
Recycled Content and Labour Cost
Recycled Content and Overhead Cost
Maximum component CO2 and Maximum component cost
Maximum component cost and Travel Distance
Maximum component cost and Labour Cost
Maximum component cost and Overhead Cost
Maximum component CO2 and Travel Distance
Maximum component CO2 and Labour Cost
Maximum component CO2 and Overhead Cost
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Appendix – E
9.1.1 Results based on the average change of the objective function values
The average COFV across the 203 models of each of the 7 OMS is calculated based on Equation (4.1). The 7
OMS are ranked from the lowest COFV to the highest average COFV in Table 115.
Table 115: The ranked 7 OMS based on the average COFV – ABC – HOS 1

The following trends are observed from Table 115:
HOS1-Avg-ABC 1. The 7 OMS can be categorised into 3 Groups based on the range of the average COFV
of each OMS. The three groups of OMS are tabulated in Table 116, which for
convenience also contains the specific OMS order and the range of average COFV.
Table 116: The 7 OMS grouped by the range of average COFV – ABC -HOS 1

HOS1-Avg-ABC 2. The SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII (in Group D) have a smaller average
COFV than the OMS in the other groups which indicates that the OMS in Group D
outperform the OMS in the other two groups.
HOS1-Avg-ABC 3. The three OMS in Group D optimise the COST module before the CO2 module
compared to the OMS orders of the other OMS. This trend is also found in section 4.3.
It is also suggested that this is the reason SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII
outperform SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
HOS1-Avg-ABC 4. SEQ5-MII has the smallest average COFV while the SEQ4-MII has the largest
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average COFV. This indicates that the results of SEQ5-MII outperform the other 6
OMS while the results of SEQ4-MII underperform the other OMS.
HOS1-Avg-ABC 5. The PAR-MII has a ‘medium’ level performance which is the same as discovered in
section 4.3.
The general trends of the 7 OMS based on the average COFV are nearly the same as the trends found in
subsection 4.3.1. To further analyse the trends of the 7 OMS based on the ABC method, the maximum COFV
for each OMS is studied in the next subsection.

9.1.2 Results based on the minimum change of the objective function values
Similar to the maximum COFV, the minimum COFV is the minimum value of the 203 COFVs for each of the
7 OMS. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the minimum COFVs in Table 117, i.e. from the lowest to the highest.
Table 117: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – ABC – HOS 1

The following trends are found from Table 117:
HOS1-Min-ABC 1. The 7 OMS can be categorised into 3 Groups based on the range of the minimum
COFV of each OMS. The three groups are the same as the groups defined in Table
116 although the ranking of the top three OMS is slightly different.
HOS1-Min-ABC 2. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII have smaller minimum COFV than the other
OMS. It indicates that the results of these three OMS are closer to the absolute
optimum solution than the results of other OMS.
HOS1-Min-ABC 3. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-M optimise the COST module before the CO2
module compared to the orders of the other OMS. This trend is also found in section
4.3. It is also suggested that this is the reason SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII
outperform SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
HOS1-Min-ABC 4. SEQ5-MII has the smallest minimum COFV while the SEQ4-MII has the largest. This
indicates that the results of SEQ5-MII outperform the other 6 OMS while the results
of SEQ4-MII underperform the other OMS. This is same as the trend found in
subsection 9.
HOS1-Min-ABC 5. The PAR-MII is still ranked in the middle of the SEQ optimisation programmes which
indicates it has a ‘medium’ level COFV. This is same as the trend discovered in section
4.3.
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9.1.3 Results based on the average spreads of objective function value change
The average spread of COFV for each of the 7 OMS is calculated based on Equation (4.2) as defined in
subsection 4.3.4. The 7 OMS are ranked based on the average spread of COFV in Table 118, i.e. from the
lowest to the highest.
Table 118: The average spreads of the 7 OMS – ABC – HOS 1

The ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 118 shows the following trends:
HOS1-ASp-ABC 1. The top three ranked OMS have the same value which indicates that the results of
these three OMS have the same sensitivity to the change of input parameter(s).
HOS1-ASp-ABC 2. The OMS ranked from the 4th to 7th have larger average spreads which indicates that
the results of these four OMS are more sensitive to the change of input parameter(s)
than SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII.
HOS1-ASp-ABC 3. For the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes, the results of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII are more stable than those of SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII. This
can be explained by their different OMS orders as defined in HOS1-Min-ABC 3 of
subsection 9.1.2.
The PAR-MII shows different sensitivity compared to its ranking in Table 49. The results of the PAR-MII
based on the ABC method are less sensitive to the change of input parameter(s) than its results evaluated by
the ICE method. That the two evaluation methods are different in nature could be the reason to explain that
difference.

9.1.4 Summary of the general trends – ABC – HOS 1
The results analysis of the 7 OMS is based the ABC method in this section. It is found that most of the general
trends of the 7 OMS are same as those found in section 4.3. However, some of the trends are slightly different,
as the ABC method is different from the ICE method in nature. The General Trends of the 7 OMS based on
the ABC method are summarised as follows:
HOS1-GT-ABC 1. The 7 OMS are categorised into three groups based on their overall performance. As
defined in subsection 9, Group D contains SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII;
Group E contains SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII; Group F contains PAR-MII.
HOS1-GT-ABC 2. The three OMS in Group D are suggested to be more stable and robust than those in
Groups E and F. This is evidenced by the general trends found in subsections 4.4.1,
and subsections 9.1.1, 9.1.2, 9.1.3 in Appendix – E.
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HOS1-GT-ABC 3. For the SEQ optimisation programmes in Group D and E, SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII in Group D always optimise the COST module before the CO2 module;
while the OMS in Group E always optimise the CO2 module before the COST module.
This is suggested to be the reason why the OMS in Group D outperform those in
Group E.
HOS1-GT-ABC 4. SEQ2-MII is the most sensitive of the 7 OMS. However, it is considered to be
indifferent as the COFV of SEQ2-MII is consistently lower than SEQ1-MII, SEQ3MII, SEQ5-MII and PAR-MII.
HOS1-GT-ABC 5. SEQ5-MII is suggested to be the most stable and robust of the OMS. This is also found
in subsection 4.3.5, i.e. HOS1-GT-ICE 4.
HOS1-GT-ABC 6. The PAR-MII shows a consistent ‘medium’ performance in this section. This is
evidenced by the ranking of PAR-MII in Table 115, Table 50, Table 117 and Table 118.
As defined above, nearly all the general trends found in section 4.3.5 are verified in this subsection. The next
section will continue to analyse the results of the 7 OMS based on the INC method. The extracted general
trends will be compared with the trends discovered in this section and in section 4.3.
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Appendix – F
9.1.5 Results based on the average change of the objective function values
The average COFV of each of the 7 OMS based on the INC method is calculated by Equation (4.1). The 7
OMS are ranked based on the average COFV in Table 119, from the highest to the lowest.
Table 119: The ranked 7 OMS based on the average COFV – INC – HOS1
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

OMS
SEQ5-MII
SEQ6-MII
SEQ3-MII
SEQ1-MII
SEQ4-MII
PAR-MII
SEQ2-MII

Objective function value changes (Average – INC)
1.63
1.61
1.55
1.53
1.51
1.48
1.13

According to the ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 119, the following trends are found:
HOS1-Avg-INC 1. SEQ2-MII is ranked 7th and its average COFV is much lower than the average COFV
SEQ5-MII, i.e. about 44%. This indicates that SEQ2-MII underperforms the other
OMS based on the average COFV.
HOS1-Avg-INC 2. The 6 SEQ optimisation programmes cannot be categorised into three groups as
defined in subsection 4.3.1. This indicates that no further trends can be found based
on the average COFVs and the OMS orders.
SEQ5-MII outperforms the other OMS but the difference of the average COFV between SEQ5-MII and PARMII (0.15) is even less than the difference between PAR-MII and SEQ2-MII (0.35). This indicates that the
performance of the OMS ranked from the 1st to 6th is not significantly different.

9.1.6 Results based on the minimum change of objective function values
The minimum COFV of each OMS is summarised and ranked from the highest to the lowest in Table 120.
Table 120: The ranked 7 OMS based on the minimum COFV – INC – HOS1

The following trends are obtained from Table 120:
HOS1-Min-INC 1. SEQ2-MII still underperforms the other OMS as it is ranked 7th in Table 120.
HOS1-Min-INC 2. SEQ5-MII outperforms the other OMS as it has the highest minimum COFV.
HOS1-Min-INC 3. The ranking of the 7 OMS in Table 120 is nearly the same as in Table 45 and Table
115. This indicates that SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII outperform SEQ2223

MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
HOS1-Min-INC 4. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII always optimise the COST module before the
CO2 module; while SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII always optimise the CO2
module before the COST module. This trend indicates how the pattern of the OMS
order influences the performance of the 7 OMS. This trend was also found in Table
45 and Table 115.
HOS1-Min-INC 5. The PAR-MII is now ranked 4th in the middle of the 7 OMS. However, its minimum
COFV is still lower than the values of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII. This
is the same trend as that found in Table 45 and Table 115.

9.1.7 Results based on average spreads of the objective function value change
The average spread of the COFV for each of the 7 OMS is calculated by Equation (4.2). The 7 OMS are
ranked in Table 121 based on the average spread, from the lowest to the highest.
Table 121: The average spreads of the 7 OMS – INC – HOS1

The trends observed from Table 121 are summarised below:
HOS1-ASp-INC 1. The top three ranked OMS have the same value which indicates that the results of
these three OMS have the same sensitivity to the change of input parameter(s). This
was also discovered in HOS1-ASp-ABC 1 in subsection 9.1.4.
HOS1-ASp-INC 2. The OMS ranked from 4th to 7th have larger average spreads which indicates that the
results of these four OMS are more sensitive to the change of input parameter(s) than
SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII.
HOS1-ASp-INC 3. For the 6 SEQ optimisation programmes, the results of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and
SEQ5-MII are more stable than the results of SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII.
This can be explained by their different OMS orders as defined in HOS1-Min-ABC 3
of subsection 9.1.2.
The PAR-MII has same value as SEQ6-MII which indicates that the results sensitivity of these two OMS is
the same.

9.1.8 Summary of general trends – INC – HOS 1
The overall general trends of the 7 OMS based on the INC method are summarised in this section as follows:
HOS1-GT-INC 1. The overall performance of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII is suggested to
outperform SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII. This is evidenced by the overall
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ranking of SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII being consistently higher than
SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII in Table 119, Table 51, Table 120, and Table
121. This was also discovered in the previous two sections (section 4.3 and 4.4).
HOS1-GT-INC 2. SEQ5-MII is suggested to be more stable and robust than the other OMS. This is
evidenced by the following general trends: HOS1-Avg-INC 1, HOS1-Min-INC 1 and
HOS1-ASp-INC 1.
HOS1-GT-INC 3. SEQ1-MII, SEQ3-MII and SEQ5-MII always optimise the COST module before the
CO2 module; while SEQ2-MII, SEQ4-MII and SEQ6-MII always optimise the CO2
module before the COST module. This is suggested to be the reason why the SEQ
optimisation programmes have a different performance.
HOS1-GT-INC 4. SEQ2-MII is the most sensitive of the 7 OMS. However, it is considered to be
indifferent as the COFV of SEQ2-MII is consistently lower than the other OMS in
this section.
The PAR-MII shows different performance based on the analysis of different types of COFV. However, the
PAR-MII in each subsection is consistently ranked at the bottom of the 7 OMS, i.e. the best ranking is 4 th.
Therefore, the PAR-MII is not considered to be a high-performance OMS based on the INC method.
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Appendix – G
9.1.9 Fit model based on ABC results – HOS2
By applying the LSR method to the ABC results of the 7 OMS, the R-Square values are extracted and
summarised in Table 122. The R-Square values of the 7 OMS in Table 122 are similar to the values in Table
103, i.e. they are feasible but not represent the good Fit quality as defined in subsection 6.1.1.
Table 122: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – ABC – HOS2

To determine which parameter is the most influential parameter of each of the 7 OMS, the top three MSP
values for the 7 OMS are ranked and tabulated in Table 123.
Table 123: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – ABC – HOS2

By observing Table 123, the most influential parameters of the 7 OMS are the production quantity. Furthermore,
the ICE results of the 7 OMS have nearly the same MSP values. This indicates that the results of the 7 OMS
have the similar sensitivity to the change of production quantity. Another trend is the top three influential
parameters of the 7 OMS are same, i.e. production quantity, recycled content and Maximum component cost.
The general trends indicated above are the same as the trends observed in Table 104. To further investigate the
influential parameters for the 7 OMS, the INC results are studied in the next subsection.

9.1.10 Fit model based on INC results – HOS2
Similar to the subsection 0, the fit quality of the response surfaces for the 7 OMS will be assessed by the RSquare values. The R-Square values of each of the 7 OMS are summarised in Table 124. The Fit quality of the
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7 OMS based on the R-Square values is similar to the Fit quality defined in Table 103 and Table 122.
Table 124: R-Square values of the 7 OMS – INC – HOS2

In order to investigate the influence of the parameters for each of the 7 OMS, the MSP values are ranked in
descending order, and for convenience, the corresponding parameters are also tabulated in Table 125.
Table 125: Top ranked influential parameters for the 7 OMS – DOE – INC – HOS2

According to Table 125, the most influential parameters (i.e. ranked 1st) for each of the 7 OMS are different.
The most influential parameter for SEQ1-MII and SEQ2-MII is production quantity. This is the same as the
trend observed in Table 104 and Table 123. However, the most influential parameters for all other OMS in
Table 125 are the geometry and recycled content. In order to compare and assess the influential parameters
observed in subsections 0, 9.1.9 and 9.1.10, a summary of this section is created subsequently.
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Appendix – H

Figure 56: Country fuel costs
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Figure 57 Country energy costs
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Use phase: Mobile mode
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Country energy mix and associated environmental footprint
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Appendix – I

Figure 58: Example of holistic optimisation flowchart
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Appendix – J

Figure 59: Pseudo code for optimisation algorithm

Appendix – K

Figure 60: Average COFV of each case study for the 7 OMS by ICE method – HOS2

Figure 61: Average COFV of each case study for the 7 OMS by ABC method – HOS2

Figure 62: Average COFV of each case study for the 7 OMS by INC method – HOS2

